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Abstract: The contemporary trend of research projects and works are presented on selective issues
of archaeometry, archaeology and Egyptology. The current status in research in the area of SE
Mediterranean on cultural heritage and archaeological/historical reflections alone and/or coupled
with archaeological sciences of eleven papers are placed within an updated frame. The results concern
a variety of selected topics critically presented. The topics touch on the cultural astronomy, the ancient
textiles and masonries and the physico-chemical and biological investigations, the socio-political
issues of Egyptian Ramesside era, revisiting the inscription of an Egyptian statuette, and the valuable
information extracted from rock graffiti in north Kharga, Egypt.

Keywords: archaeoastronomy; masonry; conservation; embroidery; Coptic; Ramesside; dyes; graffiti; mummy

The interdisciplinary field of Heritage culture, archaeology, history of art, coupled with
natural sciences, is undoubtedly a breakthrough in the advancement of cultural heritage
studies and sustainability [1,2].

The regional development of heritage studies has begun to attract a great deal of
research interest, and SE Mediterranean studies with a focus on Egypt are rich in novel
results. Research from these disciplines converge, granting us a higher level of knowledge
of heritage from prehistory to historical times. Aspects of tangible and intangible cultural
heritage concerning interconnected ancient societies and their activities, development and
ingenuity in the SE Mediterranean regions, the cradle of civilizations, are presented in the
present volume.

This Special Issue contains eleven articles touching on a variety of selected topics
from these subjects; in particular, two on the archaeoastronomy for the earliest mechanical
device to the temples at Bekaa, Lebanon; five on the study of dyes in Coptic Textiles and
the physico-chemical and biological investigations of ancient textiles and stone masonries
and mummies of historic and archaeological significance for conservation purpose; then, a
detailed description and interpretation of rare Coptic embroidery traced in the history of art
heritage objects; the socio-political issues of the way Egyptians perceived the boundaries
of their land and the impact of Egyptian colonialism during the Ramesside period; a
reassessment of the inscription of the Egyptian statuette in the Heraklion Archaeological
Museum for a more plausible translation; and last, the valuable information extracted from
rock graffiti in north Kharga, Egypt.

The Special Issue is made to honor Professor Ioannis Liritzis’ for his retirement from the
University of the Aegean, Greece—he is now a distinguished professor at Henan University,
China—for his long and prolific academic career which has advanced research in archaeol-
ogy, cultural heritage and the archaeological sciences, involving multiple initiatives in the
archaeology of Egypt (ushering the first chair in Egyptology in University of the Aegean),
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and the wider Eastern Mediterranean archaeology and cultural heritage (www.liritzis.eu,
accessed on 2 November 2021; https://archlab.aegean.gr/, accessed on 25 January 2022;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egyptology, accessed on 10 February 2022). Prof. Liritzis’
research output refers to a wide spectrum of specialized subjects which are tackled by most of
this volume’s articles.

Since the early days of mankind, humans have looked to the stars for answers to
their biggest questions. The skyscape has been the source of inspiration, imagination, for
science and philosophy. The determination of time and identification of human or animal
images with them has exerted a strong influence on the human cultures throughout the
millennia. The four solar stands, the lunar phases, the planetary orbits, the rise and setting
of bright stars and the constellations have triggered past societies to determine the time for
daily works. Worldwide examples from the five continents on these aspects are outlined,
focusing on the determination of time with solar stands in daylight, the lunar periodic
movements, and bright stars and associated configurations (constellations). In essence,
the determination of time is deemed necessary for many daily aspects, such as agriculture
(sowing, harvesting, cultivation), maritime voyages, rituals and religious festivities, the
preservation of the four (climatic) seasons, art, and related myths. In particular, the
natural and/or constructed devices in the determination of time and geographical location
(sundials, hydraulic and portable devices, topographical markers) including intangible
oral documentation of cultural astronomy of aboriginals provides clues on the intangible
heritage and other social aspects of the old world [3].

Archaeoastronomy has advanced since the times of the simple and somewhat naïve
studies or uncontextualized alignments and can be considered today as a complete, inter-
disciplinary science tightly connected to cognitive archaeology [4].

Analysis of specific orientations of temples, buildings, altars, natural markers is made
to connect them to specific deities, sacred attributes, rites, delivering oracles, major cultural
events [4–14] and for the determination of time [15–18].

Concerning the trans-scientific and interdisciplinary approach of conservation science
to valuable heritage objects (organic and inorganic origin) and monuments, the current
research has produced effective strategies. These follow certain sequential steps; from
the characterization of weathering, corrosion and microbial inhibition to development of
compatible materials, with emphasis on nanotechnology, to prevent further deterioration
and for consolidation to digital recording for museum exhibit. These involves spectroscopic
techniques and experimental simulation of aging and conservation tests to define proper
materials for conservation. The most significant and most recent contributions have been
made to heritage materials of the SE Mediterranean cultures [19–38].

On the history and archaeology side, the tapestry was known as a mirror of civilization,
because many tapestries represented scenarios of everyday life. Tapestry may be similar
to painting with yarn, depicting an endless picture. The finest articles are seen in Coptic
Egypt around the fifth and the sixth centuries A.D. [39]. It became an important issue in
the 9th century and later the Iconoclastic controversy in the Near and Middle East and the
West, especially during the late Carolingian and Ottonian periods, in a great number of
iconographic variations. In some instances, it might be accompanied by the Virgin, St. John,
the thieves, or other figures associated with the Passion, recorded on various materials
(ivory, wood, textile, stone). Thus, rare objects of that period are of importance in the
heritage field of art history and these need proper investigation [39–43].

The socio-political issue of land boundaries was and still is a thorny topic. Egyptians’
perception of the boundaries of their land and the Egyptian and colonial encounters has
been discussed in the turmoiled region of near East [44,45].

Remoteness in time is one of the main difficulties we encounter when we look for
sources of information about the Old Kingdom. Thus, any decipherment of Egyptian
hieroglyphic inscriptions are valuable sources of information of past Egyptian dynasties
concerning rituals, religion, war affairs, afterlife, etc. [46,47].
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The valuable information extracted from rock graffiti in Egypt is gaining worldwide
attention.

Sites such as Al-Qarta and Abu Tanqoura, north of Komombo town, Nasr Salam, Hula
Rock 1 and 2 are ways of communication as texts, images, or signposts, or rock art; they
are adding their voices to the muted interactions of all desert travelers who chose to carve
messages on such rocks. Whatever these and others in the world mean, these are artistic
expressions which bear a message; therefore, it is worthwhile to explore and preserve
them [48–54].

In recent years, new research has revived the interest in the unsolved problems
posed by the Baalbek monuments, Bekaa Valley, Lebanon. Such problems include dating
construction phases, determining relationships with the landscape, and discerning the
nature of the cult practiced. In the paper by Magli [55] archeoastronomy is used to suggest
that the plan of the Temple of Jupiter was a unified one, conceived under Herod the Great.
Magli also argues that the cult was strongly connected to the renewal of seasonal cycles
and proves the existence of an orientation custom which appears to originate in Baalbek
and to inform all these sacred places.

The earliest mechanical device in the world, dated 2150 years ago, the Antikythera
Mechanism found in a shipwreck in the Aegean Sea early 20th century is the oldest extant
complex geared device, an amazing analogue computer. The device was operated manually
by a user, setting a date in a dial. The intended calculations were made using a set of at
least 39 gears while the results were displayed on several scientific scales. This Greek
device was used to calculate astronomical phenomena, such as solar and lunar eclipses,
constituting confirmation of the written sources regarding the Pan-Hellenic games and
the accuracy of its predictions is demonstrable. Efstathiou et al. [56] have developed an
application which simulates the exact operation of the physical model of the mechanism.
From all the tests that have been performed, it is concluded that the mechanism accurately
predicts the astronomical phenomena of the future and confirms with astonishing accuracy
the astronomical phenomena of the past.

The role played by the clay minerals and microorganisms in the deterioration process
of architectural units is a hot topic in the conservation and restoration of ancient buildings.
Building materials (mainly mortars and plasters) from the church of Virgin Mary, Wadi
El-Natrun region, Egypt, were examined using spectroscopic techniques (X-ray diffraction,
X-ray fluorescence and scanning electron microscope with energy dispersive spectroscopy,
by Moussa and Roshdy [57]. It was found that wall gypsum mortars in the church contain
halloysite as a dominant clay mineral while plaster is clay free; concerning microorganisms,
the fungal flora Aspergillus glaucus represent the most dominant fungi.

The assessment, modeling, and strengthening of historic masonry walls of multi-leaf
systems essentially require suitable knowledge of their construction technology, typology,
geometrical characteristics, and the properties of their components. In this context, a
comprehensive structural survey of multiple-leaf walls of medieval historic buildings in
Cairo was performed by Amer et al. [58]. Three construction hypotheses of multiple-leaf
stone masonry walls are presented considering weak, thick, and monolithic core infill layers.
This novel work provided a proper characterization as a prerequisite for determining the
most suitable materials and techniques for further strengthening interventions.

Ismael et al. [59] report their research results on the comparative inhibition of three
materials of nano zinc oxide (ZnO-NPs), Ceratophyllum demersum and 4-chloro-m-cresol
for the microcide on the screaming Mummy in Egyptian Museum store mummies. This
screaming mummy suffers from stains due to microbial infection. Microorganisms, isolated
from the degraded mummy, were identified with an optical microscope and ribosomal
ribonucleic acid (rRNA) analysis to guarantee identification accuracy. Results indicated that
the bacteria in the mummy are Bacillus jeotgali, Kocuria turfanensis, Microbacterium imperial,
Micrococcus luteus and Bacillus megaterium. Fungi are Monascus pallens and Rhizopus oryzae.
The results of minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) illustrated that the best concen-
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trations for the bio treatment of isolated microorganisms is plant extract (Ceratophyllum
demersum) followed by 4-chloro-m-cresol and finally nano zinc oxide.

The research team led by Amer et al. [60] presented further development of multiple-
leaf stone masonry walls in Egyptian heritage monuments to correctly define the pathology
and determine the appropriate interventions for its conservation and preservation. Thus,
comprehensive studies on its building materials were carried out implemented to enrich
documentation, conservation and restoration issues of this type of wall. The fundamental
physical and mechanical properties of the masonry elements were examined by incorporat-
ing stone blocks, mortars and core-infill materials utilizing a large range of complementary
investigation and analysis techniques, including polarizing microscopy, X-ray diffraction
(XRD), thermal analysis (TG/DTA), and environmental scanning electron microscope
(ESEM) attached to an EDX unit. The outer leaves of the majority of the multiple-leaf
stone-masonry walls in medieval architectural heritage were mainly built of well-dressed
limestone blocks with nearly uniform dimensions, while the inner-core layer was usually
built of stone-rubble infill with bending lime-based mortar. The uniaxial compressive
strengths of core infill and lime-based mortar of the embedded joints are shown to be
85 and 92.5% lower than the limestone units of the outer layer, respectively. Moreover,
experimental observations indicate that the inner core layer exhibits the highest porosity
values; consequently, deteriorated, loose and cohesionless core infill could greatly affect
the durability and thermal resistivity of this kind of wall. The results provide scientific
support for investigating the overall structural behaviour of this type of walls and for
decision-making in future conservation and restoration strategies.

Karapanagiotis et al. [61] presented new evidence on the identification of Dyes from
twelve ancient Egyptian textiles (4th–5th c. AD) from the Museum of Faculty of Archaeol-
ogy, Cairo University. Applying high performance liquid chromatography coupled to a
diode-array-detector (HPLC-DAD), they investigated samples which were extracted from
ancient Egyptian textiles (4th–5th c. AD. They discovered madder, weld (Reseda luteola
L.) and indigoid dyes which can be either indigo (Indigofera species and other) or woad
(Isatis tinctoria L.). These identifications were achieved, as alizarin, purpurin, rubiadin
(madder components), apigenin, luteolin, chrysoeriol (weld components), indigotin and
indirubin (indigo/woad components) were detected in the chromatograms of the investi-
gated samples. Additionally, ellagic acid was detected, implying the presence of tannin
sources. In some of the studied samples, madder was the only detected dye. It is reported
that these samples were treated with a madder source which was rich in purpurin and
poor in alizarin. Madder dyes rich in alizarin (probably originated from R. tinctorum) were
detected only in samples treated with madder–tannin mixtures. Finally, it is noted that the
potential use of other madder species (Galium and Asperula species) by the Egyptian dyers
cannot be ruled out by the chemical results.

State-of-the-art surface-profiling equipment has been used by Gleeson [62] on the
Egyptian statuette, AM Heraklion no. 95, and has established previously unknown hiero-
glyphic signs, so that the dedicator’s second title can now be read, with some confidence,
as Maker of the Wadjet Standard.

Lila de Chaves [63] presents the “Crucifixion with the twelve Apostles”, a unique Cop-
tic embroidered panel, was on display at the Benaki Museum (Athens, Greece), representing
of the “Crucifixion” with Christ in the center and six Apostles on either side, standing
next to each other in frontal poses, is quite a rare one. This unique representation of the
Crucifixion with the twelve Apostles, which also involves the Ascension, is a one-of-a-kind
compositional formula representing Christ’s death as a triumph over Death, emphasizing,
along with the other factors, its non-Chalcedonic origin. A detailed description and inter-
pretation of the inscription, written in at least three languages. Stylistically, in many details,
one can trace Armenian connotations; in addition, there is a Syrian influence especially in
the rendering of the Apostles’ faces. The inscription constitutes a synthesis of letters from
different alphabets. The particular personality of Coptic art prevails, with its abstract, con-
ventional forms and its pronounced mysticism and symbolism, that, nonetheless, remains
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deeply Christian. As for its place of origin, our working hypothesis would assign it to the
Low Egypt region of Fayoum dated at the 13th–14th century.

The work of Xekalaki [64] aims to define the way Egyptians perceived the boundaries
of their land and reassesses the impact of Egyptian colonialism during the Ramesside
period (c. 1292–1069 BCE). During this era, expansive wars, diplomatic action and land
administration/governance reforms led Egypt to control a large part of modern Israel,
Palestine, Lebanon and Syria. Seeking to explore whether the use of modern terms on
ancient Egypt may be an anachronism, this paper reviews the scholarship on (a) Egyp-
tian records documenting conquests and (b) contextual archaeological evidence from the
southern Near East itself. This review highlights differences between modern and ancient
conceptions of land domination. Finally, Egyptian border-related terms are used in a strictly
local symbolic cultural context but not in the one of international diplomacy. As for Egypt’s
boundary, it was mostly formed as a buffer zone rather than a borderline.

In the course of the last ten years, the North Kharga Oasis–Darb Ain Amur Survey
team, led by Salima Ikram (American University in Cairo), has been exploring a network of
interconnected desert paths in Egypt’s Western Desert, known as Darb Ain Amur. These
marked paths run between Kharga Oasis and Dakhla Oasis, linking them to Darb el-
Arbain, a notorious caravan route facilitating contacts between Egypt and sub-Saharan
Africa since prehistoric times. Lazaridis [65] reports on two rock graffiti in North Kharga,
Egypt, focusing on the types of information one may extract from such ancient epigraphic
materials, viewing these as a sustained flow of information between carved messages that
probably created a safety net that eased desert travelers’ discomfort by making them feel
as important contributors to the ongoing efforts to make Western Desert’s terrain more
hospitable and more navigable.

All the above articles highlight significant novel archaeological and archaeological
sciences issues in the SE Mediterranean and Egypt in particular.
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Abstract: The “Crucifixion with the twelve Apostles”, a unique Coptic embroidered panel, was on
display at the Benaki Museum (Athens, Greece). The representation of the “Crucifixion” with Christ
in the center and six Apostles on either side, standing next to each other in frontal poses, is quite a
rare one. This rare iconographic image of the twelve Apostles could be linked to the Ascension or
the Pentecost. This unique representation of the Crucifixion with the twelve Apostles, which also
involves the Ascension, is a one-of-a-kind compositional formula representing Christ’s Death as a
triumph over Death, emphasizing, along with the other factors, its non-Chalcedonic origin. Moreover,
the interpretation of an inscription, written in at least three languages embroidered in black silk
thread, is a matter which confuses the issue even more. In the present study, we will attempt a
comprehensive investigation, a detailed description, and interpretation of this rare iconography,
based on written and iconographic evidence traced in the history of art heritage objects.

Keywords: crucifixion; apostles; inscription; silk; embroidery; Greek; Coptic; monastery

1. Introduction

This rare heritage collection piece, The Crucifixion with the 12 Apostles, a Coptic embroi-
dered panel including a multilingual inscription, has been exposed in the Benaki Museum,
Athens, until its refurbishment in 1989 (Figure 1).

Figure 1. “The Crucifixion with the twelve Apostles”. A rare and mysterious embroidered silk panel
(283 cm × 48 cm) of the late Coptic monastic period 13th–14th cent., Benaki Museum, Athens, Greece.

The “Crucifixion with the twelve Apostles” (Figure 1), a unique embroidered panel
(283 cm × 48 cm) of late Coptic art, was purchased in May 1929 by Anthony Benaki, the
founder of the Museum, from Nahman, an antique dealer, for the price of 100 sterling
pounds. It appears listed for the first time in the 1935 Catalogue of the Benaki Museum,
with the simple description “The Crucifixion with the Twelve Apostles” (inv. ΓE7148). The
description and dating initially was made by Otto Meinardus [1], who describes it as an
embroidery of “the Crucifixion on silk with six Apostles on each side, one of whom slightly
elevated”, as well as by the director of the Museum, late Prof. A. Delivorrias [2], with the
only addition “Tentatively assigned to the 7th century”.

The theological interpretation of the death of Christ, since the early Christian period,
has been articulated through the Crucifixion in works of minor art (manuscript illustration,
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weaving, metalwork, engraving), such as the 5th century ivory relief from North Italy, the
Crucifixion on the Monza ampulla (British Museum) (Figure 2). For the evolution of the
iconography of the Crucifixion see [3,4].

Figure 2. The Crucifixion on a 5th century ivory relief from North Italy, British Museum; Judas
hanged, M for Mary, J for St. John and S for soldier ([4] and 16; based on https://www.britishmuseum.
org/collection/object/H_1856-0623-5, BM No. 1856,0623.5).

It became an issue in the 9th century and later the Iconoclastic Controversy in the
East, Syria, Armenia, Egypt, and the West, especially during the late Carolingian and
Ottonian periods, in a great number of iconographic variations; in some instances, it might
be accompanied by the Virgin, St. John, the thieves, or other figures associated with the
Passion. The representation of the “Crucifixion” in question, with Christ in the center and
six Apostles on either side, standing next to each other in frontal poses, is quite a rare
one. On a Greek seal stone, 3rd c. AD, in the British Museum, the earliest similar type
is found, yet this type, as attested by Gertrud Schiller, most likely comes from heretical
circles [4] (Figure 321). A similar arrangement of the Apostles can be found in a scene of the
Ascension, a fresco in the Baouit/Bawit Monastery V II [5] (p. 42), a deserted Monastery
(known also as Monastery of St. Apollo, Deir Abu Abullu), lying in the Egyptian desert,
facing the fertile plain, about fifteen kilometers from Dairut, north of Aysut (Assiut).

In the present research, note this unique heritage object, the Coptic embroidered panel,
is revisited, and the intriguing issue of the position and artistic expression of the Apostles
reassessed [1].

2. Technical Context

Initially, the fibers of the textile and those of the embroidered figures have been
examined by microtomic section at the ITF (Institut Textile de France) Paris laboratories.
The results were as follows: Textile: purplish brown and orange fibers, silk. Embroidery:
Crucifix, Apostles: undyed white fibers, cotton. Inscription, crosses: black-dyed fibers,
cotton (particularly good and well-preserved product).

2.1. Technique of the Textile

The crucifixion is a rare complete example of late Coptic monastic embroidery, despite
the damage to parts of the textile (263 cm × 48 cm). The narrative scene is embroidered on
a purplish-brown silk field in plain weave, which is decorated with three woven bands,
perpendicular to the embroidery, (263 cm × 7.5 cm) of unspun orange silk threads in Samit
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(2Z1). Under the iconographic scene on which an inscription is embroidered lengthwise,
the third orange Samit band is cut in the middle. This verifies that the textile was much
wider. An inlay-brocade pattern with the same orange unspun silk threads decorates the
larger upper band of the embroidered panel. It comprises a repetition of geometric designs,
such as the diaper scheme and a motif reminiscent of the candelabra tree ending to a
smaller “head” upper element. This is an important motif of the Umayyad period, which
was quickly adopted by the Coptic weavers of the time, and has persisted throughout the
period of Mamluks [6] (pp. 10, 12, 53, 55, 145). (For more extensive information on Textiles,
see [7] (Figure 8, p. 35–49)). Coincidentally, the salvage at the top of the embroidered scene
(at the right side of the textile, on which the embroidery was made), has been preserved
and shows, along with the weaving, the close fitted dents of a proper reed. This leads us to
presume that the textile must have not been weaved before the late 12th–13th centuries,
taking into consideration the technical evolution of the draw loom. Hence, we are dealing
with a silk textile, which is expertly braided, but, nevertheless, associated with a draw loom
mainstream production, which delimits us to date it between the 13th–14th centuries AD.

2.2. The Technique of Embroidery

A portion of the material is stitched with the scene that occupies the space between
the orange bands in the self-couched and knotted stem stiches, which were not only
characteristic of the late Coptic period but also used commonly in Medieval Eastern and
Western Monasteries [5] (p. 646). The embroidered version of the “Crucifixion with the
twelve Apostles” shows a primitive and inferior technique. Despite that, the effort of the
embroiderer is obvious, which is the portrayal of various iconographical details. This
can be seen on the garments of the Apostles, the details of which have been rendered
only by means of using a different direction of the stitch. This is a consequence of the
fact that the embroidery was mainly embroidered with white threads, except for some
details which were rendered in red, brown, blue, salmon pink, and black (using cotton
dyed threads). Some of these colors have faded with time. The textile at the places of the
embroidered figures has shrunk and unsightly folds appear, which were created by the
reaction of the cotton threads, possibly due to the fact that the embroidery remained in a
humid environment for a long time. The oxidation has caused some decay in the wears
and holes on part of the textile.

3. Stylistic Description and Discussion

The architectural layout of a Coptic Monastery church is formed by three chapels. The
“Haikal” is the central one, forming essentially the sanctuary which contains the high altar
and is usually closed by an embroidery curtain like the one we are examining. Usually, in
the various Christian iconographic depictions of the crucifixion, the twelve Apostles are
never presented all together since Judas had already died. If this occurs, in a rare case, then
Matthew is selected as the 12th Apostle, in the place of Judas. From Chapter B of the Acts
of the Apostles, it is derived that the depiction with the twelve Apostles is iconographically
established with the Pentecost (see, Figure 1 and Figure 5 below). That is, when the number
of the twelve Apostles is complete, and all of them together receive The Holy Spirit, they
start preaching in the different languages. This is also mentioned in the First Epistle (6, 4) of
Apostle Paul to the Corinthians.

The Crucifixion with the twelve Apostles (Figure 1), although rendered stylistically in
a primitive and non-naturalistic way, with a total absence of any decorative elements, has,
undoubtedly, a monumental nature. The Christ, nailed on the cross, occupies the center
of the panel, dividing the scene in two symmetrical parts in an unusual compositional
configuration. On either side stand six Apostles, one next to each other, in frontal poses,
all of equal size except for the one far right, who is smaller. Only the Crucifix is larger;
thus, the scene acquires importance and becomes centrobaric. Neither the Apostles nor
the figure of Christ seem to be supported firmly on any pictorial ground. They all look
rather suspended in the narrow space of the textile, in an endless arrangement; thus, it
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is in accordance with the aesthetic expression of the two-dimensional surface, on which
everything is suspended in a world that is transcendental and symbolic, so dear to the
Copts. Christ has his eyes closed in death. In the East, the iconography of the dead Christ
first appeared after the iconoclast controversy in 843 AD, as it did in the West (School of
Reims) [see Radbertus in Paulus [8], (p. 9)].

A depiction which was first traced on an icon from Mount Sinai of the 8th century
as presented by Weitzmann and Chatzidakis is nailed to a T-shape cross (Crux Comissa
patibulata), or cross of St. Antony of Egypt (Figure 3). It is also used as the head of
Pastoral staffs for the actual or symbolic support of ecclesiastics in the Orthodox and
Coptic church [9] (p. 18). The cross is embroidered in purplish brown with some details in
black, which evidently, although rendered in a naive way, play the role of the chiaroscuro
around Christ’s figure. His arms are outstretched and nailed; blood is also traced in salmon
pink [10] (Figures 24–27) [11]. During the early Byzantine period, in the first representations
of the Crucifixion on minor art objects, Christ appeared nailed to the cross with four nails:
two for his hands and two for each of his legs, which lied frontally one next to the other
nailed separately on the cross, like on a gold crucifixion “encolpion”. (See Dumbarton
Oaks from early byzantine 6th to 7th centuries. Gold 8 cm × 5.30 cm, BZ1937.24.).

Figure 3. The crucifix stands in the middle of the scene, Christ’s eyes closed in death, being nailed on
a T-shaped cross (Crux comissa patibulata) with only three nails and wearing a loincloth (perizoma).

Both his legs, the right one on top of the left, are nailed to the upright of the cross with
only one nail and are not supported on a suppedaneum. This type of Crucifixion with
only three nails has its roots in the North, and it first appeared in the 12th century. This
representation shows a new outlook on the Passion, Arma Christi [4] (p. 146) frequently
appearing in many regions. Eventually, it travelled to the East with the Crusades, during
the 12th–13th centuries [3] (p. 412).

Christ has a dark beard embroidered in black and lighter hair embroidered in brown.
According to G. A. Sotiriou, these iconographic features are of a Jewish type [12] (p. 109).
His body is portrayed frontally, rendered in a primitive style, with obvious disproportion,
his legs being much shorter than his torso. His posture is heavy and stiff without any
realistic leaning either to the right (Byzantine type) or to the left, contraposto (western type).
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He is wearing a perizoma (loincloth), which replaced the colobium or sleeveless Chiton
(Tunic) from the 9th century onwards (Figure 3).

An interesting scene with the Christ wearing a colobium at a later time [4] (p. 100)
is found on a fresco from the Episcopi church in Eurytania (central Greece), middle 12th
century in the Byzantine Museum in Athens. In either of the two lateral compositions
flanking the Crucifix, the Apostles are shown as huge images. They all have bell-shaped
(Figure 4) conventionally rendered bodies, a style which is properly Coptic. Such evidence
is found in various iconographic sources, on works of minor arts, and on icons and frescoes,
as have been presented in the articles and works of Maggy Rassart-Debergh, Piotr O.
Scholz, P. P. du Bourguet, M.-H. Rutschowskaya, and L. A. Hunt, to mention only a few
of the many experts. Some of the Apostles are wearing colobia and other chitons with
a small cross on the breast and himatia (BIKOYKAION in Coptic, that is, the Byzantine
Phelonion or the Catholic Chasuble). (For an extensive description of Coptic ecclesiastical
vestments, see [13].

Figure 4. One of the three of the bell-shaped Apostles having their hands raised in a gesture of
testimony. Each one is holding an orb with an inscribed red cross in their left hand.

It is noticed that their heads are larger in proportion to the rest of the bodies. Their
eyes are rendered with just a black line; the same goes for the eyebrows and the nose,
which is rendered in an oblong V shape. Their mouths are marked with only a small line
or dot, either red or salmon pink. Their hair is embroidered in black, and only one Apostle
has a brown embroidered hair line on top of the black one. Most likely the embroiderer
meant to portray a figure of a fair complexion. It is worthwhile to note that none of the
Apostles, in this case, is portrayed with white hair, i.e., of an elderly age. Usually in the
Eastern iconographical prototypes, codices, Gospel illustrations, etc., the Apostles are
represented throughout the Byzantine era with naturalistic features that follow specific
iconographic rules, as presented in the most important work of the 17th century by Denys
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de Fourna, representing an iconographic variety of ages. (For the Apostles representations
see [14] (pp. 298–299)). At first sight, the Apostles all look alike, but one will soon notice
that each one has its own particular features and, thus, personality. Two of the twelve look
younger, with oval faces traced in black, three wear a beard, and the rest have fat, almost
round faces with no apparent neck.

Their feet portrayed in the traditional Coptic style are bare. This is a custom still
preserved in Coptic ritual, where the priest is barefooted through the liturgy, symbolizing
God’s command to Moses to approach barefooted (in Exodus 3, 5). The same is seen in
many icons and fresco depictions of Saints, for instance, in the icon of St. Antony and St.
Paul in the Coptic Museum, as well as in the icon and the fresco of St. Thomas the Hermit.

Despite the fact that the Apostles seem to be in a static state, their feet show
movement—only five of them have been staying still. Three, on the right side of the
Crucifix, seem to walk towards Christ. The same goes for one Apostle in the other lateral
composition, who also walks towards Christ, only in the opposite direction.

The three Apostles who wear a beard (perhaps meant to be older and wiser), two on
the left and one on the right side of the scene of Figure 1, have their right hands raised in a
gesture of testimony. Each one is holding an orb with an inscribed red cross in their left
hand. They are believed to represent the Apostles Peter, James, and John (John XVII, 23),
who are rendered in this same pose to symbolize the transfiguration (St. Catherine, Sinai)
and the Ascension (The Rabbula Gospels). (For an example see [15] (p. 164 Icon in the
Benaki Museum. Ascension, 17th century) and [2] (p. 77). In addition Matthew is selected
as the 12th Apostle, in the place of Judas. Thus, replacing Juda in a symbolic depiction
reminiscent of Juda’s death, hanged by the tree, therefore being elevated and not touching
the ground [16] (Figure 5; see also hanged Judas far right in Figure 1).

Figure 5. Does this elevated figure represent Matthew (Chapter B of the Acts of the Apostles) rather
than representing Juda?

In any case, we believe that this unique representation of the Crucifixion with the
twelve Apostles, which also involves the Ascension, is not only an unusual and unique
compositional formula but allows us to presume that it represents Christ’s death as a
triumph over death, emphasizing, along with the other factors, the non-Chalcedonic origin
of the embroidered panel.

The scene of the Crucifixion is framed by a row of small, embroidered crosses on top,
alternatively displayed in black and white. On the right and left, the two vertical sides
have, respectively, twelve crosses in white. On top of the scene lengthwise, there is a row
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of seventy crosses. We believe that the embroiderer has not embroidered the crosses merely
by chance, but he or she must have chosen these respective numbers on purpose, trying to
emphasize their symbolic meaning.

If we are on the right track, the twelve crosses on the vertical sides are referring to the
twelve Apostles, the number twelve being the symbolic representation of the twelve tribes
of Israel (Matthew XVIII, 28 and Luke VI, 13).

As for the seventy crosses all along the top of the Crucifixion scene, they must represent
the Seventy Apostles, disciples who were named by Christ himself during his lifetime to
spread his Word all over the World (Luke X, 1).

On the other hand, little crosses which surround an icon or decorate a haical (central
Coptic chapel with altar) door, a haical curtain, an iconostasis, or the ecclesiastical vestments
on the ΠIBAΛΛIN, as found in the extensive works of A. J. Butler, Evelyn White, L. A. Hunt
and others, are of typical Coptic style, used for the exorcism of Satan, as pointed out by
Reverend Pola Amba Bishoi of the Coptic Church in Athens [17]. Some signs may have
been added for ornamentation’s sake.

4. The Inscription

Finally, it is the issue of the inscription, which is embroidered in black lengthwise, in
one line, exactly under the scene. It is separated at intervals by a chrism embroidered also

in black (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Unidentifiable inscription in Coptic, Greek, etc.; characters (Δoξαστικóν?) embroidered in black lengthwise, in
one line, exactly under the scene, separated at intervals by a chrism.

The embroidered inscription is written in Greek and Coptic characters, while in some
parts there is a variation of other letters, as is pointed out by Reverend Pola Amba Bishoi

of being Syriac . Tentatively, I recognized a galgolitic one (Q); some other

letters are unidentifiable (may be Arabic), such as this one

g g

. Nevertheless, the
first three abbreviations at the beginning of the inscription give us a clue that they are of
Greek meaning. The first abbreviation, although misspelled, is referring to the Monogram

of Christ IHIE. The second one, , adding (E), could be read as (EΛEHΣE/have
mercy), and the third (XE) with upper dash is deciphered with a great certitude as XPIΣTE
(Oh! Christ). On a 15th century unique icon of the Cretoitalian School, in the Byzantine
Museum of Athens (T. 2638), is depicted a most rare representation of both the Crucifixion
and the Resurrection in the East (Eις Aδoυ Kάθoδoς = to the netherworld descendance)
and western prototypes. The icon underneath has a two-row inscription of a supplicatory
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troparion and has been a donation. Thus, we are led to the conclusion that this inscription
is a Δoξαστικoν of either the holy Friday (ΔOΞAΣTIKON of the Crucifixion; that is, the
glorious type of hymn found in the Divine Services of the Eastern Orthodox Church) or a
ΔOΞAΣTIKON of the twelve Apostles (30th of June). A Coptic inscription with the same
chrism, lozenge shaped at intervals, is also traced on a late Coptic tapestry fragment in
the Louvre, that P. P. du Bourguet has described as a curtain or an altar hanging, from the
Fayoum, 12th century [5] (p. 647). Some single signs remind us of Ge\ez writing, the script
used as an alpha syllabary for several Afro-Asiatic and Nilo-Saharan languages of Ethiopia
and Eritrea in the Horn of Africa. Its origin may have been an abjad (consonant-only
alphabet) first used to write the Ge\ez language, which today is the liturgical language of
the Ethiopian Orthodox. It is also a means of confirming dating [18]. The present textile
object is unique, depicting Christian symbols, yet belongs to the wider investigation of
Coptic embroideries. One of the biggest characteristics of Coptic textile motifs of the later
period is dualistic expressions of Christianity and Islam, which were interpreted as virtue
and evil, and civilized world and barbarous world [19], and, in some cases, use of bi- or
multilingual aspects is observed [20].

5. Conclusions

The iconographic scene of the Crucifixion with the twelve Apostles in the Benaki
Museum (Athens, Greece) is a most particular, mysterious, and unique representation
of the Crucifixion. It is a hybrid with no resemblance to anything else. It has been
proved iconographically that it has elements from both the East, the West, and the North.
Stylistically in many details which are not apparent at first sight, one can trace Armenian
connotations as, for instance, in the protuberant knot of Christ’s loincloth (perizoma). In
addition, one can notice a Syrian influence especially in the rendering of the Apostles’ faces.
The inscription in itself is a synthesis of letters from different alphabets. However, with
its obvious syncretism, the particular personality of Coptic art prevails, with its abstract,
conventional forms and its pronounced mysticism and symbolism, that, nonetheless,
remains deeply Christian. As for its place of origin, our working hypothesis would assign
it to the Low Egypt region of Fayoum. Having no iconographic or stylistic parallels of
the Crucifixion here examined, it is practically impossible to gain any insight in its earlier
history and in its origin, dated at the 13th–14th century.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the role played by the clay minerals and microorganisms in the
deterioration process of Coptic architecture units at the church of Virgin Mary, Wadi El-Natrun
region. For this purpose building materials (mainly mortars and plasters) from the studied church
were examined using X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and scanning electron
microscope with energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS); in order to identify their composition
and were investigated petro-graphically to determine the real response of the masonry structure to
the deformation imposed at the endogenous factors. Wall gypsum mortars in the church contain
halloysite as a dominant clay mineral while plaster is clay free; concerning microorganisms, the
fungal flora Aspergillus glaucus represent the most dominant fungi constituting (22.22%), Aspergillus
flavus, Aspergillus flavus, Aspergillus fumigatus, Aspergillus occhraceus, and Aspergillus caudidus were
also isolated.

Keywords: coptic; masonry; clay minerals; microorganisms; XRD; XRF; Wadi El-Natrun

1. Introduction

Wadi El Natrun, is a sandy depression located in the western part of the Nile delta,
latitude 30◦17′ and 30◦38′ N, longitude 30◦02′ and 30◦30′ E. It is directed NW-SE, about
22 m under sea level. In the region many salty alkaline lakes are found half-way between
Cairo and Alexandria. Wadi El-Natrun is one of the oldest centers of monastic settlements
in Egypt, Figure 1.

Figure 1. A map showing the location of Wadi El-Natrun area (http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/,
accessed on 18 October 2021).
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Deir “Monastery” Al-Surian, where the studied church is located, was called Al-Surian
because it was owned by the Syrians. Its real name is Monastery of Saint Mary. It was
constructed in the first half of the (1st AD) century in the place of the Monastery of St. John
the Short and was listed in the history of monasteries. It was a secondary monastery that
emerged as an independent unit in the second half of the 3rd AD century. In (817 AD), the
monastery—as well as others—was destroyed, and the Syrian monks rebuilt it. It did not
have a wall until the late 9th AD century. The Monastery of Saint Mary (Al-Surian) in Wadi
El-Natrun is rectangular and measures 150 m long and 45 m wide, Figure 2.

Figure 2. A general view of Deir “Monastery” Al-Surian, Wadi El-Natrun area.

It is divided into two parts: the western and the eastern part. The western part up to
the west of the gate contains palaces. It was built in (850 AD) before the building of the
wall. In contrast, the eastern part is the largest and contains the Church of Virgin Mary
adjunct to the northern wall, a mill in front of the church, and a garden of palm trees in
the east. The church is a rectangular church, where its horizontal projection is a rectangle
of 24 m long and 10 m wide from inside. It has two covered roofs: the northern and the
southern that was separated when building the wall of the monastery. The eastern part
of the church is divided into three altars bordered from the west by the choir across the
church. The church also contains porticos: a middle portico, side porticos, and the entrance
of the portico. The southern entrance was separated when building the wall. The current
northern entrance dates back to (980–1000 AD) Figure 3.

It is a high square building that can be accessed through a path with a high pointed
arch in the wall and arched doorstep as well. From the inside, the projection is square. On
the western side, there is a door with an arched doorstep and double entrance. Moreover,
the eastern wall has a similar entrance to the “Presbyterian Church”. The dome of the
entrance is pointed and based on a square that became an octagon by four corner squinches,
then a circle by eight small Turkish triangles. The middle portico is covered by a 9 m
high vault. Although it is one block, it is divided by a 1.25 m high section of buildings.
Consequently, the eastern section represents an archway used as a choir. It is known as
the Laqan Basin, which is shallow and filled with water on the Maundy Thursday that
commemorates the Washing of the Feet (Maundy) of Jesus Christ with the Apostles. To
the west of the middle portico, there is a portico with an arch holding half dome based on
wooden beams on the western wall. This dome was built of small stones. Side porticos
are covered by half-cylindrical vaults of 4.5 m high about half of the middle portico. Their
projection is 1.50 m wide. In the eastern ending, the porticos are blocked with no doors
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to the choir. The eastern archway of each portico is separated by a short section, which
completes the section separating the portico that adjoins to the external choir, finally the
separated section is covered by a vault. Above the southern portico, there are upper
windows with a set of bars that form octagons and small triangles with glass pieces. The
choir is covered by an 11 m high dome. The only entrance to the middle portico to the choir
is an opening with a semi-circular doorstep. The side columns have a door that dates back
to the (10th AD) century. The middle part of the choir facing the middle altar is topped
by a pointed dome based on two wide pointed arches. The dome is supported by a half
dome on the northern and southern endings of the choir. The middle altar is covered by a
high dome of 10 m high based on an octagon. Its ground is higher than the choir by three
wide steps. There are two squinches on the northern and southern walls of the middle altar.
These two walls have entrances leading to the side altars. Moreover, the doors of the altars
are fixed on wooden door jams similar to the doors of the choir. In other words, they are
opened from the middle and based from the back on bronze hinges. Each door has three
shutters, each of which contains seven panels. The doors date back to the (8th AD) century.
The altar is a hollow square of buildings and covered by a square-circular tile (i.e., a side
is square and the other is semicircular, unlike the churches of the desert). It is made of
marble or a black marble-like stone block. Two entrances in the form of a narrow room that
is a bit longer than the middle altar with circular doorsteps lead from the choir to the side
altars. This pattern was common in the (9th AD) century. Each room has a small altar and
an eastern squinch. Concerning side altars, each side altar is covered by a semi-cylindrical
vault that is 4.5 m high, Figure 4, [1–6].

Figure 3. A plan of the Church of the Virgin showing: 1. Annunciation. 2. Visitation. 3. Nativity.
4. Baptism of Christ. 5. Tow jars on Table. 6. Entry to Jerusalem. 7. Pentecost. 8. Sacrifice of Isaac.
9. Meeting of Abraham and Melchizedec. 10. Christ and the Holly Virgin enthroned. 11. Saints.
12. Saints.

Figure 4. (Left): The church of the Virgin, Deir al-Surian, Wadi El-Natrun. (Right): A 3D model of
the church of the Virgin, Deir al-Surian, Wadi El-Natrun.
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Atmospheric weathering of quarried aggregates is capable to produce clay minerals;
the swelling of clay minerals develops sufficient pressure to break up the building ma-
terials [7]. An important role is played by the microscopic fungi in atmosphere-exposed
environment. The problem of longevity increase of archaeological buildings can be solved
only with deep understanding of the mechanisms of deterioration. As it is known from
other inorganic materials (stones, mortars, plasters and pigments) a special attention should
be given to interactions of materials with microorganisms and to the processes of their
microbial degradation [8]. The current study aims essentially to assess the effect of clay
minerals and microorganisms in the deterioration cycle of Coptic architectural units at the
Church of Virgin Mary, Wadi El-Natrun, using chemical and physical analyses; this may
be very useful in correctly analyzing the development of damage picture. By this way the
results of the present study may be extrapolated to be used in similar cases suffering from
the same problems.

2. Materials and Methods

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed using a Philips (PW1840) diffrac-
tometer with Ni-filtered Cu-Kα radiation. The samples were scanned over the 5–70◦ 2Θ
intervals at a scanning speed of 1.2◦ min−1 A◦ quantitative estimation of the abundance of
the mineral phases was derived from the XRD data using the intensity of certain reflections
and external standard mixtures of minerals compared to the JCPDS standards of 1967 [9].
The μ-XRF analyses used a diffractometer type: SPECTRO, Model: COPRA “Compact
Portable Roentgen Analyzer”, potential acceleration: 35 kV, lamp stream: 0.9 mA, analysis
time: 300 s. for the SEM-EDS analyses; samples were coated by the JEOL JEE-4X High
vacuum evacuator with carbon coating (carbon rods). The SEM is the JEOL JSM-840A,
with an EDS analytical attached of OXFORD instruments ISIS, working distance (WD)
20 mm, and current 1 mA, accelerate voltage 20 kV. For the clay mineralogy study, grain
size determination of the material and textural classification was performed on each sample
following the Folk method [10]. A 20 g split of each sample was subjected to the following
chemical treatments [11]: 1 N sodium acetate-acetic acid buffer solution with pH = 5.0 for
carbonate removal; 30% H2O2, for organic matter and Mn-oxides removal; 0.3 M sodium
citrate and 1 M sodium bicarbonate buffer solution with pH = 7.3 to which 1 g increments
(up to 3 g) of sodium dithionite were periodically added to remove free Fe-oxides and
Fe-Al-hydroxides. Fractions having dimension less than 2 microns were separated into
other three different fractions (2–1, 1–0.25 and <0.25 μm) by an international equipment
company (IEC) centrifuge. The sample fractions were dried in room temperature. Subse-
quently, random and oriented mounts were prepared for XRD analysis. All the oriented
mounts were reanalyzed after treatment with an ethylene-glycol solution to distinguish
the expandable mineral phases. Some were heated for 2 h at 550 ◦C for chlorite detec-
tion [12]. Semi-quantitative estimates of the mineral abundance based on the peak area of
the oriented mounts, were made from the XRD data, using the method described in [13];
the study was carried out in the School of Geology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
Greece. Concerning the biological study Czapeck’s medium [14,15], was used for isolating
and growing microorganisms. Three replicate plates were prepared for each sample. After
1 week incubation period at 28 ◦C, fungal colonies were purified using Martin medium,
purified fungal isolates were identified using PDA medium, which was used as a slant
stock cultures for fungi according to [15–17]. The study was achieved in the School of
Veterinary, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece.

3. Results

A mortar sample from the western wall inside the church was analyzed using the XRD
method. The sample is composed of 51% calcite (CaCO3), 32% gypsum (CaSO42H2O), 5%
anhydrite (CaSO4) and 1% plagioclase (mainly albite), as seen in Figure 5 (left). The same
results were emphasized by the SEM-EDS analysis, calcium, sulfur, oxygen and carbon
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are the main sample components, as shown in Figure 6a. The presence of high amount of
gypsum in the sample was also assured by the use of μ-XRF, as seen in Figure 7a.

Figure 5. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns from the church of the Virgin showing: (Left) The mortar
sample which composes mainly of calcite and gypsum. (Right) The plaster sample which composes
mainly of calcite (X-axis = 2Θ, Y-axis = Counts).

Figure 6. Energy dispersive spectrum from the church of the Virgin showing: (a) A mortar sample from the west wall inside the
church of the Virgin; (b) The plaster sample from the west wall inside the church of the Virgin, (X-axis = E/keV, Y-axis = Cps.).

Figure 7. μ-XRF analysis patterns from the church of the Virgin showing: (a) A mortar sample from
the west wall inside the church of the Virgin; (b) The plaster sample from the west wall inside the
church of the Virgin, (X-axis = E/keV, Y-axis = Imp.).
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Concerning plaster, only one sample was available. This sample was taken from the
surficial layer in an unpainted part of the western wall inside the church. The plaster
layer from which the sample was derived has been added in 1781/2 during a re-plastering
process [1–6]. According to the XRD analyses, Figure 5 (right), the plaster is lime plaster,
and is composed of 92% calcite (CaCO3), 7% quartz (SiO2) and 1% plagioclase (mainly
albite). By the analyses of both μ-XRF (Figure 6b) and SEM (Figure 7b), the sample is lime,
composed basically of calcite and quartz. Tables 1 and 2 highlight the major and minor
elements detected in the studied mortar and plaster samples.

Table 1. The chemistry of the studied mortar sample from the church of the Virgin, Wadi El Natrun.

Element % Atomic % Compound %

Na 3.58 3.54 Na2O 4.83
Mg 5.75 5.37 MgO 9.54
Al 4.17 3.51 Al2O3 7.89
Si 21.57 17.44 SiO2 46.14
S 0.24 0.17 SO3 0.60
Cl 12.32 7.89 0.00
K 1.07 0.62 K2O 1.29
Ca 9.40 5.33 CaO 13.15
Fe 3.30 1.34 FeO 4.24
O 38.59 54.78 - -

Total 100% 100% - 87.68%

Table 2. The chemistry of the studied plaster sample from the church of the Virgin, Wadi El Natrun.

Element % Atomic % Compound %

Na 39.09 43.51 Na2O 52.69
Mg 0.06 0.07 MgO 0.10
Al 0.11 0.11 Al2O3 0.21
Si 0.26 0.24 SiO2 0.56
S −0.06 −0.05 SO3 −0.14
Cl 45.28 32.68 0.00
K 0.12 0.08 K2O 0.14
Ca 0.66 0.42 CaO 0.92
Fe 0.18 0.08 FeO 0.23
O 14.29 22.86 - -

Total 100% 100% - 54.72%

3.1. Clay Mineralogy

The mortar sample that was taken from the western wall of the church of the Virgin
in Wadi El Natrun was treated according to the same methodology mentioned before
(materials and methods), the sample, in the oriented phase, was found to contain only
a layer of halloysite clay mineral at 11.6 A◦, while the peak appears at 21 A◦ stands for
Quartz (SiO2), Figure 8a. In the glycolated phase the same layer “halloysite” was detected
at 11.3 A◦, while the peak appears at 21 A◦ stands for quartz (SiO2) (Figure 8b). After
heating, the halloysite layer disappeared and no other clay minerals were detected in the
sample in that phase, while the studied plaster sample did not show any residues of any
kind of clay minerals at the three phases (oriented, glycolated, heated).
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Figure 8. XRD patterns of the studied mortar sample from the church of the Virgin showing:
(a) Oriented phase; (b) Glycolated phase (X-axis = 2Θ, Y-axis = Counts).

3.2. Biological Study

The identification process which was achieved according to [18] proved that; the
fungal flora Aspergillus glaucus represent the most dominant fungi constituting (22.22%) of
the total fungal isolates from the fresco paintings in Wadi El Natrun and it was found to
attack green, red pigments, plasters and it was also isolated from the air of the church of
the Virgin. Other Aspergillus species identified were: Aspergillus flavus (11.11%) which was
found to attack black and white pigments. Aspergillus flavus + Aspergillus niger which were
found to attack white, green and orange pigments in the fresco paintings of the church.
Aspergillus fumigatus (16.66%) which has been identified in the isolates taken from the
plasters applied on walls and columns in the church. The Aspergillus occhraceus group was
found only on the yellow pigment in the church. Aspergillus caudidus was identified in
Wadi El Natrun fresco paintings and was found to grow on yellow and black pigments.
Other genera were: Mucor spp. which was found only in the internal air of the church of
the Virgin. The fungus Geotrichum spp. has been found to grow only on the red pigment in
the church. Geotrichum spp. and Aspergillus fumigatus were identified only in the isolates
taken from the un-plastered walls of the church (Figures 9a,b, 10a,b and 11a,b and Table 3).

Figure 9. The fungal flora Aspergillus caudidus (a) under microscope (b) (un-plastered walls of the
church—1500×).
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Figure 10. The fungal flora Mocur spp. (a) under microscope (b) (the internal air of the church—1500×).

Figure 11. Aspergillus flavus (a) and Aspergillus niger (b) under microscope (1500×).

Table 3. The fungal flora isolated from the church of the Virgin—Wadi El Natrun.

Isolated Fungal Species No. of Isolates Percentage %

Aspergillus flavus group 2 11.11

Aspergillus flavus + Aspergillus niger 3 16.66

Aspergillus fumigatus 3 16.66

Aspergillus glaucus 4 22.22

Aspergillus occhraceus group 1 5.55

Mucor spp. 1 5.55

Aspergillus caudidus 2 11.11

Geotrichum spp. 1 5.55

Geotrichum spp. + Aspergillus fumigatus 1 5.55

Total isolates 18 100%

4. Discussion

Gypsum and anhydrite were found together in the mortar sample; both gypsum and
anhydrite are rock-forming minerals, the formation is sometimes referred to as gyprock.
Some of these deposits can be hundreds of meters thick. In dry climates, anhydrite deposits
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have remained the same for over millennia. However, in the presence of groundwater
they can turn into gypsum to some 15 to 40 m depth, this depth increasing two-fold
in humid climates. The hydration of anhydrite (generally called gypsification) and the
volume expansion associated with this reaction has been considered the cause for the
observed powdering of the surface of anhydrite rock into gypsum [19]. Mortars and
plasters containing gypsum have a tendency to deterioration because of their solubility and
their conversion to anhydrite [20,21]. Plaster in the church was applied in five layers [22,23],
the analysis results evidenced the complete change into lime in Egypt after millennia of
gypsum and gypsum–lime mixtures. Mortars and plasters consisting primarily of lime and
sand has been used as an integral part of masonry structures for thousands of years, this
basic formulation remained unchanged until the advent of Portland cement, the latter is
sensitive to the attack of sulphates and sea water since calcium aluminates react with (SO4),
forming ettringite (a gypsum salt). Moreover, cement mortars interact with atmospheric
(SO2) forming gypsum and ettringite [24,25].

Most clay silicates occur as thin plates, but halloysite often occurs as tubular or
spherical particles [26]. Halloysite is usually found in soils formed from volcanic deposits,
particularly volcanic ash and glass [27]. Halloysite is a polytype (hydrated phase) of
kaolinite (Al2(OH)4[Si2O5]) and differs mainly in the morphology of the crystals, which
are curved or rolled, this leads to structural disorder, particularly in layer stacking [28].
As halloysite is a layer-structured mineral, most of its surfaces are internal (referred to as
inner surface). When low molecular weight organic compounds react with these inner
surfaces, an expansion occurs along the c-axis [29]. Halloysite is an indicator for arid climate
conditions; it is frequently formed under wet conditions in the rock soil interface zone, in
hydrothermal springs and subtropical weathering of volcanic rocks, in cracks and around
weathering of granite boulders. The presence of halloysite in soils and building materials
is associated with movement of surface water to ground water [30,31]. Mechanically, the
clay mineral halloysite (Al2Si2O5(OH)4.2H2O) absorbs the soluble salts resulting—through
swelling—in endogenous pressure on the stone blocks and the plaster layer leading to wall
bulking, plaster falling and cracking [23].

The degradation of natural materials depends on the climatic conditions and human
activity. In a monument, all building materials are not subjected to the same weathering
processes because of their intrinsic properties (mineralogical and chemical composition,
petrophysical and mechanical properties) and their position in a monument [32]. Building
materials kept in high controlled environments such as museums are also susceptible to the
effect of bio-deterioration—especially the effects of fungal and bacterial species. Biocorro-
sion of building materials can occur through the action of microorganisms leading to stone
dissolution and formation of different salts; these salts can be precipitated within the pores
of the stone, and upon recrystallization, exert considerable stress in the pore walls [33].
Fungal and bacterial species uses the copper based-pigments as a nutrient, a main source
for carbon and energy leading to the chromatic alteration of these pigments [34], the organ-
isms associated with biodeterioration processes on buildings grow, as biofilms, containing
a complex community of: microorganisms, particulates and a high percentage of water
forming under suitable moisture conditions, a gelatinous film [35]. Gettens and coworkers
were among the first to point out, in 1941, that paintings could be defaced or destroyed by
the growth of those small, parasitical plants commonly called “mold” or “mildew” [36].
All building materials are porous and the porosity of building material along with ingress
of moisture and other harmful chemicals such as acids, chlorides and sulfates affect the
material and seriously reduce their strength and service life [37], bio-corrosion can occur
through the excretion of organic acids by chemoorganotrophic microorganisms. These
acids can also chelate metal cations (e.g., Al, Ca, Fe, Mg, Mn and Si) from minerals to
form stable complexes [33]. The presence of significant amounts of carbonate compounds
(e.g., >3% w/w CaCO3) in calcareous stones or lime mortars, results in the buffering of
biogenic metabolic products producing a constant suitable pH-milieu for the growth of
microorganisms [38]. Moreover, these microbes are also capable to precipitate CaCO3 via
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hydrolysis of urea [39]. These species are responsible for the biologically induced corrosion
of stone and other building materials in the archaeological sites. Sometimes, death and ly-
ses of these species provide the organic substrates necessary for the growth of heterotrophic
species, which are responsible for the colored stains present on the building surface as well
as the mechanical damage observed, such as the detachment of portions of the painted
layers. Microorganisms which grow on the surface of wall paintings might discolor the
painting not only through their own pigments but also by excreting metabolic products
which cause discoloration of the paint or change its consistency. In addition, mycelia of
fungi can penetrate into the painting and its grounding, resulting in the mechanical destruc-
tion of the cultural heritage [40]; generally, two common types of aesthetic damage can be
observed: white efflorescence and green-to-black stains. The same deterioration symptoms
are observed in our case study. Concerning biological control, recent studies demonstrated
that heating the infected area of the building surface to 70 ◦C for a few minutes by a
microwave system represents an effective and sustainable method to devitalize biofilms
that grow on the surface of ancient buildings, yielding the same successful devitalization
obtained by an abundant biocide application, but avoiding any dispersal of toxic residues
in the environment [41].

5. Conclusions

A certain role is played by the clay minerals and microorganisms in the deterioration
process of Coptic architecture units at the church of Virgin Mary, Wadi El-Natrun region.
Wall gypsum mortars in the church contain halloysite as a dominant clay mineral while
plaster is clay free. Concerning microorganisms, the fungal flora Aspergillus glaucus repre-
sent the most dominant fungi constituting (22.22%), Aspergillus flavus, Aspergillus flavus,
Aspergillus fumigatus, Aspergillus occhraceus, and Aspergillus caudidus were also isolated, the
findings of this study are important in correctly analyzing the development of damage
cycle and is a rational definition of the restoration work necessary. By this way, the results
of the present study may be extrapolated to be used in similar cases suffering from the
same problems the mortars proposed for restoration should ensure compatibility with the
historic structure and also feature some improved characteristics, for a greater stability and
mostly sustainability. These concern, basically, a higher, but not excessive, compressive
strength, an adequate tensile strength, elasticity and an enhanced hydraulic character.
Concerning biodeterioration, our laboratory experimental work in similar cases assured
that the optimum biocide for both fungi and bacteria is marjoram oil (Origanum vulgare L.
“Lamiaceae”), this oil possesses strong antibacterial and antifungal activities, it can be used
as a solution composes of (2 cm3 marjoram oil, 2 cm3 acetone and 100 cm3 distilled water).
The biocide can be applied using the spray technique and has no side effects related to the
aesthetic or chemical composition of the building materials.
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Abstract: This paper aims to define the way Egyptians perceived the boundaries of their land and
reassesses the impact of Egyptian colonialism during the Ramesside period (c. 1292–1069 BCE).
During this era, expansive wars, diplomatic action and land administration/governance reforms
led Egypt to control a large part of modern Israel, Palestine, Lebanon and Syria. To refer to this
period, historians often use the terms Egyptian “empire” and Egyptian “imperialism”, extending
terminology coined in the 19th century to describe modern cases of political dominance to Late
Bronze Age Egypt. Furthermore, traditional scholarship also presents Egypt’s borders in such
a way that Egypt appears as a solid territory with fixed borders, despite evidence pointing to a
different model of geographical division. Seeking to explore whether the use of modern terms on
ancient Egypt may be an anachronism, this paper reviews the scholarship on (a) Egyptian records
documenting conquests and (b) contextual archaeological evidence from the southern Near East itself.
This review highlights differences between modern and ancient conceptions of land domination.
Finally, Egyptian border-related terms are used in a strictly local symbolic cultural context but not in
the one of international diplomacy. As for Egypt’s boundary, it was mostly formed as a buffer zone
rather than a borderline.

Keywords: archaeology; Egypt; New Kingdom; Ramesses; imperialism; border; frontier; boundary;
Kadesh; Palestine; Syria; Israel; Mediterranean; history; heritage; culture

1. Introduction

In the history of academic research, scholarly interest in a local perspective on an
imperialistic or colonial situation is a prevalent, but relatively new, area. Following World
War II, there was a shift in the study of historical empires and their subjects as a result of
geopolitical changes.

The term “imperialism” describes models of domination of a national entity over
others that combine territorial expansion, political control, economic exploitation, and
cultural influence. As an idea, it stems within the sphere of the 19th c. political thought,
to describe modern cases of political dominance, reflecting, nevertheless, the classical
paradigm of Rome [1] (pp. 2–3). The term has then been adapted and established to
identify domination policies of other ancient territorial powers classified as ‘empires’,
including pharaonic Egypt. Indeed, Egypt’s policies towards its southern as well as
northeastern neighbors have been persuasively identified as “imperialism” by modern
scholarship [2]. However, there is still room to challenge the wide application of the
term [3] (pp. ii, 6, 16–30). While “an imperialist power must have imperialist aims and
motives” [4], these aims and motives still vary according to case. Since imperial systems
are dynamic in nature [5] (p. 8), there is enough space for exploring the exact dynamics of
Egyptian expansion during the Ramesside period, from the aspect of aims and motives
that also characterize the cultural modality.

This paper seeks to reconsider the way Ramesside Egypt perceived the issue of borders
and territorial expansion in relation to the way modern scholarship has presented it within
its understanding of Egyptian territorial control and expansion policies as “imperialism”.

Heritage 2021, 4, 3938–3948. https://doi.org/10.3390/heritage4040216 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/heritage
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It aims at highlighting the way Egyptians perceived their borders from c. 1292 to 1069
BCE, and to explore whether using the modern term “imperialism” to describe ancient
Egyptian expansion policies is actually an anachronism. Thus, we review the scholarship
on (a) Egyptian records documenting conquests and (b) contextual archaeological evidence
from the southern Near East itself, recording Egyptian heritage elements. Finally, Egyptian
border-related terms are used in a strictly local symbolic cultural context but not in the
one of international diplomacy. This review highlights differences between modern and
ancient conceptions of land domination and deepens into the ancient cultural diplomacy.

Historical Context

The issue of territorial borders is critical to beginning such an exploration as such
borders set a temporary limit of territorial domination and set the controlled area apart
from the uncontrolled/hostile one. In the traditional understanding of history, borders’
setting, shifting and guarding is often presented as both the aim and the outcome of
transformational events. The importance of border-setting for both European nation-states
and postcolonial states [6] (pp. 177–178) has led to a common understanding that setting
solid territorial borders is key to securing international prosperity. Additional to this
assumption is the wide textual and contextual record from pre-modern times (Antiquity
and the Middle Ages), such as peace treaties and monumental strings of fortifications
perceived as imperial frontier walls (e.g., the Great Wall of China, Hadrian’s Wall, UK, the
Justinian Wall-Zenobia, Syria) [7] (pp. 233–236), [8] (p. 1).

Regarding ancient Egypt, the textual attestation of terms designating edifices of defen-
sive character separating Egypt from the outside world as well as through an extensive
record of written and archaeological heritage evidence indicating a systematic strict control
of people and goods entering and leaving the territory of Egypt suggest the existence of
strict, solid borders. However, examples from modern challenged territories show that
borders can be designated in a complicated way, encircling areas under various levels of
control and eternally subject to change (e.g., [6] (pp. 180–181), [9] (pp. 119–125)). Thus,
evidence might not be enough to testify to the complete nature of Egypt’s and other ancient
states’ territorial sovereignty.

For about four centuries (from the mid-16th to the 12th century BCE) the Egyptian
state was characterized by territorial expansion and domination policies that have been
interpreted as imperialistic. The first Pharaohs of the 18th Dynasty, especially Thutmose III,
pursued a series of campaigns resulting in several well-reported conquests in Nubia and
the Levant [10]. This was followed by a military and diplomatic struggle for maintaining
these conquests that lasted from the mid-18th Dynasty to the start of the 20th Dynasty, with
breaks during the Amarna period and the last years of the 19th Dynasty. The Ramesside
period (19th and 20th Dynasty, 1295–1069 BCE), which is essentially characterized by
the struggle to regain what was lost during the Amarna period, is characterized by the
stabilization of power with the Kadesh treaty (1269 BCE) and ends with Egypt’s last
conquests in Palestine lost and settled by new inhabitants [11] (pp. 272–309).

While the 18th Dynasty Pharaohs had an interest in expansion to both the North and
the South, most of the Ramessides had a particular interest in maintaining their Levantine
conquests. These were cities spreading along two main routes connecting Egypt to Asia
Minor (one inland and one along the Syro-Palestinian coast), with major strategic and
commercial prominence, yet challenged by nomadic tribes [12] (p. 193), [13] (p. 6). The
issue inconsideration, however, is the actual geographical definition of the territory, which
Egypt sought to control during the whole phase of the Empire, with a particular focus on
the aspirations of the Ramesside pharaohs. Thus, tangible and intangible cultural elements,
concerning the Egyptian border-related terms are used in a strictly local symbolic cultural
context but not in the one of international diplomacy.

How did the Egyptians perceive the borders of their country during the Ramesside
period? What did dominance over a territory mean for Egypt in the 19th and 20th Dynasty?
To what extent is the Egyptian territorial dominance model different from the modern
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concept of imperialism by which is often explained? As this subject is only slightly explored,
with a limited bibliography, our work is a step forward in the knowledge of heritage studies
from the point of sovereign supremacy in ancient Egypt and Egyptology.

Seeking to define the territory the 19th and 20th Dynasty Pharaohs sought to control, I
will attempt a scholarly review of evidence in relation to the idea of borders as presented
in recent scholarship, followed by a synthesis of available information. This evidence is
both textual and contextual. Textual evidence comes in the form of terms, place names,
expressions and text excerpts surviving in the Egyptian linguistic corpus and connected to
ideas such as borders, frontiers, territorial expansion and even imperialism. Contextual
evidence comes in the form of edifices interpreted as defining frontiers and ranking from
simple stelae to larger structures such as forts and walls.

2. Material Evidence and Method

2.1. Egyptian Terms Related to Frontiers/Borders, Territorial Control and Imperialism

As the Egyptian linguistic corpus does preserve words and signs designating home
territory, several terms have been linked to defining “border”. In general, scholarship has
interpreted the word djer (Dr) as referring to an eternal and universal limit and tash (tAS)
as a signifier of actual geographic frontier set by deities, but also people [14], and is thus
more akin to what is of interest here.

Stephen Quirke [15] (p. 261) interprets tAS as “frontier”, also making a clear distinction
between frontier and border. According to Quirke, a border is more or less fixed while a
frontier is a loose “indefinite zone” “when the polity comes to an end”. Later, Galán [2]
(p. 9) focuses on evidence from the Empire’s formation during the 18th Dynasty and
argues that tAS refers to “the area limits of someone’s authority or sphere of action”.
He also highlights that tAS could “be set” (iritAS) and “expand” (s.wsHtAS), with the
second having arguably the closest Egyptian parallel to the term “imperialism” (referencing
Bleiberg [16]). However, he refrains from discriminating between what in English is called
“border” and “frontier”. Only recently, Langer and Götz [17] (p. 34) have interpreted the
distinction between border and frontier as a continuum rather than a dichotomy between
two types of boundaries. In this study, in which previous bibliography is assessed, the
following is demonstrated:

• Egypt’s tAS is equal to a “sphere of influence”, the territory directly or indirectly
controlled by the state, while Dr is a “sphere of chaos” beyond the Egyptian control.

• tAS is connected to the cosmological idea of mAat and Dris equally connected to the
idea of isft, mAat’s opposite and

• The two are fluid and while the Egyptians expand the tAS, the Dr is reduced. Since
movement was continuous and Egyptian control fluid, the result was the creation of
culturally mixed borderlands.

The assessments above are based on records dating prior to the Ramesside period.
Still, key Ramesside examples from royal temple inscriptions seem to confirm:

• There is a set tAS that might be threatened or/and plundered by enemies; e.g., Pharaoh
Merenptah accusing the “Nine Bows” of plundering Egypt’s borders present an
example of the term’s use [18] (p. 4).

• The tAS is fluid, and ideally ever-expanding: The word is used in the standard royal
phrase defining the Pharaoh as one ‘who establishes his boundary as far as he wants,
in any land’ [irtAS = f rdd(t) Hr = f]. e.g., the “rhetorical” text of Seti I in Karnak, [19]
(p. 7). The Kings are also praised for having extended it; e.g., Ramesses II is “extending
their borders forever” (sHD.n = k tAS = sn) [20] (p. 197).

On the contrary, the Kadesh treaty, the “international” document signed between
the Egyptians and the Hittites, does not employ the term tAS for borders. Instead, the
phrase used in the hieroglyphic text of the treaty, as it survives in Karnak, is “trespass the
land” (thi r pAtA) for indicating violating the border of Egypt (kmt)and of Hatti (Hti),
respectively [20] (p. 227, §13–14)
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2.2. Lists of Placenames

Since the 18th Dynasty, lists of foreign place names (often associated with the iconog-
raphy of bound captives) have been inscribed on temple walls, statue bases or stelae
set within the premises of temples or other royal edifices; indeed, this custom continues
throughout the Ramesside period, with Seti I and Ramesses II, Merenptah and Ramesses
III commissioning such lists on their monuments. These lists, recording place names of
the Near East (Northern lists) as well as Nubia (Southern lists) have been recorded, doc-
umented [18–20] and also assessed by K. Kitchen who has classified them according to
context and content [21].

According to this analysis, context-wise, these place names, often linked with triumph
scenes, record the willingness of the pharaohs to report the gods on their success in
imposing mAat to a certain geographical sphere outside Egypt. In the case of Seti I,
Ramesses II, Merenptah and Ramesses III such lists may also occur in battle reliefs [21]
(p. 130), an event further highlighting the link between war and the domination over
certain lands. Content-wise, the Northern place names of the Ramesside period reproduce
original lists of Thutmose III. In the case of Seti I and Ramesses II, however, lists include
additional, original place names [21] (p. 136), in an attempt to reflect contemporary events.

2.3. Egyptian Terms Related to Fortified Frontiers and Areas of Control

Since the Middle Kingdom, the Egyptian record preserves the term inbw-HqA, trans-
lated as “The Walls of the Ruler” and connected with a series of fortresses along the Eastern
Delta that defined the frontier line with Palestine [14] (p. 318), [22], [23] (p. 159). During the
New Kingdom, there is extended evidence referring to a similar defense system known as
“The Ways of Horus” (wAtHr). The term is already recorded in the Old Kingdom’s Pyramid
texts, but only in the New Kingdom is it associated with a heavily fortified gateway to the
Northeast, in use as such already in the reign of Thutmose III [24] (p. 7). Alan Gardiner
identified and documented Ramesside epigraphic evidence on the Ways of Horus in a
series of reliefs commissioned by Seti I on the outer North wall of the Hypostyle Hall of the
Temple of Amun at Karnak [25] (pp. 99–116). Gardiner also identified several place names
mentioned in the reliefs to others, known from Papyrus Anastasi I [25] (p. 103). Later
scholarship confirmed that the Ways of Horus indeed had the form of a series of settlements
extending from modern-day Qantara in Ismailia to Rafah in the modern border of Egypt
with Palestine (the Gaza Strip) [26] (p. 33), actually ascribing an Egyptian-controlled route,
connecting rather than separating Egypt from the outside world. The easternmost site
attested in both documents of Pap. Anastasi I and Seti I’ s reliefs at Karnak, and solely
associated with the end of the route at least during Seti I’ s time, is Rafah. The later record
bears one more entry, Gaza itself, mentioned as the last part of the route in Pap. Anastasi
I [25] (p. 113). Central to that roadway was the Tjaru/Sile, identified with Tell el Heboua,
near Qantara.

Tjaru is designated as anxtm, a term derived from the word “lock” or “seal” and
generally meaning sites “locking” the access to an area worth controlling. Another toponym
associated with anxtm on the Ways of Horus, which is mentioned in Pap. Anastasi I is
hTyn. Gardiner identifies it with Megiddo [25] (p. 113) while Morris [27] (p. 804) sees it as
identical to the Migdol of Menmaatre mentioned in Seti I’s Battle reliefs [19] (p. 10). Beyond
the Ways of Horus, however, Morris has recorded five other xtm fortresses functioning
during the Ramesside period: “the xtm of the sea” set on the mouth of the Pelusiac branch of
the Nile, Tjeku (Tell el-Retaba) on the WadiTumilat transit corridor, thextm at the highland
of Coptos on the Wadi Hammamat, and two at Elephantine and Biga on the first Cataract.
The above evidence shows that the term was applied to forts controlling the main passages
to Egypt, where the documentation of people and goods entering and leaving the country
was first taking place [27] (pp. 804–814). Moreover, these Ramesside-era xtm fortresses
appear as literally encircling the Nile Valley’s Egyptian part and controlling routes at
the same time.In that sense, they designate a borderline defensive network combination
shaping a heavily controlled zone around Egypt.
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It seems, however, that this Egyptian control network did not end with these lines
of forts. According to Gnirs [26], a network of vassal cities beyond the Ways of Horus
could function in a similar way to the fortresses, stationing Egyptian representatives who
would send dispatches to the Pharaonic Residence, or securing military expeditions with
provisions. Garrison towns designated asdmiw were founded, however, wherever the
network was in need of a “bridge” between two of its towns, which would be subsequent
but at a distance from each other [26] (p. 35). This system was forming a buffer zone
between the heavily controlled area around Egypt and the outside world.

2.4. Boundary Stelae’

The term “boundary stelae” refers to a type of monumental inscriptions often accom-
panied with iconography, occurring either on free-standing blocks of stone or carved on
rocks and interpreted as marking the end of a territory under control, whether this is Egypt
as a country or the different names within it. Such a stela, commissioned by Thutmose
III “to mark Egypt’s northern border at his time” (carved alongside another one, made
by Thutmose I), is known from six textual sources-five royal and one private [28] (p. 337),
but not as a physical object. While no such stela has ever been found in Egypt’s northern
putative border, a number of monuments that marked Egypt’s southern border survive in
the area of Nubia; these monuments date from the Middle Kingdom up to the 18th Dynasty,
but no later. A stela of Thutmose III surviving as a rock cut inscription at Kurgus, Nubia,
and referring to his northern and southern “boundary”(tAS) may be seen as a parallel of
Thutmose III’s lost monument in the Northern Levant [29] (p. 51, Figure 7, p. 52). Kurgus
has also given two more stelae set side by side, the first by Thutmose I and the second
by Thutmose III. Inscribed with a curse-on-threat formula against the Nubians rather
than a border-setting text, these stelae are placed in a mode reminiscent of the Levantine
boundary stelae’s description and may thus be considered as another parallel. A cartouche
of Ramesses II carved next to them shows an attempt of the latter to “endorse” the stelae’s
message without erecting another [29] (p. 49, Figure 4, p. 50).

The Ramesside kings produced a number of monumental stelae erected in the Lev-
ant [30] (pp. 1–3); these stelae are worth reviewing as we seek to identify possible “descen-
dants” of the earlier border stelae known from Nubia. Seti I commissioned the northern-
most known such stela, found at Kadesh (Tell Nebi Mend) in Syria [19] (p. 25 § 9), [30] (p. 2)
as well as stelae in Tell el Shihab, Syria [19] (p. 17 § 5), Tyre in Lebanon [30] (p. 117) and
two more at the Beth Shan in Palestine [19] (pp. 11, 12–15). Ramesses II boasts a larger cor-
pus;like his father, he commissioned a stela in Palestine’s Beth Shan, and in Lebanon’s Tyre
(two fragments inscribed with his cartouche [30] (p. 2, footnote 8) and Byblos (a site which
has also given a stela by Thutmose III) [20] (p. 63), [31] (p. 224). In Lebanon, Ramesses
commissioned a stela at Adhlun [20] (p. 223) and three rock cut stelae at Nahr el Kalb [20]
(pp. 1, 149), [27] (pp. 360–361), [31] (p. 385), the earliest ones in an impressive group of
22 stelae inscribed there by different conquerors across the millennia [32]. Ramesses II is
also attributed to a Syrian stela, from Sheikh Said which is known as “the stone of Job”,
(KRI II, 223). Then, a stela from at-Turra is the only known stela of Ramesses II ever found
in what is now Jordan [30].

As demonstrated above, the term tAS is found in Seti I’s Tyre [19] (p. 117) and
the second Beth Shan stela [19] (p. 16). From the stelae of Ramesses II, the ones from
Sheikh Said and Adhlun could be seen as signifiers of land dominance since they bear the
iconographical themes of the King offering mAat to a deity and the King slaying enemies
before Amun, respectively. Regarding textual evidence, only the stela of Byblos bears an
extended text, recording Ramesses II’s expedition in the area in his Regnal Year 4 [27]
(p. 360). In the rest of the stelae, the text is either limited or not well preserved.

2.5. Archaeological Evidence Related to Fortified Frontiers and Areas of Control

The evidence presented here is coming exclusively from the seminal work of Ellen
Morris on Egyptian imperialism [27], as she was able to relate toponyms referring to
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Egyptian border control posts with actual sites in the area of the Sinai, Palestine and the
Northern Levant. Of these sites, designated as xtmw or dmiw, the only fully researched
are Tell el Retabah and Tell el Heboua I [27] (p. 807).

Tell el Retabah, located along the Wadi Tumilat, bears the remains of a fortress identi-
fied as the border fortress of Tjeku [27] (p. 396, Figure 28). The area gained prominence
during the Hyksos period, and most architectural remains may go back to the 18th Dynasty;
however, the earliest recorded portable finds come from the 19th Dynasty. Nevertheless,
the settlement was surrounded by an enclosure wall and featured a 19th Dynasty state-
sponsored temple dedicated to Atum of Tjeku and a monumental building made of bricks
known as the “Great House”. Further buildings do not survive, although there are early
testimonies of “numerous remains of brick houses”, anda necropolis of mudbrick tombs
survives 400 m. north of the town [27] (pp. 504–508).

Tell el Heboua Ihas been identified as the ancient Egyptian Tjaru; also a former Hyksos
power-base, it is an extensive settlement with a considerable amount of architectural
remains (enclosure, granaries) dating before the 19th Dynasty. Research has so far shown
that Seti I reconstructed and enhanced the settlement’s mudbrick enclosure, while there
is considerable architectural evidence to support the presence of a monumental building
equivalent to Tell el Retabah’s “Great House”, as well as further administrative buildings,
magazines, storage facilities but also houses. Around the site, research has located a
number of smaller settlements identified as satellite communities [27] (pp. 509–511).

Elements common to both sites allowed for the identification of the characteristics of
anxtm site. Such characteristics are the following:

• the location in an entry-site to the Nile Valley;
• the presence of a central monumental building serving administrative purposes
• fortification.

Thus, it is possible to identify several archaeological sites as xtm, sharing the charac-
teristics described above, despite the fact that they are not documented as xtm in written
sources; an example is Kom el-Qulzoum, a massively fortified site of 20th Dynasty date [27]
(p. 742).

Alternatively, other sites known from the archaeological record of the southern Levant
might be identified otherwise. A site is identified as a dmi if the central building known as
the xtmw is central to an administrative-storage complex which often includes a temple
as well as domestic space [27] (p. 816). Small, rectangular fortified compounds with
“numerous small administrative, domestic and industrial buildings” surrounding an empty
central area are identified as Mkdr (migdol) [27] (p. 819).

Morris evaluates the extensive Ramesside architectural finds, which come from a
number of sites spread along the main routes, joining Egypt to Palestine and Syria via the
Sinai. At the same time, she assesses portable finds representative of the character of the
material culture of these sites. Such sites, where Egyptian heritage is evident, include Deir
el-Balah, Tell el-Ajjul, Haruba site A-345, Bir el-Abd [27] (p. 222), Tell el-Farah, Tel Sera,
and Tell el-Hesi, (p. 394), Ashdod, Tel Mor, Gezer, Aphek, Jaffa, and Beth Shan, with some
in use also during the 18th Dynasty.

Morris finds that, while in the late 18th Dynasty, Egyptians invested in the security
of their immediate border territory by supporting bases clustered around the Ways of
Horus [27] (p. 270); during the Ramesside period, they set military bases further ahead
Gaza (the northern limit of the Ways of Horus), across the southern Levant’s maritime way
(Via Maris) [27] (p. 397 Figure 29, 717, Figure 54) probably in an attempt to monitor sea
routes. Such bases flourish during the 19th Dynasty but fade by the mid-20th, especially
after Ramesses III [27] (p. 738). Like the forts along the Ways of Horus, these bases seem
to be set a day’s journey apart from each other; still, while the Ways of Horus’ bases are
fortified, the ones further away are not [27] (pp. 387–388).Mostly designated as dmiw, these
bases supported a considerable population with mixed (Egyptian and Levantine) cultural
traits, living under Egyptian regional command [27] (pp. 826–827). These cultural traits,
demonstrated in finds-ranking from locally produced yet stylistically Egyptian pottery and
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Egyptianizing objects to large Egyptian-style temples [27] (pp. 713–714), suggest that these
settlements’ inhabitantshad developed a mixed heritage background [33] (p. 280); within
this background, Egyptian influence is strong, yet not longstanding [34] (p. 249), [35]
(pp. 78–79, 93, 99). Nevertheless, dmiw formed a buffer zone between the locks of the Nile
Valley and “unconquered” lands.

3. Discussion

In search of Ramesside Egypt’s “imperialistic aims”, it is essential to define how
Egyptians perceived the ideal border of their country and whether it was possible to
reach it.

The so-called “boundary stelae” do not depict borders in a literal sense (contra [35]
(p. 29)). Set either within spaces already designated as sacred or on sites with advanced
symbolic importance, they mostly seem to express the willingness of the Pharaoh to declare
his presence and dominion to a strategically important area rather than his ability to
trespass into foreign territory, let alone declare a universally accepted limit between two
territories. In that sense, the term itself might be problematic for stelae erected or located
in the Egyptian/Southwest Asian borderland; consequently, stelae by Ramesside pharaohs
in the Levant should not be considered as such.

Ramesside topographical lists may express actual contemporary Egyptian ideas on
expansion. A comparison of 19th Dynasty material with earlier and later lists context-
wise and content-wise show a certain originality that elaborated on the main purpose of
such lists: to record the pharaonic ideal purpose of extending power and control as far
as possible. Early lists may have recorded sites actually reached by the Egyptians (e.g.,
the great lists of Thutmose III). In other cases, however, lists record places linked with
through nothing more than positive diplomatic relations and/or trade (e.g., the “Aegean
list” of Amenhotep III [36] (pp. 313–317), [37,38]). Ramesside lists, especially the ones of
the 19th Dynasty, continue serving a traditional symbolic role within the royal context of
the Egyptian cultural sphere. Still, they add to our knowledge of new places of interest
exclusive in the Ramesside period, which, alongside the known ones, comprise a network
of sites linked with each other, where the Egyptians did express control during the 19th
and 20th Dynasties.

References to borders may differ between official texts commissioned strictly within
Egypt and others compiled within an international environment to serve diplomatic goals.
The standard Ramesside royal epithet “the one who establishes his boundary as far as he
wants, in any land”, used in royal inscriptions, does express the idea of a border. On the
contrary, in the Kadesh treaty’s text, the phrase “trespass the land of Egypt . . . trespass the
Land of Hatti” shows the perception of a fixed border, but lacks any particular wording to
express it. Instead, there is the idea of two neighboring territories whose limits are well
understood and mutually agreed. Geographical definitions to these borders/limits (absent
from the Kadesh treaty) had probably been covered by previous treaties of regional scale,
established through the two Great Kings’ vassals [38] (p. 16). Overall, the idea of the border
as a line between Egypt and abroad was largely symbolic, important only so much as it
served Egyptian royal ideology, while territory was what mattered in the “real world” of
international diplomacy.

According to the Egyptian worldview, the Pharaoh inherits “everything gods have
created”at his coronation, and his purpose is to keep it in balance. The world itself is
considered harmonious and the property of the Pharaoh [38] (p. 10) at a distance equal
to the horizon or the four pillars sustaining the sky [39] (pp. 51–52). However, there was
that part of the world outside Egypt, which was considered as ruled by chaos; only inside
Egypt could one find balance (mAat). As a result, one of the duties of the Pharaoh was to
expand the territory of mAat as much as he could, essentially by expanding the borders of
his country.

The pharaonic duty of territorial expansion took on the dimensions ofa ritual drama
concerning the fight of good against evil, depicted in temples and other monuments [39]
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(p. 8); to express it, the Egyptians used the narrative of real conflicts, whatever the actual
outcome of these fights was for the Egyptians. A clear example is Ramesses II’s activity at
the battle of Kadesh against the Hittites. There Ramesses is presented fighting to expand
his borders against an enemy that behaved badly according to the rules of war [39] (p. 162)
and he is finally saved by Amun, to save, as a god himself, his army at the end [40] (pp.
44–46). Gods stand with the Egyptians in every attempt for expansion; indeed, even the
foreign gods appear to do so, as manifestations of the Egyptian gods [38] (pp. 11–14).

The reality, however, was different. Egypt had a natural border marked by the desert
and the sea [39] (p. 86), [14] (p. 318);outside of these natural borders, communities with
advanced standards of living, as well as centuries-old networks of cultural contact and
political interaction, were forming a world equally balanced yet more dynamic than the
one of Egypt. As a result, the will (and struggle) for expansion derived from the fight of
harmony over chaos that tradition implied had to be put to a halt. To face political reality,
Egypt had to change its expansion ideology from a centralistic to a pluralistic one: Egypt’s
borders would not have to be moving outwards; instead, the pharaohs would have to
control their borders’ fluctuation according to the balance of forces between Egypt and its
neighboring states [41] (p. 46).

Diplomatic correspondences between Egypt and its neighboring states show that there
was a shift to a pluralist approach concerning borders, at least since the reign of Thutmose
IV in the 18th Dynasty. The Amarna Letters, the surviving corpus of the 18th Dynasty
diplomatic correspondence, famously show that Egypt was an esteemed member of an
“Eastern Mediterranean Great Powers’ group” that exercised advanced diplomacy through
a series of official letters and gift exchange. The letters reflect Egypt’s will to sustain control
gained during the end of the 15th and the beginning of the 14th c. BCE (LB IB period)
across modern-day Palestine [42] (p. 12) and to maintain a power balance in the Levant
together with several Near Eastern states of equal if not more prominent status (Babylon,
Mitanni, Assyria and the ascending Hatti).

Ramesside kings had to face another reality: following the loss of the Egyptian
prestige during the Amarna and the post-Amarna period, a centralistic approach was
most definitely promoted by the military elite who rose to power during the end of the
18th and the beginning of the 19th Dynasty as a justification of Egypt’s “renaissance”. At
the same time, the domination of Hatti as a single Great Power in the Near East made
the definition of borders in the Egyptian sphere of influence a top priority. The Kadesh
treaty—its Egyptian version being carved in hieroglyphs in the precinct of Amunat Karnak
and in Ramesses II’s mortuary temple—demonstrates that the Egyptians accepted the end
of expansion, not only within an international diplomatic context but also within a local
cultic one. They had indeed changed the ‘centralistic view’ deeply imbued in their culture
into a “pluralistic” one.

Several researchers have shown the division of Egypt’s Levantine conquests into minor
administrative territories; however, such scholarly opinions on the identification of these
territories vary [35] (pp. 2–3), [27] (pp. 468–470), [37] (p. 47). This administrative division
can be considered an indication that the Egyptians were seeking to exercise their control
over a wide area that included settlements and countryside. Still, mapping Levantine
cities and sites where Egyptian control is demonstrated, based on monuments found there,
shows a pattern in the choice of localities [32] (pp. 6–7), [41] (p. 15), [27] (pp. 398, 716–717).
These were cities situated along the two major routes used by the Egyptian army [12]
(p. 168) and probably set apart within a specific distance equal to a day’s trip from one
to the other [27] (p. 532), allowing for marching troops or passing by travelers’ supply.
It is thus worth exploring whether the Egyptians sought to control specific sites of the
Levantine territory or the whole region south of the Hittite area of control.

The idea that the Egyptian control expanded over a network of cities rather than
a territory as a whole has been analyzed extensively [39] (p. 89). Since each of those
towns seemed to play a different role (economical, administrative or strategic) [12] (p. 207),
and they could be taxed more easily, the idea seems plausible. At the same time, large
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parts of Canaan might have remained a “no man’s land”, frequented by nomadic groups
which were related to the Egyptians ina rather symbiotic way [27] (pp. 488–489). In any
case, the Egyptians do not seem to totally control the area, controlling only the territories
surrounding settlements. It is also worth stating that cities themselves had no permanent
borders [12] (p. 193). Therefore, it is much safer to refer to the Egyptian territory as a
network consisting of subsequent settlements and their fluid extended area, rather than a
compound conquered land.

4. Conclusions

With regard to the meaning of imperialism for the Egyptians and their consequent
activity in the Levant, we have successfully assessed: (a)the scholarship on Egyptian records
and (b) the Egyptian heritage elements found within Southern Near Eastern contextual
archaeological evidence. Following this review, one can conclude the following:

Imperialism, as it is understood today, is applicable to ancient Egypt, as it connects
effectively to the themes of conquest and subjection. Since conquest and subjection of
foreign lands by border extension were part of the central Egyptian religious idea of
maintaining mAat in the world, imperialism was a crucial part of any Pharaoh’s foreign
policy, interlocking his secular with his cultic duties. Still, cultural imperialism was
present but limited as contextual evidence shows that most Egyptian cultural assets,
though influential [43] (p. 126), were eventually appropriated rather than reproduced
in the framework of the local Levantine/Canaanite cultural expression, and did not affect
Southern Near Eastern heritage in the long term [34] (p. 249).It has also been shown that
the local population and its elites were instrumental in shaping historical events in their
area all through the Late Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age [44] (p. 125). For all the above,
I agree with Anne Killebrew in defining Egyptian imperialism being of an “administrative”
or “formal” nature [34] (p. 55). In the Ramesside period, Egypt was threatened initially by
the Hittites and later by the completely changed situation in the Western Mediterranean
(due to the destruction of Hittites and the Aegean and North Syrian centers during the
era of the so-called Sea Peoples). Thus, the Pharaohs’ cultic role as maintainers of mAat
by expanding the borders of the country became largely symbolic; at first, the Egyptian
king had to limit his expansion, after negotiations with his Hittite counterpart, and during
these procedures, he had to present himself as equal to his counterpart (Kadesh treaty).
During the latest part of the Ramesside period, kings also had to accept their diminished
control over the Southwestern Asia after the invasions of the Sea Peoples. Due to weakness,
the last Ramessidekings were passive in matters of expansion, although they might have
focused on consolidating their control “where Egyptian power was still maintained“ [33]
(p. 280).

The Egyptians were interested in maintaining control over a fluid sphere of influence
rather than a territory in the Levant, which would be around a network of cities over two
ancient main routes to Syria. During the Ramesside period, this network consisted of two
types of settlements under Egyptian control: (a) Levantine settlements with advanced
potential for trade activity and (b) Egyptian garrison towns and way-stations supporting
military and administrative activity; the network had the form of a “spectrum”, where
territorial control was more intense the closer one would get to the Nile Valley. From Gaza
and westwards up to Qantara, the network of potentially unfortified administrative centers
was replaced by one of heavily fortified “gateways” to Egypt, aiming at controlling the
access and exit of people and goods to and from the Nile Valley, respectively [45,46]. This
buffer zone would be a protective zone in case of a potential invasion against Egypt [33]
(p. 11) but also a safe haven for travelers and merchants.
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Abstract: The Antikythera Mechanism is the oldest extant complex geared device, an amazing
analogue computer. It was built approximately 2150 years ago. The device was operated manually
by a user, setting a date in a dial. All necessary calculations were made using a set of gears (at
least 39), while the results were displayed on several scientific scales. The Mechanism was used to
calculate astronomical phenomena, such as solar and lunar eclipses. After an extensive description of
the Mechanism, the main objective of the following paragraphs is to demonstrate the accuracy of
its predictions.

Keywords: Antikythera Mechanism; Gears; Ancient Astronomy; Ancient Technology; Egyptian Calendar

1. Introduction

The Antikythera Mechanism is a gear device, made between 100 and 200 BC, which
was operated by hand. A user could put a pointer to the desired date and the Mechanism
simultaneously calculated various astronomical phenomena. More than 39 cooperating
gears were rotated simultaneously to rotate seven pointers with eight indications on
various scientific scales. It was used to calculate the diurnal and annual motions of the
Sun, the Moon and probably the planets among the stars. The Mechanism implemented
the astronomical knowledge of ancient Greeks about the motion of these heavenly bodies
with astonishing accuracy, considering the anomalous orbit of the Moon using a system of
eccentric gears. It could also predict eclipses of the Sun and the Moon based on the Saros
period, which was found in one of its scales. It calculated the dates of the major crown
games that took place in ancient Greece (e.g., Olympic Games). Finally, it was accompanied
by an extended User’s Manual [1,2].

The first part of the present paper provides an extensive overview of the knowledge
about the Mechanism regarding its discovery, investigation, importance and handling. The
construction of the Mechanism, as well as the astronomical and technological knowledge
that were necessary for its construction are also described. In addition, the front and back
sides of the Mechanism are described and information is given concerning the Egyptian,
Julian and Gregorian calendars.

The second part of the paper deals with the accuracy of the Mechanism’s predictions.
In order to verify its accuracy, an application has been developed in a virtual reality
environment, which simulates the operation of the physical models. The indicators on both
sides of the Mechanism are presented in an image format and not as a numerical result.
The results of the forecasts are automatically compared with those of the NASA website.
The results support the view that the Antikythera Mechanism was a scientific instrument
for accurate astronomical predictions.

Heritage 2021, 4, 3848–3878. https://doi.org/10.3390/heritage4040211 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/heritage
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1.1. The Antikythera Shipwreck and the Discovery of the Mechanism

In first century BC a large Roman ship battled with the waves on the rough sea
between the mainland of Greece and Crete. Finally, the boat sank on the shores of the
small Greek Island Antikythera. The ship was loaded with works of art and other precious
artifacts. Two thousand years later, at the Easter of 1900 AD sponge-divers from the Greek
Island Symi, discovered accidentally the ancient shipwreck off the coast of the Greek Island
of Antikythera. Underwater excavation began at the end of November 1900, and a few
months later, important findings were recovered, such as the famous Antikythera Ephebe
(Figure 1), most of which are now exhibited at the National Archaeological Museum of
Athens [3]. Based on Pergamon coins that were retrieved, the wreck is dated between 86
and 67 BC [3,4].

Figure 1. 1900 underwater excavation on the shores of the Greek island of Antikythera (left). The
Antikythera Ephebe (right) [3].

Among the findings, a strange bulk of material, broken, worn and calcified, was
located with obvious signs of bronze plating (Figure 2) [3]. In the first publication of
the Antikythera shipwreck [5], the existence of the Mechanism was mentioned with the
suggestion that it was an astronomical instrument. The Antikythera Mechanism, after
2000 years on the seabed, was expected to change the accumulated knowledge so far on
the technological skills of the ancient Greeks.

Figure 2. The fragments of the Antikythera Mechanism, National Archaeological Museum of
Athens [3].
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1.2. The Investigation of the Antikythera Mechanism

Derek de Solla-Price was the first scholar to study the function of the Mechanism exten-
sively, with the assistance of Charalambos Karakalos from the Research Centre Demokritos,
Greece. He worked for more than 30 years and eventually published an extensive account,
known as “Gears from the Greeks” [6]. He declared that “the Antikythera Mechanism is
the oldest proof of scientific technology that survives today and completely changes our
view of ancient Greek Technology”.

The baton was taken by Michael Wright and Alan Bromley. Unfortunately, Alan
Bromley died in 2002. However, Michael Wright published a series of papers, where he
correctly postulated that the back dials of the Mechanism were spirals and that the upper
dial was built to follow the draconic lunar month. He also elaborated on the pin and slot
mechanism (see Section 2.1.2) and proved its epicyclic function [7]. He made strides in
reconstructing the Mechanism and he produced superb bronze replicas.

In 2001, John Seiradakis (Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece), Mike Edmunds
and Tony Freeth (Cardiff University, UK) and Xenophon Moussas and Yanis Bitsakis (Na-
tional and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece) created the “Antikythera Mechanism
Research Group”. They received a grant from the Leverhulme Foundation, U.K. and per-
mission to undertake a new investigation from the Ministry of Culture of Greece. After
permission was granted, Eleni Magkou and Mary Zafeiropoulou (National Archaeological
Museum of Athens, Greece) and Agamemnon Tselikas (Cultural Foundation of the Na-
tional Bank of Greece) joined the team, which was soon supported by an international team
of astronomers, archaeologists, mathematicians, physicists, chemists, computer engineers,
mechanical engineers, epigraphologists and papyrologists.

In September 2005, they undertook a major new investigation of the Antikythera
Mechanism, using an innovative and state of the art high power micro-focusing X-ray
tomography, especially constructed by X-Tek Systems [8] (Figure 3, left) and the Hewlett
Packard, USA, PTM Dome technique [9] (Figure 3, right). In November 2006, the results
of the investigation were announced during an international conference in Athens and
published in the international journal Nature [10]. The three-dimensional images that were
obtained when the fragments of the ancient mechanism were examined revealed internal
details of gearing and inscriptions that remained hidden on the seabed of the Antikythera
more than two thousand years. All inscriptions are written in Greek. A new font (True
type font) has since been developed at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece,
reproducing the fine art letters.

Figure 3. X-ray tomography of the fragment A by Roger Hadland (left) and investigation of the fragment 19 using the PTM
Dome technique by Tom Malzbender and Dan Gelb (right).

Realizing the importance of the Antikythera Mechanism in the Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki (AUTH), Greece, an active group of researchers was formed. Several new
results have been revealed and published, or currently under publication [11–19].
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2. Results

2.1. Description of the Antikythera Mechanism

Based on the results of these investigations [2,3,10,11,13–15], the Mechanism contained
a manual with detailed instructions. It had front and back doors with astronomical, geo-
graphical and technological inscriptions covering much of the exterior of the Mechanism.
Its dimensions were approximately 30 × 20 × 10 cm; slightly larger than a current Laptop.
Similar ancient mechanisms have not yet been found.

The Antikythera Mechanism was a complicated instrument. Therefore, it is not
surprising that it was accompanied by an extensive User’s Manual. New inscriptions that
had not been read for more than 2000 years were revealed, mainly with the X-ray micro-
focusing tomography. Approximately 3500 letters and symbols have now been deciphered.
They all fall into three broad categories: astronomical inscriptions, geographical inscriptions
and technical inscriptions. Several astronomical terms have been read referring to the
Sun, the Moon, the ecliptic (or Zodiac Cycle), the Metonic and Saros cycles and other
astronomical phenomena. The word “ΣTHPIΓMOΣ” (stationary point) is mentioned
several times, obviously referring to stationary points of the planetary orbits.

The Mechanism had 7 pointers, which provided 8 indications in its scales (the pointer
of the Moon gives two indications). It had three main dials; one at the front side with two
concentric scales and two at the back in the form of spirals.

2.1.1. The Front Site, the 12 Zodiac Constellations and the Egyptian Calendar

A very careful analysis of the gears’ co-action revealed their use in calculating the
exact (within a degree) position of the Sun and the Moon on the Zodiac Cycle. This position
was shown by the pointers of the front dials [1–3,10,11,13–17]. Simultaneously, a crown
gear was found to drive a black and white colored spherule, showing the current phase of
the Moon (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. The front side of the Mechanism.

Parts of the front plate of the Mechanism, which testify to its structure, have been
saved only in fragment C, with the exception of some very small parts of the ‘parapegma’
(see Section 2.3.2) that have been read in some of the small fragments. A ‘parapegma’ is a
precursor to the modern-day almanac. Originally, it was a table that related to star phases
and corresponding weather. In fragment C, about 1/4 is preserved by a double concentric
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circular scale that was probably placed approximately in the center of the front plate, as
shown in Figures 4 and 5 [16].

Figure 5. PTM image from the C fragment showing a part of the rings on the front side of the
Mechanism that has been saved. Some of the letters and subdivisions of the two rings have been
imprinted in white to be clearly visible [16].

The date scale had the shape of a ring (Figure 6), which is removable. Behind this date
ring, there were 365 holes and the ring was secured at one of the holes using a pin. Every
four years, the operator was able to remove the ring and move it by one hole, to take leap
years into account. The leap year was established with the Julian calendar by Julius Caesar
in 40 BC, a date later than that of the construction of the Mechanism. Ptolemy-III-Euergetes
(246–221 BCE) reformed the calendar introducing the leap years.” The Canopus decree, a
declaration published by a synod of Egyptian priests, suggests that the true duration of the
year (365 1/4 days) was recognized, and an extra day was added to the calendar every four
years. The new calendar failed, which achieved popular acceptance [20]. Nevertheless, the
manufacturers of the Mechanism, 100 years later, were aware of the phenomenon.

The internal circular scale depicts the Zodiac Cycle has 360 subdivisions with each
of the 12 zodiac constellations having 30 subdivisions. The Zodiac Cycle is the path
followed by the Sun during its ‘apparent’ motion in the sky during a solar year, and is thus
essentially the same as the solar year. Namely, the 360 degrees ‘apparent’ movement of
the Sun around the Earth, projected on the Zodiac Cycle, corresponds to a period of about
365 days (solar year).

The part of the Zodiac Cycle that has been saved (Figure 5) is the part of the zodiac
constellations Virgo (ΠAPΘENOΣ), Libra (XHΛAI), Scorpio (ΣKOPΠIOΣ) and Sagittarius
(TOΞOTHΣ), with Virgo and Sagittarius only partially surviving.
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Figure 6. The front site dial plate and the removable date scale ring.

The Egyptian Calendar

As mentioned before the months on the Mechanism are those of the Egyptian calendar,
written in the Greek language. The ancient Egyptian calendar [20–26] is important as it
included, for the first time in history, the basic principle that the length of the year is equal
to 365 days. In addition to this civil calendar, the ancient Egyptians simultaneously used a
second calendar based on the phases of the moon.

The ancient Egyptians were the first of the ancient peoples to release their calendar
from the synodic lunar month. They associated the course of the year with two almost
simultaneous natural phenomena:

• the annual floods of the Nile and
• the appearance of Sirius shortly before sunrise.

The phenomenon of almost simultaneous rises of the Sun and Sirius is called Heliacal
rising of Sirius (morning rising, EΩIA EΠITOΛH or EΩΘINH EΠITOΛH). The Heliacal
rising of Sirius occurred around the end of July and determined the beginning of the
Egyptian year, which for this reason was called “Dog” or “Cynical”, since Sirius (known
colloquially as the “Dog Star”) is the brightest star in the constellation Canis Major (Big
Dog, MEΓAΣ KΥΩN), while at the same time it was identified with the dog-headed god
Anubis [25].

An ivory plaque found in a tomb of the first dynasty in Abydos greets Sirius as “the
bearer of the new year and the flood of the Nile”. For the same reason, Plutarch, in his
Isidore, characterizes Sirius as an “aqueduct” (ΥΔPAΓΩΓON), in order to emphasize that
he was to blame for the floods of the Nile [25].

The calendar appearance date of Sirius, however, changed over the years and deviated
from the real date, due to the fact that the Egyptians used an approximate solar year of
365 days and not 365.25 days.

The primary Egyptian calendar the older of the two systems was the lunar calendar,
divided into 12 synodic months. Each lunar month began with the new moon. Since the
lunar calendar was 10 or 11 days shorter than the solar year, a 13th month was intercalated
every several years to keep the lunar calendar in rough correspondence with the agricul-
tural seasons and their feasts. The first month of the lunar calendar, as well as of the solar
calendar, which was established later, was dedicated to the great divider of time, the god
of Astronomy Thoth (ΘΩΘ), perhaps for religious reasons.

The Egyptian solar or civil calendar contained 360 days, with twelve equal months
of 30 days. However, the dates, as the priests observed, were constantly ahead of the
respective climatic seasons, and the annual error of 5 days created a difference of one whole
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year every 72 solar years (5 × 72 = 360 days). To correct this discrepancy, they introduced
the 5 extra days, probably during the time of the first historical pharaoh Menes (2900 BC)
and called them “induced” (epagomenal επαγóμενες) days.

However, in order to justify them and not to upset the gods, they connected in their
mythology these days with the myth of the goddess of the sky, Nut. Nut cheated on her
husband Ra, the great god of the Sun, with Thoth from whom she became pregnant. To
punish her, Ra ordered that should could not give birth to her child on any month of the
year, but the wicked Thoth tricked the Moon into gambling and won her 5 days each year.
However, these days did not belong to any month and were outside the calendar, so Ra’s
order did not apply to them. According to Egyptian mythological tradition, Nut gave
birth to her child on the first of these five epagomenic days. The five sacred induced days
were dedicated to the birthdays of the five main Egyptian gods, Osiris, Horus, Isis, Seth
and Nephthys.

The names of the Egyptian months, mentioned by the great Greek astronomer of
antiquity Claudius Ptolemy (second century AD), are listed in Table 1:

Table 1. The names of the months of the Egyptian calendar written in the Greek language.

Egyptian Months

ΘΩΘ Thoth

ΦAΩΦI Phaophi

AΘΥP Athyr

XOÏAKI Choiak

TΥBI Tybi

MEXIP Mechir

ΦAMENΩΘ Phamenoth

ΦAPMOΥΘI Pharmuthi

ΠAXΩNΣ Pachons

ΠAŸNI Payni

EΠIΦI Epiphi

MEΣOPH Mesore

+5 induced (epagomenal) days.

Sirius was called Thoth as his Heliacal rising coincided with, or indicated, Thoth, the
first month of the Egyptian year. He was worshiped as Sihor, the star of the Nile, as Sothi,
Sothis and Siris. The ancient Egyptians still believed that Sirius was the abode of souls,
while at the same time they believed that radiation from the region of Sirius enlivened the
creatures of the Earth.

The total duration of the year for the ancient Egyptians was, thus equal to 365 days
and the error was reduced to about 0.25 days per year, since the duration of the tropical
year was considered equal to 365.25 days.

The strange thing is that although the priests-astronomers were aware of this error
of about 6 h per year, they nevertheless did not make any correction. This correction
was probably mad due to the fact that the Pharaohs, ascending the throne, swore in the
temple of Isis that they would keep exactly the current calendar, not due to the religion of
the people.
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The Julian Calendar

As mentioned before, the Egyptian civil calendar was altered by Julius Caesar about
46 BC with the addition of a leap-year day occurring once every four years; the revised
system forms the basis of the Western calendar still used in modern times. By the 40s BC
the Roman calendar was three months ahead of the solar calendar. Caesar, introduced
the Egyptian solar calendar, taking the length of the solar year as 365 1/4 days. The year
was divided into 12 months, all of which had either 30 or 31 days except February, which
contained 28 days in common (365 day) years and 29 in every fourth year (a leap year, of
366 days). Leap years repeated February 23; the dated 29 February did not exist in the
Julian calendar.

The Gregorian Calendar

The length of the Julian-calendar year was overestimated by 11 min 14 s. This error in
mid-1500 had shifted the dates of the seasons by about 10 days from Caesar’s time. Pope
Gregory XIII’ restored in 1582 the calendar to the seasonal dates of 325 AD, an adjustment
of 10 days. Nearly all Eastern Orthodox churches use the Julian calendar to establish the
dates of movable feasts such as Easter.

2.1.2. The Back Site

At the back side of the Mechanism (Figure 7) were two spiral scales. The upper spiral
consists of 5 windings, with its total length divided in 235 sections. Using this dial, the user
could read the position of the Moon within the Metonic Cycle (432 BC) of 19 tropical years
of 365.2422 days, which is almost equal to 235 synodic (lunar) months of 29.5306 days.

The difference between the two periods (of 19 tropical years and 235 synodic months)
is only 2 h. This knowledge allowed the calculation of the exact day of full Moons, a very
useful knowledge for agricultural or nautical activities 2000 years ago, when no electricity
was available. The accuracy of the position of the Moon was achieved by a pin-and-slot
mechanism [7,27] that reconstructed Hipparchus’ (190–120 BC) first anomaly of the Moon’s
motion (due to its elliptical orbit around the Earth). This anomaly is, in fact, Kepler’s
second law.

Calippus (370–300 BC) 100 years later corrected Metons calendric system. Each of the
four periods of Meton, i.e., every 76 years, one day needed to be removed. The Callippic
pointer of the subsidiary dial within the upper back spiral of the Antikythera Mechanism
is indicated when the correction takes place.

A subsidiary dial within the upper back spiral of the Antikythera Mechanism dis-
played the celebration date of the ancient Panhellenic crown games. On the circumference
of the dial, the words Olympia, Pythia, Isthmia, Nemea, Naa and Halieia were deci-
phered. Internally, in each quadrant, the four years of the Olympic cycle are indicated (see
Section 2.3.2).

The lower back dial is a Saros eclipse-prediction dial, arranged as a four-turn spiral.
This dial contained the 223-month eclipse Saros Cycle (of approximately 6585.3213 days, or
nearly 18 years and 11 1/3 days). A total of 223 lunar months (one Saros Cycle) after an
eclipse, the Sun, Earth, and Moon return to approximately the same relative geometry, and
a new, nearly identical, eclipse cycle begins. The Saros Cycle was marked with the dates
(month, day, and hour) when a possible solar or lunar eclipse would occur. The markings
were engraved with symbols (“H” HΛIOΣ Sun, “Σ” ΣEΛHNH Moon, etc.).

A subsidiary Exeligmos dial, within the Saros dial, extended the eclipse prediction
capabilities to three Saros Cycles, indicating that 8 and 16 h should be added, respectively,
in the second and third Saros Cycles to the eclipse times, as indicated by the inscriptions.
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Figure 7. The back side of the Mechanism.

The most impressive part of the Mechanism is related to the moon phases and the
moon’s movement anomaly. In the 17th century, in relation to the Sun and Moon move-
ments, Johannes Kepler claimed that the “holy circular motion was not circular” and
suggested that it was an ellipse orbit (first and second law of Kepler). Inside the Mecha-
nism, a gear system is identified, which simulates this motion with astonishing accuracy.
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The display of this movement, considering the moon’s movement anomaly caused
by its eccentric orbit around the Earth, was achieved by the use of two eccentric gears
(Figure 8).

Figure 8. The pin-and-slot mechanism [17].

The axial distance of the rotation’s axis of the two gears amounts to approximately
1.1 mm. The lower gear has a pin that engages with a slot on the upper gear, forcing it
to rotate by the pin-and-slot arrangement. The epicyclical movement of the upper gear
tracked the motion of the Moon in the sky with great accuracy [17,27,28].

The latest outcomes of the AUTH team are related to the investigation of fragment D.
In all modern studies of the Mechanism, fragment D is considered a lone fragment and
does not exist in any constructed model of the Mechanism. Following a long-term study, it
was proven that Fragment D is indeed part of a mechanical arrangement that calculates
the equation of time, i.e., the deviation between the real-time shown by the sundials and
the average time shown by the current clocks [1,16]. Newer research on fragment D has
recently been published [29] and suggests an alternative use of fragment D.

The gears found in the Antikythera Mechanism are the earliest known to resemble
the shape and design of modern gears. Their triangular teeth were designed to transmit
angular motion, not power. Detailed studies of the fragments of the Mechanism revealed
that it had at least 39 gears (37 gears and 2 crown gears), 27 of which have been identified
in the largest of the calcified fragments (Fragment A). The existence of ten more gears has
been determined using astronomical calculations [10,11,17,30,31]. A functional diagram of
the gear trains is presented in Figure 9.

The Antikythera Mechanism also incorporated 2 crown gears, as well as 19 shafts
and axles with complex geometry. Two pairs are concentric, which means that one out of
the two shafts passes through the other. The two shafts rotate independently. Moreover,
there is an axis, which has two eccentric cylindrical bearing points for two gears. At
various locations, mainly inside the Mechanism, there were also various components
that supported the shafts and other parts of the device to make the construction robust
and functional.
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Figure 9. A functional diagram of the gear trains.

2.2. The Antikythera Mechanism, from Physical to Digital 3D Representations

Based on the three dimensional images obtained from the X-ray tomography and
the PTM Dome techniques, and using the Volume Graphics specific software system
VGSTUDIO MAX (https://www.volumegraphics.com/en/products/vgstudio-max.html),
the 3D digital objects of the four basic fragments (Figure 2) were developed. The entire
Mechanism was designed using the same data [17]. Figure 10 shows the three-dimensional
digital reconstructions of the gear trains and the entire Mechanism. An example of how
the front of the Mechanism and gear system was designed based on components found in
the tomographies, is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Three-dimensional digital reconstruction of the Mechanism [17] (Copyright © 2021 M. Efstathiou).

Figure 11. Mechanical parts localized in the tomographies and corresponding designed parts.

2.3. Importance, Purpose, Utility, Operation and Handling of the Mechanism
2.3.1. Importance and Purpose of the Mechanism

The Antikythera Mechanism is an epitome of high technology in antiquity, as the
Parthenon is an epitome of Architecture. Considering the theoretical and technological
knowledge required for the construction of the Mechanism, it can easily be ranked among
the Wonders of Ancient World [1,2].

The Antikythera Mechanism was the first surviving geared analogue computer in
history. The next extant geared device is a Byzantine clock calendar, which was built in the
fifth or sixth century. More than 800 years later, the next mechanical calculators were built.
At the beginning of the 13th century, the astronomical indicator of Wallingford, 50 years
later (1348–1364) the astronomical clock of Dondi, and in 1410 the Prague astronomical
clock of similar complexity to the Mechanism. Later, in the 17th century, the calculator
of Schickard (Kepler’s collaborator) and the Pascaline of the great French scientist Pascal
were built.

The purpose of the construction of the Mechanism is not yet known. The identity of
the manufacturer is also unknown (see Section 2.4), but considering the variety of skills
and knowledge required, in order to build such a complex device, a collaboration between
an astronomer/mathematician and a mechanic was necessary. The inscription on the back
cover is in a different hand to the rest, showing that at least two people worked on the
machine [1].
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2.3.2. Utility, Operation and Handling

The main utility of the Antikythera Mechanism was to calculate the exact position of
the Sun, the Moon and possibly the planets in the sky, as well as the phases of the Moon
and the lunar or solar eclipses. It is interesting that besides the predictions of astronomical
events, the Mechanism could determine dates related to religious, social and agricultural
rituals and events.

The subsidiary dial within the upper back spiral of the Antikythera Mechanism
displayed the dates of the Olympic Games, which were held during the first or the second
Full Moon after the summer solstice. To learn the exact date, someone had to be able to
calculate this phase of the full moon. The Mechanism could accurately calculate this date.
Not only the Olympic Games but the crown games of Isthmia (Corinth), Nemea (Nemea),
Pythia (Delphi), Naa (Dodona) and Halieia (Rhodes) (Figure 12) were included in the
subsidiary dial [17].

Figure 12. The subsidiary dial displayed the dates of the Panhellenic games (left). Three runners featured on an Attic
black-figured amphora. British Museum, by Marie-Lan Nguyen (2011), CC BY 2.5, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/
index.php?curid=15468713, accessed on 5 August 2021 (right).

In Figure 13, the Parapegma of the Mechanism is shown [15]. The Parapegmata were
essentially calendars of astronomical and meteorological events, which were widely used
in ancient Greece. The astronomical events referred in the Parapegmata are events that
associate the rise and set of stars or constellations with the sunrise or sunset. For many
years, seasons with different climatic conditions were an important time unit as they played
a crucial role in people’s lives. Over time, however, it was found that the start date of each
season could not be determined with the usage of classic calendars, based on lunar months.
Therefore, people turned to stable natural phenomena to define the seasons. Some of these
phenomena were the rising or sinking of some brilliant stars. These phenomena appear
every year at a fixed date in the sky. The annual occurrence of these events during a solar
year has contributed to use them in order to organize practical-social activities, such as
agriculture and navigation [15]. Hesiod, in the “Works and Days”, mentions the harvesting
period as the season when the constellation of Pleiades appears for the first time in the sky
and as time of plowing, the time after the temporary disappearance of the Pleiades. The
grape harvest must take place when Arcturus appears in the sky for the first time. Such
phenomena and the date on which they occur are predicted using the Parapegma on the
Mechanism [15].
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Figure 13. Part of the Parapegma of the Mechanism.

The rotation of any of the gears or any of the pointers results in simultaneous move-
ment in all gears, and thus in the seven pointers, which show various astronomical phe-
nomena in related mathematical scales. Based on an analysis of the applied torque of
the operator while handling the Mechanism, and the necessity of precisely positioning
the pointers, e.g., the Sun/Date pointer on the front of the Mechanism, the most proba-
ble scenario for the handling of the Antikythera Mechanism is the rotation of the Moon
pointer [19]. By rotating the moon pointer and choosing a date, the operator can observe the
astronomical phenomena occurs on that day. By choosing an astronomical phenomenon,
he can observe the date on which it occurs.

2.4. Place and Date of the Construction of the Antikythera Mechanism

The Mechanism was possibly built in Rhodes, during the second century BC. Earlier
evidence of similar machines report on Archimedes (287–212 BC) as a constructor of devices,
which were depicted the celestial bodies [1,2]. The Mechanism cannot be built later than
the coin-based shipwreck date within a few years (86 and 67 BC).The inscription letter
style suggested its construction in the period 50–200 BC. An important limit could be
set if we understood when the parameters required for the pin- and-slot lunar anomaly
Mechanism were first deduced. It is known through Ptolemy that Hipparchus (190–120 BC)
did characterize and quantify the anomaly by epicyclic and eccentric models of the lunar
orbit. The manufacture took place after 170 BC and required that Hipparchus’s values were
involved [1].

The optimum latitude for fitting the astronomical phenomena listed in the parapegma
on the Mechanism is consistent with the mid-Mediterranean, being around 35 degrees [15].
Rhodes (36 degrees) remains the most likely candidate. The Antikythera ship may have
called there before the wreck, as it was known as a highly technological naval port with a
thriving bronze industry, it was home to Hipparchus, it is the place for which we have a
record of sighting of Mechanism with comparable functions and it might explain the pres-
ence on the Games’ dial on the Mechanism of the Halieia Games, held in Rhodes [2].Another
connection of Rhodes with the construction of similar Mechanisms is Cicero’s reference,
that he visited the laboratory of the astronomer Poseidonius (135–51 BC) in Rhodes, where
he admired a celestial sphere made by Poseidonius [2].

The Metonic Cycle (upper back dial) contained a full calendar (repeated 19 times).
Comparing this calendar with the calendars of the ancient Greek cities, it was found
that it coincided with the calendars of the cities of Kerkyra, Vouthrotos and Dodona
(in NW Greece) and Tavromenion (in Sicily) [15,16]. No significant coincidence with the
survived calendars of other Greek cities was found. This could indicate that the Antikythera
Mechanism was used, but not, necessarily, constructed in NW Greece?

2.5. Construction’s Materials of the Mechanism

The material used to make the various parts of the Mechanism, except for its wooden
mounting box, is bronze, a copper tin alloy. 1970–1974 chemical analysis was performed
to determine the chemical composition of the metal alloy used in the manufacture of the
Mechanism. The chemical analysis was performed by the spectroscopic method. Two
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small fragments of the Mechanism were studied. The chemical analysis showed that they
were made of bronze, with a tin content of about 5% [3]. Newer analyzes by Panagiotis
Mitropoulos in 2018 revealed three alloys, the main components of which are copper, tin
and lead [3]. The shares of copper tin and lead varied. In any case, it can be assumed that
the individual parts consist of different copper alloys from case to case [32].

2.6. Documentation of the Existents of the Necessary Knowledge for the Mechanism Design,
Construction and Manufacturing at the Time and at the Place of Its Construction
2.6.1. Scientific and Technological Knowledge Necessary for the Design of the Mechanism

A question, which arises, is whether the Greek astronomers 2200 years ago, had the
necessary knowledge for the calculation of the astronomical phenomena, calculated by the
Mechanism? Various sources show that they had them [21].

In ancient Greece there was a solar calendar and a lunar calendar. The difference
between then was 11 days. Meton (fifth century BC) connected the moon calendar to the
annual. He calculated that about 19 solar years include about 235 synodic lunar months [2].
Callipus (370–300 BC) has calculated that Meton was making a mistake one day every
76 years [2]. These calculations are performed by the Mechanism and appear on two scales
at the back side of the Mechanism. The Callippic pointer of the subsidiary dial within the
Meton scale (upper back spiral of the Mechanism) indicated when the correction must take
place. Aristarchus (310~230 BC) was the first astronomer in the history, who talk about the
heliocentric system and not Copernicus [17]. He calculated among others the size of Earth,
Sun and Moon. Hipparchus [17] (190–120 BC) is considered as the greatest astronomer
of all time. He lived in the time of the construction of the Mechanism in Rhodes, where
probably the Mechanism was built. He calculated, among others, the transient motion of
the Earth (precession of the equinoxes) which lasts 25,800 years (see Section 4.1). Another
calculation of him is the determination of the distance between Earth, the Sun and Earth
and Moon.

2.6.2. Technological Knowledge Necessary for the Manufacturing of the Mechanism

Another question, which arises, is whether the ancient Greek mechanicians had the
necessary technological knowledge for the manufacturing of the Mechanism. Various
sources show that they had them. Until the discovery of the Antikythera Mechanism the
construction of the first real gears was dated centuries later. Aristotle describes the rotation
of cylindrical objects by friction, due to the roughness of their cylindrical surfaces. The
creation of surfaces with higher roughness slowly led to the development of teeth and
gears. The gears of the Antikythera Mechanism (second century BC) are the first in world
history. Two references related to calculations and constructions of gears are from Heron of
Alexandria (10–70 AD) and Pappus of Alexandria (290–350 AD)

Heron of Alexandria was an engineer and geometer. He lived in Alexandria, Egypt. In
his description of the construction of an odometer he mentions and describes gears. Pappus
of Alexandria describes several machines that were described by earlier mathematicians
and engineers, such as Archimedes, Heron, etc. and included gears [33]. For two gears
to work together, they must have the same ratios of diameter to number of teeth. This
relationship is called today “module”. From Papus’s writings, it is clear, without any doubt
that the Greeks knew the module in antiquity. Very likely, the gears of the Mechanism
were made of cold forged thin bronze plates by sawing, removing redundant material
and leveling with a hammer [32]. The history of gear technology has been postponed for
many centuries.

The Mechanism includes, besides gears, complex geometry axles and shafts, as well
as other metal parts. For their manufacturing, machine tools were required. Did the Greeks
have machine tools and corresponding tools at the time of construction of the Mechanism?

The text of the inscription from the fourth century BC shown in Figure 14 concerns
the construction of bronze axes” Πóλoς” for the Filonian gallery in Eleusis, Greece using
lathe. On this marble inscription is written among others “ . . . a copper alloy from Marion
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(Cyprus) must be used, consisting of 11 parts copper and one-part tin . . . ” This alloy is called
bronze today. The parts of Antikythera Mechanism are made of bronze (see Section 2.5).
Subsequently, it is written as “ . . . Turn the axes according to the example . . . ” This inscription
shows that many years before the creation of the Mechanism, the Greeks had and used
lathes. This is also apparent from other sources [17,32]. For the machining of bronze pieces,
steel cutting tools are necessary. It follows from several sources that the Greeks at that time
used such machine tools and cutting tools [17,32].

Figure 14. Marble inscription, fourth century BC. Archaeological Museum of Eleusis, Greece.

3. Construction of Digital 3D Representations and Reconstruction of Physical
Functional Copies

From 1998, many animations and simulations of the Mechanism were created by
M. Roumeliotis [34], which can be searched online. In relation to the physical models,
from 1900 until today, many scientists have done research around reconstruction of the
Mechanism. 1928 admiral I. Theofanidis with the contribution of E. Zinner, R.T. Gunther
and W. Hartner, they listed the visible gears and circles from the back side of the Mechanism

and they characterized the Mechanism as an astrolabe. Admiral Theofanidis read
350 letters of the inscriptions and was the first who attempted to make a replica model of
the Mechanism [3,17].

In 1985, A. Bromley continued the research of Price, including with respect to his
remarks. On his first attempt, he worked with F. Percival to construct a replica of the
Mechanism. Five years later in 1990, he worked with M. Wright, and they used X-ray
Linear Motion Tomography, in order to define the array of gears in space. This method did
not achieve the desired results. M. Wright claimed that the Mechanism could predict the
movements of the Sun, the Moon and of five planets [27]. In 2005, he constructed a model
using approximately 40 gears [7].

In 2008, a research team was created in the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
which set as its main goal the construction of accurate and functional models of the
ancient Mechanism. The first replica [11] was constructed using the mean data described
in the publication «Decoding the ancient Greek astronomical calculator, known as the
Antikythera Mechanism» [10]. This model was not functional, as the diameters of all gears
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were designed based on the mean values of the previously-mentioned article [10], with
a tolerance of approximately 1 mm. This tolerance, in combination with the measured
axial distances, led to non-functional gear trains, as some cooperating gears were blocked
(due to larger diameters to the given axial distance) and others were not in contact (due to
smaller diameters to the given axial distance).

To build a functional model, the parameters of the components of the Mechanism
needed to be calculated with a higher accuracy than the mean values of the data of the
aforementioned publication. Therefore, in 2009, two different algorithms were developed
using FORTRAN code to make all these calculations [11,12].

The first algorithm uses the number of the teeth of each gear, as well as the root
angle as constant variables, and calculates all the possible combinations of internal and
external diameters. This is developed to find a ratio of the mean diameter and the number
of teeth, which is common to all gears (similar to the “module” of the modern gears).
Using the values of all gears from the first algorithm, the second calculates all the axial
distances for the gears, taking into account the axial distances at the tomographies, as
it had been measured from two different PhD fellows. Afterward, a new design was
made, which included all the new data, and in 2011, five similar accurate and functional
models were constructed (Figure 15) for museums and organizations, such as the National
Archaeological Museum of Athens and the Musée des Arts et Métiers in Paris. From then
until the present, many updated accurate and functional replicas in scale 1:1, as well as in
scale 3:1 (Figure 16) have been constructed and exhibited in various museums and other
institutions worldwide [17,18,35]. The updates refer to new letters and symbols of the
inscriptions and some supporting mechanical components observed in the tomographies.
The 1:1 model is made using the same materials as the original mechanism and represents
the most accurate copy of the ancient device. The 3:1 model is made of bronze and Plexiglas,
and is an educational model as the transparent materials reveal the internal of the device.

Figure 15. Accurate and functional model of the Mechanism scale 1:1 (research team of AUTH-2011).
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Figure 16. Transparent educational and fully functional model of the Antikythera Mechanism in
scale 3:1 (Research team of AUTH-2017).

4. Prediction Accuracy

4.1. Development of an Application to Calculate the Prediction’s Accuracy of the
Antikythera Mechanism

In order to verify the accuracy of the prediction of the Mechanism, an application has
been developed in a virtual reality using Windows operating system. The indicators on
both sides of the Mechanism are presented in an image format, rather than a numerical
result. This application is also used to verify the accuracy of the predictions of the physical
models developed by the research team of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. The
application has been developed on Unity platform in 2D format. The dates and zodiac
scales of the front side of the Mechanism are redesigned to correspond to the present. A
peculiarity of the application, as well as the corresponding physical model is related to the
scale of the zodiac signs.

Due to the passage of about 2150 years from the time of construction of the Mechanism,
and due to the phenomenon of the precession of the equinoxes, the zodiac constellations
have rotated by about 30 degrees.

The precession of the equinoxes is the motion of the equinoxes along the ecliptic,
caused by the cyclic precession of Earth’s axis of rotation with a period of 25,772 years.
This means that 25,772 years correspond to 360 degree of precession of the equinoxes. If
we consider that the Mechanism was built around 150 BC, it means that 2170 years have
passed. Therefore, the equinoxes, and thus the Zodiac has shifted by 30 degrees (2170 ×
360)/25,772 = 30.1 degrees). For this reason, the scale of the signs was redesigned to reflect
the current reality. The phenomenon of the earth’s transient movement (see Figure 17)
was known in antiquity, and Hipparchus was the first to calculate the movement. He
is considered the father of astronomy, and most likely the maker of the Mechanism (see
Section 2.4).

The implementation of the application’s functions has been developed in C# program-
ing language, which is compatible with Unity platform. By selecting a date, the data are
exported to the date pointer, which shows the selected date on the Mechanism. The rest of
the indicators demonstrate the astronomical phenomena that will take place that day. To
verify the accuracy of the results, it is possible to compare the results for each prediction
with corresponding predictions on NASA’s website via a button, which includes the NASA
website link. The application consists of two screens. The first screen contains the basic
functions of an application, such as the “Play”, “Help”, “About Us” and “Quit” buttons.
The Help button contains the necessary assistance for the correct interaction with the
application. The functionality of the application become more understandable. The “Quit”
category gives the command to exit the application. When the Play button is activated, the
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main screen opens, which contains the two sides of the Mechanism with the corresponding
indicators and the calendar where the date of prediction of the phenomena is selected.
By selecting the date and pressing the “Calculate” button, the Mechanism predicts the
phenomena that play a role on the selected date. To decode the symbols of the Saros spiral
dial (eclipses scale), further help is provided via an option.

Figure 17. Hipparchus (left), the transient motion of the Earth, which lasts 25772 years (right).

In order to verify the correction of the application, important information, such as the
calculation of the leap years that the Mechanism took into account were also considered
when implementing the application. Apparently, in leap years that occur every four years,
the extra day does not appear in the calendar of the Mechanism. The subdivisions of the
date dial on the front side of the Mechanism are 365, and as a result it is not possible to
indicate the extra day every four years (29 February). This feature is integrated into the
application, which calculates the leap years that have elapsed from the initial settings of
the Mechanism and gives the value of the variable that counts these years, as a rotation
of the date ring by as many holes as the leap years, thus considering these years for the
correct indication of the Sun/Day pointer (see Section 2.1.1 and Figure 6).

To verify the accuracy of the results, it is possible to compare the results for each
prediction with corresponding predictions on NASA’s website (https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.
gov/, accessed on 5 August 2021) via a button with the NASA website link.

4.2. Examples of the Application’s Predictions
4.2.1. 1st Example: Prediction of the Astronomical Phenomena for the 26 May 2021

Figure 18a shows the results of the application for the 26 May 2021 which are: Sun is
projected on the constellation of Taurus, Moon is projected on the constellation of Libra,
Full Moon and Moon Eclipse. In relation to the Lunar Eclipse, the results are explained in
Figure 18b. Figure 18c illustrates the corresponding data from the NASA webpage for the
same day (26 May 2021), in order to verify the forecasts of the Mechanism.
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Figure 18. (a) Astronomical phenomena on 26 May 2021. (b) The Moon Eclipse on 26 May 2021. (c) NASA Website:
Astronomical phenomena dated 26 May 2021 (Full Moon, Moon Eclipse).
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4.2.2. Second Example: Prediction of the Astronomical Phenomena for 10 June 2021

Figure 19a shows the results of the application for the 10 June 2021, which are: Sun
and Moon projected on the constellation of Taurus, New Moon and Sun Eclipse.

In relation to the Solar Eclipse, the results are explain in Figure 19b. In Figure 19c, the
corresponding data from the NASA webpage for the same day (10 June 2021).

Figure 19. Cont.
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Figure 19. (a). Astronomical phenomena on the 10 June 2021. (b) The Sun Eclipse on 10 June 2021. (c) NASA Website:
Astronomical phenomena on 10 June 2021 (New Moon and Solar Eclipse).

More predictions of the Mechanism and those corresponding from the NASA webpage
are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Various predictions of the Mechanism and the corresponding results from the NASA webpage.

Date
Position (Constellation) Astronomical Phenomena NASA Predictions(NASA

SKYCAL Sky Events
Calendar)Sun Moon New Moon Full Moon Sun Eclipse Moon Eclipse

12 October 1977 Virgo Virgo Solar Eclipse on
12 October 1977

19 August 2001 Leo Leo New Moon on 19 August 2001

11 October 2007 Virgo Virgo New Moon on 11 October 2007

29 December 2035 Sagittarius Sagittarius New Moon on
29 December 2035

17 January 2056 Sagittarius Sagittarius Solar Eclipse on
31 January 1999

8 February 1982 Capricorn Leo Full Moon on 8 February 1982

31 January 1999 Capricorn Cancer Moon Eclipse on
31 January 1999

26 May 2021 Taurus Libra Moon Eclipse on 26 May 2021

5 May 2023 Aries Libra Moon Eclipse on 5 May 2023

11 August 2071 Cancer Capricorn Full Moon on 11 August 2071
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4.3. Calculate the Exact Date of the Celebration of Easter

According to the rules of the Christian church, Easter must be celebrated on the
first Sunday after the first full Moon following the Spring Equinox. Since the date of the
Easter celebration is related to the astronomical phenomenon of the lunar phases, which
is calculated by the Mechanism, it is possible to calculate the exact date of the celebration
of Easter without any intervention in the structure of the Mechanism. Based on this, the
possibility of predicting the exact date of the celebration of Orthodox, Catholic and Jewish
Easter has been developed in the application.

4.3.1. Predictions of the Date of the Catholic Easter of 2021

Figure 20a shows the first full Moon following the Spring Equinox of 2021 (Mon-
day, 29 March 2021) based on Gregorian calendar, as it is calculated by the Antikythera
Mechanism application. Figure 20b shows the date (4 April 2021) of Catholic Easter using
the application.

Figure 20. (a) The 1st full Moon following the Spring Equinox of 2021 based on Gregorian calendar.
(b) Catholic Easter of 2021 (4 April 2021).
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4.3.2. Predictions of the Orthodox Easter Date in 2021

Orthodox Easter follows the same rule, regarding the first full Moon following the
Spring Equinox, but it is calculated based on the Julian calendar (old Calendar). Figure 21a
shows the first full Moon following the Spring Equinox of 2021 (Tuesday, 27 April 2021)
based on the Julian calendar, as it is calculated by the Antikythera Mechanism application
and in Figure 21b the date (2 May 2021) of the Orthodox Easter following the application.

Figure 21. (a) The first full Moon following the Spring Equinox of 2021 based on the Julian calendar. (b) Orthodox Easter of
2021 (2 May 2021).
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Table 3 provides some additional examples of the Easter date forecasts for different
years from 2004 to 2044. For all the dates included in Table 3, the application calculates the
same predictions.

Table 3. Catholic and Orthodox Easter predictions.

Year

Antikythera Mechanism Application https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_dates_for_Easter

Date of Celebration the
Catholic Easter

Date of Celebration the
Orthodox Easter

Date of Celebration the
Catholic Easter

Celebration the
Orthodox Easter

2004 April 11 April 11

2009 April 12 April 19 April 12 April 19

2015 April 5 April 12 April 5 April 12

2020 April 12 April 19 April 12 April 19

2021 April 4 May 2 April 4 May 2

2022 April 17 April 24 April 17 April 24

2025 April 20 April 20

2032 March 28 May 2 March 28 May 2

2044 April 17 April 24 April 17 April 24

4.4. Accuracy of Predictions of the Replica of the Antikythera Mechanism

Figure 22 shows a physical model, a replica of the Antikythera Mechanism, in which
we have recorded on the front the current positions on the scales of dates and zodiac signs.

Figure 22. Displays on the front site of the Mechanism for 15 June 2011.

On 15 June 2011, the following astronomical phenomena occurred: The Sun was
projected on the constellation of Taurus, the Moon was projected on the constellation of
Sagittarius, there was a Full Moon and simultaneously there was a Lunar Eclipse at 23:00.

The corresponding indications of the replica are:
Front site (Figure 22):
15 June 2011, Sun in the constellation of Taurus, Moon in the constellation of Sagittarius

and Full Moon. Thus, it is possible to observe a moon eclipse on this day.
Back site (Figure 23):
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Figure 23. Displays on the back site of the Mechanism for 15 June 2011.

Observing the eclipse pointer on the back site of the Mechanism, a lunar eclipse will
indeed occur. Specifically, regarding the lunar eclipse, the Mechanism showed:

(a) Eclipses pointer: Σ (Σελήνη = Moon), Θ = 9 (time of the event 9 o’clock); and
(b) Exeligmos Index: H = 8 h delay (must be added to Θ).

Considering that the first hour in antiquity was the 6th hour of the present era we
have Θ + H + 6 = 9 + 8 + 6 = 23. That means the full coverage of the moon by the shadow
of the Earth will take place at 23:00.

As it turns out, the predictions of the Antikythera Mechanism exactly coincide with
the phenomena that actually occurred on 15 June 2011.

4.5. Example of Calculations That Simulate the Kinematics of the Mechanism

The transmission rate (GTR) between two gears is calculated by:

GTR1, 2 (between the drive gear 1 and the driven gear 2) =
Z1 (Number of teeth of gear 1)
Z2 (Number of teeth of gear 2)

In Figure 24, we observe the mechanical flow diagram of the gear train that starts from
gear b2 (mounted on the bout axis), which moves the Sun/Date pointer and leads to the
gear b3 (mounted on the bin axis), which rotates the Moon pointer.

To identify the Moon pointer’s angle of rotation, for a given rotation of the Sun pointer,
we need to know the transmission rate of the gear train shown in the Figure.

Based on the flow diagram in Figure 24, the whole transmission rate begins from gear
b3, which rotates the shaft bin, and the lunar pointer until the gear b2, which rotates the
shaft bout and thus the Sun/Date pointer is:

GTRb(3),b(2) = (Zb(3)/ Ze(1)) (Ze(6)/ Zk(2)) (Zk(1)/ Ze(5)) (Ze(2)/ Zd(2)) (Zd(1)/ Zc(2)) (Zc(1)/ Zb(2))

GTRb(3),b(2) =
32
32

× 50
50

× 50
50

× 32
127

× 24
48

× 38
64

= 0.0748

That means that for one rotation of the lunar pointer, the Sun/Date pointer will make
0.0748 rotations, which corresponds to 26.928 degrees or to 27.3 days. This is how long it
takes for the Moon to complete one full rotation around Earth.

Therefore, given any fixed rotation value of an indicator (or a gear), one could reliably
predict how much each gear and indicator would rotate.
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Figure 24. The gear train connecting the Sun/Date pointer and the Moon pointer.

In Figure 25, we observe the mechanical flow diagram of the gear train that begins
from gear b2 (mounted on the bout axis), moves the Sun/Date pointer and leads to eclipses
and exeligmos pointers.

Figure 25. The gear train connecting the Sun/Date pointer and the eclipses and exeligmos pointers.
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The application calculations are based on this logic. The corresponding part of the
code, developed in the application for the calculations of the transmission rate of the gear
train, are shown in Figure 25 and presented in Figure 26.

Figure 26. Part of the code for the calculations of the transmission rate of the gear train, as shown in Figure 25.

4.6. Accuracy of the Mechanism’s Predictions

The important elements that have to be considered for accurate forecasts of the Mech-
anism are:

(a) the accuracy of the equinoxes;
(b) the inaccuracy of the mechanism (mainly of the Saros scale) for in-depth predictions;

and
(c) the experience of the operator in using the Mechanism and his knowledge of the

astronomical phenomena.

4.6.1. Physical Accurate Functional Models (and Original Mechanism)
Handling Steps for Accurate Prediction of Future Phenomena

The handling steps for accurate prediction of future phenomena are as follows:

A. Rotate the gears until all the pointers move simultaneously. This will lead to the
cooperating gears to be engaged, eliminating the gaps that occur due to the triangular
shape of their teeth, or possible inaccuracies during their construction.

B. Adjustment of the indicator’s position of the Mechanism, using data of a recent eclipse
(within a period of about 100 years) and prediction of the future phenomenon.

C. If the next forecast refers to a date later than the previous one, no further action is
required by the operator.

D. If the next forecast refers to a date earlier than the previous one, the Mechanism
should be firstly turned backwards to a date earlier than the desired one and then
forward to the desired date. By doing this, all the gaps that may occur, due to their
opposite rotation, are eliminated.

Handling Steps for Accurate Prediction of Past Phenomena

The steps are the same, but with a different direction of rotation in each steps A, B, C
and D.
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4.6.2. Prediction with the Developed Application which Simulates the Mechanism

As in the computer application, the gears are considered ideal (without inaccuracies
and gaps), all that is needed is to set the initial position of the indicators of the Mechanism,
using the data of a recent eclipse (within a period of about 100 years). This can easily be
done through this application.

5. Conclusions

One of the questions that concerns the international scientific research community is
whether the Antikythera Mechanism was a scientific instrument for the safe prediction of
astronomical phenomena or an educational tool for the schools of astronomy of antiquity.
Based on the main goal of answering this question, but also to make the mechanism more
accessible to the general public, we have developed an application, which simulates the
exact operation of the physical model of the Mechanism. From all the tests that have been
performed, it is concluded that the Mechanism accurately predicts the astronomical phe-
nomena of the future and confirms with astonishing accuracy the astronomical phenomena
of the past. The accuracy of the results of each prediction was determined by comparing
its results with corresponding predictions on the NASA website. In combination with a
physical functional model of the Mechanism, the application helped us to prove that the
Antikythera Mechanism was a scientific instrument, the first computer in world history,
which accurately predict astronomical phenomena.

It is important to emphasize that, from the study of the Mechanism, its usefulness
in issues related to the present era have emerged. For example, it can be used to predict
the dates of mobile church holidays, such as Easter. As the date of the celebration of
Easter is related to the astronomical phenomenon of lunar phases, whereby the Mechanism
calculates anyway, it is possible to calculate the exact date of the celebration of Easter
without any intervention in its structure. Based on this, the possibility of predicting the
exact date of the celebration of Orthodox, Catholic and Jewish Easter has been developed
in the application. The results of all the tests proved to be accurate.
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Abstract: For the inscription of the Egyptian statuette in the Heraklion Archaeological Museum,
the dedicator’s second title has long been open to question. New and detailed physical evidence,
based on optical profilometry, is presented here. The results show errors/omissions in the previously
accepted reading and open the way to a much more plausible translation.

Keywords: optical profilometry; surface characterization; chromatic white light

1. Introduction

The statuette fragment of an Egyptian official named User, which can be dated to
the first half of the 12th Dynasty, was found by Evans at Knossos in Crete in 1900 [1].
Now accession no. 95 in the Heraklion Archaeological Museum, it is of ‘diorite’, or more
correctly, Anorthosite Gneiss [2], indicating that User was an official of very high rank [3].
The hieroglyphic inscription has long presented serious problems with correct sign identifi-
cation [4], no doubt due to their very small size and varying depths of engraving. Moreover,
the stone is slightly translucent, and has its own random colouration and a poorly reflective
surface. Simple visual inspection and basic photography are often inadequate or even
misleading in such cases [5].

Modern optical profilometry equipment was employed to resolve these uncertainties,
and although the results generally agree with the previously published hieroglyphic sign
layout [6,7], some important deviations will be noted.

2. Materials and Methods

The statuette’s engraved surfaces, which are nominally flat, were scanned by an
optical profilometry system from Fries Research and Technology GmbH, using a chromatic
white light (CWL) technique. The equipment used was a Fries Research and Technology
MicroSpy® Mobile, on site at the Heraklion Archaeological Museum, May 2015.

3. Results

3.1. Right Side Inscription

The area below the Standard sign, and to the top-left of the Canine-headed sign was
scanned, as shown in Figure 1a,b. The inset at the bottom left shows the area scanned with
respect to the traditionally accepted sign layout. Note that, for these figures and other
views, the vertical (depth) scale is enlarged for more detail.

There is a distinct feature present (at the arrows’ intersection), albeit not so deep as
the surrounding signs; it is roughly rectangular, with a well-defined lower horizontal edge.

This feature is just discernible from an early photograph [8], and the sharp lower
edge is depicted in the museum’s exhibition catalogue [9]. The feature also has very good
positioning, both horizontally and vertically, in between the two neighbouring hieroglyphic
signs. It includes multiple, very fine striations of approximately 0.25 mm width—see
Figure 1c for a cross-section along line MM’ through the feature.
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Figure 1. Cont.
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(c,d) 

Figure 1. (a) Right side inscription, showing feature © Heraklion Archaeological Museum. (b) Right side inscription,
higher magnification © Heraklion Archaeological Museum. (c) {above} Right side inscription, cross-section through feature.
(d) {right} Revised Right side sign layout © Heraklion Archaeological Museum.

Such fine, parallel and uniformly spaced striations with a clear “V-shaped” cross-
section, approximately aligned to the vertical axis, must surely be tool marks. All this
strongly suggests a deliberately engraved sign and not something formed by later, random
impact damage. This evidence would thus indicate the feature to be part of the inscription,
clearly the Vertical Stroke, Gardiner’s Z1. See Figure 1d for the revised sign layout of the
statuette’s right side.
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3.2. Rear Inscription

User’s second title, involving the Standard sign, is also found on the statuette’s rear,
so it is reasonable to expect a Vertical Stroke sign here as well. Although none is so far
acknowledged, the traditional rear sign layout [6,7] does, however, suggests a less than
ideal spacing for the Rear’s left register, with a small but incongruous gap between the
Standard sign and the first two signs of the name “User”.

Optical profilometry on the statuette’s rear, in Figure 2a, displays the area immediately
below the Standard sign. Shown (at the intersection of the two arrows) is a small, shallow
feature in line with the Canine-headed sign beneath. It consists of two roughly circular
indentations, each approximately 0.1 mm deep and 0.6 mm diameter, and bridged by a
faint, slightly curved line approximately 0.01 mm deep and 2.2 mm long. The centres of
the circular indentations are aligned 4◦ clockwise with respect to the vertical axis of the
inscription. See Figure 2b for a cross section along line NN’ through this feature.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. Cont.
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(c) 

Figure 2. (a) Rear inscription, showing feature © Heraklion Archaeological Museum. (b) Rear inscription, cross-section
through feature © Heraklion Archaeological Museum. (c) Revised Rear sign layout © Heraklion Archaeological Museum.

It is proposed that this feature is part of an unfinished but intended engraving of a
Vertical Stroke sign, on the basis of its two similarly shaped indentations, the shallow line
between them—which does not overlap past either indentation—and its positioning and
alignment compared to the acknowledged signs.

Like the right side inscription of Section 3.1, the Vertical Stroke sign was apparently
largely overlooked and never properly engraved, presumably being finished with paint
afterwards, a situation not unknown in Egyptology [10,11]. Refer to Figure 2c for the
revised sign layout of the statuette’s rear inscription.

4. Discussion—Proposed New Reading

4.1. Background

When the statuette was first unearthed in 1900, the signs immediately preceding the
word ‘User’ were believed to be part of the dedicator’s name [1]. It was only some years
later that Griffith recognized that the dedicator was simply named User, a common Middle
Kingdom name, and the preceding signs were “epithets, or a title” [12], a position later
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supported by Ward [13]. Even so, the Vessel signs were initially misread as Heart signs, so it
was not until 1977 that Ward successfully translated User’s first title as Caster of Gold [14].

4.2. Early Attempts

For User’s second title, Griffith was of course thwarted by the humble optical facil-
ities of the day and had no way of establishing the presence of the Vertical Stroke signs,
as found in this study—Figures 1d and 2c. He proposed, in 1921, “whom the Wazet-nome
(?) produced (?)” [12], at best a tentative first attempt, and openly doubtful. The concept
was that the Wadjet nome ‘produced’ or ‘begot’ the person of User. However, on reflection
this is quite implausible since one would expect virtually every official to be born in some
nome or other, so that the title should be very common indeed, not rare or even unique.
Note that Ward evidently rejected this translation, describing User’s second title in 1961 as
“completely obscure” [15].

4.3. mś

User’s second title begins with Gardiner’s F31 (fox tails), read as mś. As part of a
title, it has two possible meanings: firstly, representing a “child” or “offspring”, with the
concept of “being given birth to” by a deity. The second possibility is a “worker”, literally
“one who shapes”.

One can easily see how Griffith was misled and followed the former alternative,
but now that User’s first title, involving gold crafting, has finally been established, the evi-
dence strongly favours the latter, as “worker” or “manufacturer”. We have, for example
“one who shapes hard stones”, i.e., a stonemason [16], and “worker in precious stones” [17].

4.4. Helck

The interpretation of the mś sign as “worker” or “manufacturer” was apparently
accepted by Helck, and he suggested, in 1979, that the second title might be “maker of
tubular beads” [18]. However, a maker of tubular beads seems unlikely, since they were
no doubt intended to be strung together to make jewellery items such as broad collars—
a rather humble occupation, which cannot be seriously compared to a worker of molten
gold, which was clearly a highly responsible, demanding and dangerous role. In any case,
Helck’s proposal offers no adequate explanation for the presence of the Standard sign
together with the Snake sign.

4.5. Hayes

Hayes recognized [19] User’s first title, involving gold casting, as well as the Wadjet
Snake together with the Standard sign, and made the insightful and plausible suggestion
Maker of the Wadjet Standard. That is, User was the artisan who constructed the Wadjet
standard itself, probably an impressive, ornate object, quite likely of precious metals,
perhaps used for some important religious or civil ceremonies. Note that other deity
standards, as well as soldiers’ standards, are indeed attested [20–22].

The new evidence established in this article, of Vertical Stroke determinative signs
under the Standard signs, greatly supports Hayes’ proposal by ensuring a logographic
reading to the Snake/Standard sign combination. It should also be pointed out that these
new signs were only discovered some years after Hayes’ work.

5. Conclusions

State-of-the-art surface profiling equipment has been used on the Egyptian stat-
uette, AM Heraklion no. 95, and has established previously unknown hieroglyphic signs,
so that the dedicator’s second title can now be read, with some confidence, as Maker of the
Wadjet Standard.
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Abstract: High Performance Liquid Chromatography coupled to a Diode-Array-Detector (HPLC-DAD)
is used to investigate samples which were extracted from ancient Egyptian textiles (4th–5th c. AD) of
the Museum of Faculty of Archaeology, Cairo University. Madder is identified in several samples.
According to semi-quantitative results, which are obtained from HPLC peak areas measured at
254 nm, madder that is rich in purpurin and poor in alizarin is identified in samples which were
treated (i) only with madder and (ii) with madder and either indigo/woad (Indigofera species and
other/Isatis tinctoria L.) or weld (Reseda luteola L.). The madder dye used in these samples could have
been originated from Rubia peregrina L. However, the possible use of Rubia tinctorum L. (or other
plants of the Rubiaceae family) by the Egyptian dyers cannot be ruled out, particularly if methods
were developed by the ancient dyers to affect and control the relative composition of madder dye.
The HPLC peak area ratio of alizarin versus purpurin is very high (>2.2) for samples which were
treated with madder (probably originated from R. tinctorum) and a tannin source. Finally, in some
samples, only indigoid dyes (indigo/woad) are identified.

Keywords: textile; Egypt; Coptic; dye; madder; indigo; woad; weld; HPLC

1. Introduction

The Coptic textiles of the Museum of Faculty of Archaeology, Cairo University, have
been obtained either through excavations that were carried out by the University or as
gifts given by the Arab Antiquities House (Museum of Islamic Art), the Committee for
the Preservation of Arab Antiquities and several individuals. Examples of these valuable
objects are shown in the photographs in Figure 1 [1]. The textiles of the Coptic collection
correspond to different periods of the history of Egypt, and they were not subjected to
dyestuff analysis in the past.

The origin of materials that were used by the Coptic dyers has been investigated in
several previously published studies. Using modern analytical techniques, the following
dyes have been identified in ancient Egyptian textiles: Armenian cochineal (Porphyrophora
hamelii Brandt) [2–6], fustic (Maclura tinctoria L.) [7], henna (Lawsonia inermis L.) [7], in-
digoids (Indigofera species, Isatis tinctoria L. and other) [2–13], kermes (Kermes vermilio
Planchon) [2,5,6], lac (Kerria lacca Kerr) [2–6,12,13], madder (Rubiaceae family) [2–13], mol-
lusc purple (Muricidae family) [5,6,10,13–17], Rhamnus species [4], safflower (Carthamus
tinctorius L.) [5], soluble redwood (Caesalpinia trees) [5,12], tannins [2,4,5,8,10] and weld
(Reseda luteola L.) [2–13]. Moreover, a dye which should be similar to American annatto
(Bixa orellana L.) has been included in the results of ancient Egyptian textiles, reported by
Verhecken [5].
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Figure 1. Examples of textiles from the Museum of Faculty of Archaeology, Cairo University.

Identification of dyes in textiles of the cultural heritage is commonly achieved by
using High Pressure Liquid Chromatography coupled to a Diode-Array-Detector (HPLC-
DAD) [18,19]. The method is employed herein to analyse samples which were extracted
from twelve ancient Egyptian textiles of the Museum of Faculty of Archaeology, Cairo
University. The HPLC-DAD results are analysed in order to discuss the possible biological
origins of the madder dyes that were identified in the investigated samples. Therefore,
the goal of the study is to add more data to the existing literature regarding the dyestuff
sources used by the famous ancient Egyptian dyers.

Textile samples, investigated herein, are treated with methanolic solution of hydrochlo-
ric acid (HCl) to extract the dyes [20], which are finally dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) and analysed by HPLC. In the harsh acidic conditions induced by the strong HCl,
glycosides are hydrolysed to their parent aglycones. From a chemical point of view, this
is clearly a disadvantage of the HCl method. However, when only very small samples
from cultural heritage objects (e.g., paintings or even textiles) are available, then the afore-
mentioned hydrolysis might be desirable to increase the chances to detect the important
aglycone components. The latter often provide enough information to identify the bio-
logical source of a dye fixed on a historical or archaeological textile [21]. Several mild
acids that retain glycosides have been suggested for dye extraction such as, for instance,
formic [22–28], oxalic [23,25–27,29–32], hydrofluoric [25,33] and trifluoroacetic [23,27,34]
acids. Other approaches for dye extraction suggested the use of ammonia-disodium EDTA
to preserve glycosyl moieties [35] and an aqueous glucose solution for the extraction of
madder [36]. However, regardless of the selected treatment method, the results obtained by
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HPLC after the extraction of a dye from a textile do not coincide with the HPLC fingerprint
of the biological (animal or plant) source. This is because the composition of a dye attached
to a textile fibre is highly affected by the conditions of the dyeing process [37]. Moreover,
the composition of a dyestuff source is affected by the geographical locations and growing
environments [37].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Samples

Twelve (12) wool samples were extracted from Coptic textiles (4th–5th c. AD), which
are preserved in the Museum of Faculty of Archaeology, in Cairo University. Photographs
of some of the investigated textile samples are shown in Figure 2. In the Supplementary
Materials, photographs of all the studied samples are provided. Samples were first studied
using optical microscopy and were then analysed using High Pressure Liquid Chromatog-
raphy coupled to a Diode-Array-Detector (HPLC-DAD) to identify the dyestuff materials.
Identifications were achieved using HPLC-DAD data of standard materials, which are
included in Table 1. Suppliers of the standard materials are described in Table 1. Indirubin
and rubiadin were generously provided in pure forms by P. Magiatis (University of Athens)
and R. Karadag (Istanbul Aydın University), respectively.

Figure 2. Examples of samples that were extracted from the Coptic textiles and included in the study.
Rectangles of the ruler are 1 cm long.

Table 1. UV–Vis absorbance maxima of compounds which were identified in the investigated textile
samples. Suppliers which provided the corresponding standard materials are described.

Compound Supplier Absorbance Maxima (nm)

Alizarin Aldrich 248, 278, 429
Apigenin Fluka 267, 336

Chrysoeriol Extrasynthese 249, 267, 346
Ellagic acid Fluka 253, 367
Indigotin Fluka 243, 285, 606
Indirubin P. Magiatis (gift) 243, 290, 364, 543
Luteolin Sigma 253, 265, 345
Purpurin Aldrich 255, 293, 479
Rubiadin R. Karadag (gift) 244, 278, 412
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2.2. Instrumentation

A Zeiss Axioskop 40 polarizing microscope was used to study the textile samples.
Chromatography was carried out using an Ultimate 3000 (Dionex) system consisting of an
LPG-3000 quaternary HPLC pump with a vacuum degasser, a WPS-3000SL autosampler, a
column compartment TCC-3000SD and a UV–Vis Diode Array Detector (DAD-3000). The
chromatographic separation was performed on an Alltima HP C18 (250 mm × 3 mm, i.d.
5 μm) Grace (Alltech Associates) column at a stable temperature of 35 ◦C. The injection
volume was 20 μL.

2.3. Materials

The following chemicals were used to operate the chromatographic system: HPLC
grade water (H2O, ChemLab, Zedelgem, Belgium), HPLC grade acetonitrile (CH3CN,
ChemLab) and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (assay >99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).
Textile samples were treated using HPLC grade solvents of water (H2O, ChemLab),
methanol (MeOH, J.T. Baker, Radnor, PA, USA) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma-
Aldrich) as well as pro-analysis grade hydrochloric acid (HCl) 37% m/m (Riedel-de Haën,
Seelze, Germany).

2.4. Sample Treatment and HPLC Analysis

Textile samples were treated according to the HCl extraction method [20]. In particular,
sample was immersed in a hot (100 ◦C) bath of 400 μL of H2O:MeOH:37% HCl (1:1:2, v/v/v)
for 10 min. The extract was then heated at 65 ◦C, and the liquid phase was evaporated
under a gentle nitrogen flow. The precipitated dyes were dissolved in 200 μL of DMSO.
This last step differs from the original method devised by Wouters [20], who suggested the
use of H2O and MeOH instead of DMSO used herein [38]. DMSO is superior compared to
H2O and MeOH for dissolving indigoid compounds [39–41]. The solution was centrifuged,
and the upper liquid phase was immediately subjected to HPLC analysis. HPLC was
operated by using a gradient elution program, which was previously developed for the
analysis of natural dyes [42].

3. Results and Discussion

The UV–Vis absorbance maxima of the compounds which were identified in the
extracts of the textile samples are summarized in Table 1. As shown in the table, compounds
that are components of madder (alizarin, purpurin and rubiadin), weld (apigenin, luteolin
and chrysoeriol) and indigoid dyes (indigotin and indirubin) were detected in the sample
extracts. The HPLC results per sample are summarized in Table 2.

The discussion is organized as follows. First, the results achieved for the samples
which were dyed with madder (i.e., samples 1–8) are reported and elaborated. Next,
samples in which madder was not found (i.e., samples 9–12) are discussed.

According to the results of Table 2, madder was the most frequently identified dye,
and it was found, in total, in eight (1–8) out of 12 samples included in the study. This result
is not surprising, as madder has been often found in ancient Egyptian textiles [2–13] and
has been used by the dyers since antiquity [21,43]. In four samples (1–4), madder was the
only identified dye. These were red samples as shown, for instance, in the photographs of
samples 1 and 2 in Figure 2. According to the results of Table 2, rubiadin was detected only
in samples 1 and 4, whereas alizarin was found in the extracts of all four (1–4) samples.
Apparently, purpurin, the marker compound for the identification of madder, was found
in all four (1–4) samples.
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Table 2. HPLC results for the studied textile samples: detected compounds and identified dyes.

Sample No Colour Detected Compounds Identified Dyes

1 Red Alizarin, Purpurin, Rubiadin Madder
2 Red Alizarin, Purpurin Madder
3 Red Alizarin, Purpurin Madder
4 Red Alizarin, Purpurin, Rubiadin Madder
5 Greenish Alizarin, Purpurin, Indigotin, Indirubin Madder, Indigo/Woad
6 Yellow Alizarin, Purpurin, Luteolin, Apigenin, Chrysoeriol Madder, Weld
7 Red-brown Alizarin, Purpurin, Ellagic acid Madder, Tannin
8 Red-brown Alizarin, Purpurin, Ellagic acid Madder, Tannin
9 Blue-greenish Indigotin, Indirubin Indigo/Woad

10 Blue Indigotin, Indirubin Indigo/Woad
11 Blue Indigotin, Indirubin Indigo/ Woad
12 Green Indigotin, Indirubin, Luteolin, Apigenin, Chrysoeriol Indigo/Woad, Weld

In four other samples (5–8), madder was identified along with other dyes. In particular,
in sample 5, madder was found in mixture with an indigoid dye, which can either be indigo
or woad. Mixing madder and indigo/woad to imitate true, mollusc purple was a common
practice in ancient Egypt [6]. However, purple threads in sample 5 were not visible by
naked eye or under the microscope. Instead, the sample appeared to be rather greenish,
as shown in Figure S1 of the Supplementary Materials. The chromatographic analysis of
sample 6 is shown in Figure 3. The latter is provided as an example of the HPLC studies
that were performed on the investigated samples. Apigenin, luteolin and chrysoeriol (weld
components) were detected when the monitoring wavelength was set to 350 nm, whereas
HPLC peaks corresponding to alizarin and purpurin (madder components) were revealed
at a higher wavelength (450 nm). A direct comparison of the two HPLC profiles of Figure 3
should be carefully considered, as the two chromatograms were collected at different
wavelengths. However, it can be observed that the peak areas of madder components are
substantially lower than the corresponding areas of the weld components. The HPLC peak
area ratio of luteolin versus purpurin, measured at 254 nm, was around two. Consequently,
weld was the dominant dye in sample 6, and this is in agreement with the yellow colour of
the sample, which is revealed in the photograph of Figure 2.

Figure 3. HPLC chromatogram of sample 6 collected at 350 nm showing the detections of luteolin
(LU), apigenin (API) and chrysoeriol (CHR). The detections of alizarin (AL) and purpurin (PU) are
revealed using a monitoring wavelength of 450 nm.
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According to the results of Table 2, in the chromatograms of samples 7 and 8, madder
components and ellagic acid (tannin) were detected. Tannins are very common in the flora;
they possess interesting antimicrobial properties [44] and have been used both as dyes to
produce black dyed fibres and as adhesives to promote the stabilization of colourants on
textile substrates. The presence of tannin in samples 7 and 8 results in a dark hue compared
to the usual red colour of madder. Hence, the colour of samples 7 and 8 appeared to be
red-brown, as revealed, for instance, in the photograph of sample 8 (Figure 2) and in the
Supplementary Materials (sample 7).

The term madder is used to describe different plants that belong to the Rubiaceae family.
Important species which are often described in studies of objects of the Mediterranean
cultural heritage are Rubia tinctorum L., Rubia peregrina L. and Galium species. R. tinctorum
is found in Central and Southern Europe, Northern Africa and Central Asia, whereas
R. peregrina (wild madder) has a range mostly restricted to Central and Southern Europe
and Northern Africa [43,45,46]. Galium species can be found in any continent, whereas
Asperula tinctoria L., which was probably also important in antiquity, is included in the
native flora of Europe [43,45,46].

The HPLC results, collected from the analysis of samples extracted from cultural
heritage objects, are often used to identify the exact plant species of madder dyes, lakes
and paints [10,12,47–51]. In particular, the ratio of the HPLC peak areas of alizarin and
purpurin was suggested as a criterion to identify R. tinctorum and R. peregrina [52]. It
has been reported that R. tinctorum is rich in alizarin, whereas purpurin is the dominant
anthraquinone in extracts of R. peregrina [52]. It should be noted, however, that purpurin
is the main colouring compound in Galium and Asperula species [43]. Moreover, the large
amount of rubiadin might be another marker for identifying R. peregrina [10,52], but more
recent studies have raised concerns about the reliability of this criterion [49].

In the following, an attempt is carried out to discuss the possible biological sources of
the madder dyes used in the studied textiles. The discussion focuses mainly on R. tinctorum
and R. peregrina, which could have been used by the Egyptian dyers. It is stressed that the
potential use of Galium and Asperula species cannot be ruled out. However, there are no
chemical criteria (e.g., marker compounds or compositional data) that could be used to iden-
tify with confidence the use of these plant species in historical textiles. Figure 4 shows the
ratios of the HPLC peak areas of alizarin versus purpurin (AL/PU) for samples 1–8. Peak
areas were measured using HPLC chromatograms which were collected at 254 nm. This
wavelength was used in the past to investigate R. tinctorum and R. peregrina samples [52],
and it was, therefore, selected in the present study for comparative purposes. According
to the results of Figure 4, madder dyes used for the treatment of the four samples (1–4) in
which no other dye was found were poor in alizarin compared to purpurin. Likewise, small
peak areas of alizarin compared to purpurin were measured for samples 5 and 6 in which
madder was found in mixture with an indigoid dye and weld, respectively. It is reported
that, for samples 1–6, the HPLC peak area ratio AL/PU measured at 254 nm ranged from
0.08 to 0.25. The low values of the AL/PU ratio indicate that alizarin was contained in sam-
ples 1–6 in small, but not negligible, amounts compared to purpurin. The results can offer
support to the scenario that suggests that R. peregrina was used to treat samples 1–6; other
possible sources, which are rich in purpurin, are of course the Galium and Asperula species.
Moreover, as alizarin was detected in amounts that cannot be considered as negligible,
the potential use of R. tinctorum cannot be excluded. Furthermore, it is possible that the
Egyptian dyers had developed methods to affect the relative composition of madder plants
before or during the dyeing process. For example, the relative composition of madder
lakes which were prepared using R. tinctorum was tuned using materials and methods that
were available in the past [53]. Control of the relative composition of the madder source
provides control to the resulting colour of the final object. Madder rich in purpurin tends
to induce a red-crimson hue [43] to the textile, which could be have been desirable by the
ancient Egyptian dyers.
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Figure 4. Ratios of HPLC peak areas of alizarin versus purpurin (AL/PU) for textile samples that
were dyed with madder. Other dyes were identified in some samples as indicated. Dye identifications
were reproduced from Table 2. Peak areas were measured using HPLC chromatograms which were
collected at 254 nm.

As shown in Figure 4, a different result was obtained for samples 7 and 8, in which
madder was identified along with tannin (ellagic acid). For these samples, the HPLC peak
area of alizarin was higher than the corresponding area of purpurin, and the ratio AL/PU
was >2.2. Consequently, R. peregrina cannot be the biological source of the madder dye
used in samples 7 and 8. These samples were most likely dyed with R. tinctorum; Galium
and Asperula species cannot be ruled out.

According to the results of Table 2, indigoid dyes were identified in samples 5 (in
mixture with madder), 9–11 and 12 (in mixture with weld). Despite some noteworthy
attempts [54], the development of a widely accepted method for distinguishing between
indigo (Indigofera tinctoria L. and others) and woad (Isatis tinctoria L.) by HPLC is not
available. Consequently, in Table 2, it is reported that the aforementioned samples could
have been dyed either with indigo or woad. Both biological sources contain indigotin and
indirubin in lower amounts.

As described in Table 2, in samples 9, 10 and 11, no other dye, apart from indigo/woad,
was detected. Samples 10 and 11 were blue in colour whereas sample 9 had a greenish hue
(Figure 2 and Supplementary Materials). As described above, in sample 5, indigo/woad
and madder were identified. Another mixture often used in antiquity was that of blue
indigo/woad with yellow weld to produce green dyed textile fibres [55]. This mixture
was used to treat sample 12. The resulting green colour of sample 12 is revealed in the
corresponding photograph of Figure 2.

4. Conclusions

The following dyes were identified by HPLC in samples extracted from twelve an-
cient Egyptian textiles (4th–5th c. AD) of the Museum of Faculty of Archaeology, Cairo
University: madder, weld (Reseda luteola L.) and indigoid dyes which can be either in-
digo (Indigofera species and other) or woad (Isatis tinctoria L.). These identifications were
achieved as alizarin, purpurin, rubiadin (madder components), apigenin, luteolin, chrysoe-
riol (weld components), indigotin and indirubin (indigo/woad components) were detected
in the chromatograms of the investigated samples. Moreover, ellagic acid was detected,
indicating the presence of tannin sources. In some of the studied samples, madder was
the only detected dye. It is reported that these samples were treated with a madder source
which was rich in purpurin and poor in alizarin. This result is based on semi-quantitative
results obtained from HPLC peak areas, which were measured at 254 nm. In other samples,
madder was found in mixture with indigo/woad and weld. The HPLC chromatograms for
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these samples revealed (again) the presence of a madder source with low alizarin versus
purpurin HPLC peak area ratio. These results can offer support to the scenario, which
suggests that wild madder (R. peregrina) was used to treat the aforementioned samples.
However, as alizarin was detected in amounts that are not negligible, the potential use of
common madder (R. tinctorum) cannot be excluded, particularly if methods were developed
by the Egyptian dyers of the past to affect and control the relative composition of madder
dye. Madder dyes rich in alizarin (probably originated from R. tinctorum) were detected
only in samples treated with madder-tannin mixtures. Finally, it is noted that the potential
use of other madder species (Galium and Asperula species) by the Egyptian dyers cannot be
ruled out by the chemical results.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/heritage4040176/s1, Figure S1. Photographs of samples which were included in the study.
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Abstract: In order to correctly define the pathology of multiple-leaf stonemasonry walls and deter-
mine the appropriate interventions for its conservation and preservation, comprehensive studies
on its building materials should be carried out since the overall behaviour of masonry structures is
highly dependent on the characterization of its construction materials. Consequently, an interdisci-
plinary procedure for construction material characterization used in multiple-leaf stone-masonry
walls in Egypt has been implemented to enrich documentation, conservation and restoration issues
of this type of wall. The research methodology integrates experimental data obtained through
on-site sampling, conducted tests and analyses, historical information, and field survey observations.
The fundamental physical and mechanical properties of the masonry elements were examined by
incorporating stone blocks, mortars and core-infill materials. The mineralogical composition and
interlocking textures of the collected samples were investigated utilizing a large range of complemen-
tary investigation and analysis techniques, including polarizing microscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD),
thermal analysis (TG/DTA), and environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) attached to
an EDX unit. Through the results thus obtained, a complete characterization of the mineralogical
composition; physical–mechanical, chemical, and thermal properties; and the interlocking textures of
the construction materials of both the outer and inner-core layers was performed. The outer leaves of
the majority of the multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls in medieval architectural heritage were mainly
built of well-dressed limestone blocks with nearly uniform dimensions, while the inner-core layer
was usually built of stone-rubble infill with bending lime-based mortar. The uniaxial compressive
strengths of core infill (corresponding to the inner core layer) and lime-based mortar of the embedded
joints are shown to be 85 and 92.5% lower than the limestone units of the outer layer, respectively.
Moreover, experimental observations indicate that the inner core layer exhibits the highest porosity
values; consequently, deteriorated, loose and cohesionless core infill could greatly affect the durability
and thermal resistivity of this kind of wall. The results provide scientific support for investigating
the overall structural behaviour of this type of walls and for decision-making in future conservation
and restoration strategies.

Keywords: masonry walls; construction materials; architectural heritage; microanalysis; mineralogi-
cal investigation

1. Introduction

Historical buildings are considered an expression of the science, culture and history of
their builders. Masonry has been used to construct the most long-lasting ancient monu-
ments and is present in the most impressive historical structures as evidence of the spirit of

Heritage 2021, 4, 2390–2415. https://doi.org/10.3390/heritage4030135 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/heritage
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enterprise of ancient cultures [1–3]. It is a traditional, widely used, extremely flexible and
economical construction method with considerable potential for future development [4,5].
Moreover, masonry has been used to construct significant structures since the beginning of
civilization for its robustness, durability and for aesthetic reasons [6].

Generally, masonry is the generic term for a composite material made of units that
are usually laid in and solidly bound together, employing mortar or just friction forces
between the blocks in many different arrangements. It is a heterogeneous material whose
components present a relatively unknown geometry and a high mechanical variability [7].
Therefore, characterizing its construction materials is a topic of great interest as regards the
accurate design of the most proper intervention techniques and materials.

The present research deals with a distinctive type of historical masonry wall, namely
multiple-leaf stone-masonry (MLSM) walls (Figure 1). Most of the medieval complex
historic constructions present structural elements built by adopting multiple-leaf ma-
sonry technology. This type of masonry wall is common in historic Islamic architectural
heritage in Egypt, as well as in worldwide monumental structures, which identifies a
non-homogeneous type of structural element.

 

Figure 1. Typical examples of multiple-leaf stone masonry walls: (a,b) Complex of Sultan al-Ashraf
Barsbay (835 A.H.–1433 A.D.); (c,d) Zawiya of ‘All al-Maghrabi (1282 A.H.–1866 A.D.); (e) Complex
of Al-Sultan Hasan (757–764 A.H.–1356–1362 A.D.); (f) Qasr al-Amir Qawsun (738 A.H.–1337 A.D.);
(g) Saray Al-Musafir khana (1193–1203 A.H.–1779–1788 A.D.).

This building technique was used for vertical structural elements in historic houses,
public buildings, religious constructions, and also for piers in roads and railway bridges.
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The actual mechanical behaviour of such structural elements is undoubtedly affected by the
low resistance in traction of the constituents, particularly as regards the weaker component.
The behaviour of multi-leaf masonry walls has been reported in the literature [8–14], as
well as material characterization of three-leaf masonry walls [3,15–18] and the utilized
strengthening techniques [19–24]. The characterization and assessment of the degradation
state of historical buildings, including multi-leaf masonry walls, have also been reported in
the literature [3,25,26].

Through on-site observations and measurements, along with laboratory tests, a sys-
tematic survey was conducted concerning the evolution of the constructive technique and
building materials utilized for multiple-leaf masonry load-bearing walls by considering
historic buildings in Egypt corresponding to different eras. Different samples of the build-
ing materials used in the construction of multiple-leaf masonry walls were collected from
various medieval historic buildings in Cairo, including stone blocks, mortar from bed and
head joints, and filling materials. The survey’s objective was to diversify the buildings
from which the samples were derived to represent the building materials used in these
types of walls throughout different eras. The current experimental campaign is devoted to
characterizing the construction materials used in multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls. These
analyses and examinations were conducted on the masonry composing elements (stone,
natural lime mortar, and core infill materials); they were aimed at accurately characterizing
the main chemical, mineralogical and thermal properties of construction materials and
correctly defining the pathology of multiple-leaf masonry walls in order to determine the
most appropriate intervention techniques.

2. Materials and Methods

The research methodology followed in this study is divided into five tasks: (I) Miner-
alogical analyses through qualitative analysis using XRD and thermal analysis. These anal-
yses are conducted for various specimens of limestone and lime-based mortars collected,
during the field survey, from selected historic multiple-leaf masonry walls to determine
their chemical composition and constituent minerals and compounds. (II) Petrographic
investigation and thin-section analyses using polarizing microscopes in order to investigate
the mineralogical composition and interlocking textures of the construction materials under
examination (i.e., limestone and lime-based mortars). (III) Identification of the microstruc-
ture and morphological examinations of multiple-leaf masonry wall construction materials
using environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) with qualitative analysis using
EDAX. (IV) Characterization of the masonry composing elements through physical and
mechanical tests. (V) Thermal properties identifying the thermal behaviour, resistance and
conductivity of such materials.

2.1. Field Survey

The study of the multiple-leaf masonry wall cross-sections has various aims concern-
ing diagnosis and conservation work. One of the most significant objectives of the present
field survey is to provide essential input data concerning the multiple-leaf masonry wall
morphology and geometry to provide a reliable scientifically-based structural assessment
that allows the formulation of valid hypotheses on its mechanical behaviour and failure
mechanisms. To achieve these goals, thirty-three archaeological Islamic buildings in Cairo
dating to different Islamic eras and at various locations were surveyed. Various recorded
stone blocks and mortar samples were studied, while the research sources provided his-
tories and previous documentation of some of the surveyed buildings. The conducted
field survey focused on the construction technology of multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls,
building materials, the overall thickness of the walls, the ratio between inner and external
leaves, the composition of the inner core layer and the connectivity between the walls’
leaves. For further details of the field survey, the interested reader may refer to [3,27].
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2.2. Sampling

The testing program includes extracting a set of 55 representative limestone, mortar
and core-infill samples from the investigated multiple-leaf stone-masonry wall of various
historic buildings in Egypt. Thirty stone samples were derived from the outer and inner
layers, and fourteen mortar samples were derived from the bed and head joints of the
outer layer, while eleven core-infill samples were derived from the inner core layer. All
the samples here analysed and investigated were carefully collected from areas without
aesthetic value or from severely damaged parts.

2.3. Petrographic Investigation

The petrographic investigation of stone and mortar samples includes determining
the mineral content, grain size, micro fracturing and interlocking texture. Petrographic
microscopy investigation was conducted using a Polarizing petrographic microscope on
thin sections of the stone and mortar samples. Air-dried samples (at ~40 ◦C to avoid
dehydration of components, especially Gypsum if present, and physical damage due to
thermal shock) were subjected to impregnation with warmed low viscosity colour dyed
epoxy resin, to aid in the visualization of pores, cracks and air voids. Very thin slices
of collected samples (cut perpendicular to the bedding planes) were mounted on clear,
flat glass slides. The thickness reduction (to 20–30/am) permits light to pass through
crystalline or amorphous materials; this is an important aspect for the detailed analysis
and recognition of the stone and mortar’s components. Morphological examination of the
prepared thin sections of the stone and mortar samples was carried out using a NIKON
OPTI PHOTO x23 polarized transmitted light microscope equipped with photo camera
S23 under cross-polarized light XPL.

2.4. Mineralogical Characterization

Construction materials of multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls were studied by labo-
ratory investigation. The samples collected during the field survey that were derived
either from the outer leaves or inner-core layer of different historic Islamic constructions
were studied as regards their mineralogical composition, which was identified by X-ray
diffraction and thermal analysis as described in the following sections.

2.4.1. Quantitative Analysis Using X-ray Diffraction Technique (XRD)

The basic principles of this technique have been described in detail by [28–32],
among others.

Mineral compositions of the collected samples were identified by means of X-ray
diffraction patterns, using an X′Pert PR PAN analytical X-ray diffraction model with a
secondary monochromator. The samples under examination were prepared for the analysis
by drying at 110 ◦C and grinding to less than 75 mm diameter. The analysis was run
using Ni-filter and Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.542 Å) at 45 kV, 35 MA and scanning speed
0.02◦ (2θ)/sec. The diffraction peaks between 2θ = 0◦ and 60◦ and corresponding spacing
(d, Å) and relative intensities (I/I◦) were obtained. The diffraction charts and relative
intensities were obtained and compared with ICDD files.

2.4.2. Thermal Analysis (TG/DTA)

As corroborative tools, thermogravimetric analyses/differential thermal analyses
(TGA/DTA) were carried out on the stone and mortar samples collected from the different
multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls. The thermal analysis involves studying the evolution
of several physical properties as a function of temperature. When the material is subjected
to heating or cooling, its chemical composition and crystal structure undergo various
changes such as reaction, oxidation, decomposition, fusion, expansion, contraction, crystal-
lization, or phase transition. All these changes can be detected using differential thermal
analysis [33]. Furthermore, thermal transformations like dehydration, dihydroxylation,
oxidation, and decomposition can be revealed through thermal investigations [34].
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Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) deals with the change in the mass of a substance
continuously monitored as a function of temperature or time when it is heated or cooled
at a predetermined rate. It provides information on the thermal stability of the sample at
different temperatures, the purity of the sample, as well as its water, carbonate, and organic
content. It is also helpful for studying decomposition reactions [33]. Differential thermal
and thermogravimetric analyses (TGA/DTA) are suitable to establish characteristics of
the stone and mortar samples, as it is easy to detect the main components, the nature of
the aggregate, and other aspects with a small quantity of sample [34–36] and to define the
temperature at which material starts decomposing [37]. Moreover, it is also possible to
know whether the decomposition occurs in one or more stages by observing the non-linear
drops in the sample’s mass [33,38].

Thermal analysis experiments were performed using thermogravimetry and differen-
tial thermal analysis (DT.50 thermal analyser, Shimadzu Co., Kyoto, Japan). The stone and
mortar samples to be analysed by TGA/DTA were dried and ground up to 106 μm. The
experiment was carried out by heating the sample from room temperature up to 1000 ◦C
at a rate of 10 ◦C/min in a static air atmosphere. The sensitivity of this equipment is
0.0001 mg with a temperature range from ambient temperature to 1000 ◦C.

2.5. Microstructure and Micro-Morphological Examination Using SEM with EDX

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) with an EDX (microanalysis) attachment was
used to identify the structural morphology and microstructure of the collected stone and
mortar samples, determine the forming minerals, and observe voids and weathering status.
Energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) was used to determine the elemental composition
where necessary, which proved to be complementary information to support the previous
techniques employed. Qualitative analysis using EDX was performed on uncoated samples
to avoid overlapping gold peaks with beaks of interest, using a higher accelerating voltage
of 20 kV and a larger spot size than the imaging. EDX spectra were obtained between 0
and 10 KeV.

SEM-EDX analysis was carried out using an SEM Model Quanta 250 FEG (Field
Emission Gun) attached with an EDX unit (energy dispersive X-ray analysis), with an
accelerating voltage of 30 K.V, magnification of 14× up to 1,000,000×, and resolution for
Gun.1n. EDX spectra were recorded in the spot-profile mode by focusing the electron beam
onto specific regions of the sample. The following is a detailed SEM examination and EDX
micro-analysis of the collected stone and mortar samples under investigation.

2.6. Physical Characterization

According to the previous microanalysis on the mineralogical and chemical composi-
tion of the elements of MLSM walls [3], the mortar and core-infill specimens were selected
to correctly represent the physical properties of the historic construction materials. The
specimens used for the physical tests were 40 ± 5 mm cubes; a total of 18 specimens were
tested; six specimens were considered for each type of masonry constituent (stone, mortar
and core-infill). The core infill specimens had a percentage of stone fragments of about
60–70% in volume, in accordance with the common cases observed in the conducted field
survey. The physical properties included porosity (η), dry density (ρd), bulk density (ρBulk),
water absorption (WA), specific weight (Gs) and void ratio (e), which were determined
following the procedures outlined in ISRM’s suggested methods [39].

2.7. Mechanical Characterization

In the preparation of the specimens, special care was taken to ensure parallel ends
with a smooth surface and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the tested specimens.
All specimens were oven-dried and tested in environmental laboratory conditions. The
experimental campaign on the composing elements (stone, lime-based mortar and core-
infill) focused on determining the uniaxial compressive and tensile strength, in accordance
with the ASTM D2938 standard [40] and the suggested testing methods by [41,42], a
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uniaxial testing machine with a hydraulic actuator was used. The tests were carried out
under displacement control at a displacement rate of 10μm/s, permitting the tracing of
the softening path to avoid the explosive failures originated by the axial load control.
The complete stress–strain diagrams that characterize the compressive behaviour of all
specimens are the result of averaging the displacement recorded by the LVDT between the
upper and lower steel plates of the testing machine.

Regarding the lime-based mortar and core-infill, the specimens were left under con-
trolled conditions for approximately 120 days. The same lime-based mortar was used as
a binder in core-infill specimens with limestone fragments as a filler. The average size of
used limestone fragments is between 1 and 10 cm in diameter.

2.8. Thermal Conductivity and Resistivity

The thermal conductivity of the lime-based mortar, limestone and core infill was
evaluated utilizing a heat flow meter apparatus according to [43–45]. All the specimens
were assembled with external dimensions 300 × 300 mm due to the dimensions of the
experimental apparatus (Figure 2).

 

Figure 2. Tested specimens by means of the hot plate for thermal measurements (a) stone,
(b) lime-based mortar, and (c) core-infill samples; (d) heat flow meter apparatus.

Following the previously conducted microanalysis on the mineralogical and chemical
composition of the stone, mortar and core-infill samples, the specimens under examina-
tion were selected to correctly represent the actual properties of the historic construction
materials used in multiple-leaf masonry walls.

The core infill specimens had a percentage of stone fragments of about 60–70% in
volume. The thermal behaviour of stone (S1, S2), mortar (M1, M2) and core-infill specimens
(RM1, RM2) were investigated with a laser comp instrument (Thermo-CUBE) with a self-
contained water reservoir and a mean specimen temperature range of 5 ◦C to 40 ◦C. The
steady-state method was used, applying Fourier’s law of heat conduction to measure
thermal conductivity. The specimens were interposed between two parallel plates (the hot
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guard heater and the cold plate) at constant but different temperatures. The power rate
input in the hot plate with the metered area, A, is measured when thermal equilibrium is
reached at steady-state conditions. When the control system is used, the plate temperatures
reach stability [46]. The tested specimens with a thickness of 40 mm were placed between
two flat plates controlled to a uniform one-dimensional temperature field. The temperature
drop across the specimen is measured by thermocouples fixed in the plates, while the
heat flow through the specimen is measured by wireless thermal flux meters (HFMs)
embedded in the centre of each plate. Figure 3 illustrates a schematic diagram of the heat
flow meter apparatus.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the Fox 314 heat flow meter apparatus and plan view of the up-
per/lower plate showing the guarded area. Adapted from [47].

After thermal equilibrium was developed, where the heating/cooling plates were
kept at stable temperatures, the thermal conductivity (λ, in W/M·K) was calculated by
measuring the heat flux (Φ, in W/m2), the temperature difference across the specimen
(ΔT, in ◦C) and the thickness of the specimen (Δx, in m) using the following unidirectional
steady-state heat transfer equation (Equation (1)).

λe f f =
Φ Δx
ΔT

(1)

where Φ is the heat flux (W/m2) flowing through the specimen, λeff is the thermal conduc-
tivity (W m−1 K−1) of the specimen, Δx is the sample thickness (m), and ΔT is the difference
in temperature between the hot and cold surfaces of the specimen (◦C) (ΔT = Thot − Tcold).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of the Cross-Section Morphology

Based on the collected data and field survey outcomes, most of the thick walls of
the historic Islamic period were built of multiple-leaf masonry systems at the lower floor
levels to acquire thicker wall sections and consequently higher weights (that increases
the overall stability of the wall) at a relatively low economic cost. Moreover, the majority
of the multiple leaf masonry walls had very thick sections (ranges from 0.5 to more than
6 m) with a homogeneous distribution of the regular well-dressed stone blocks with nearly
constant or uniform dimensions in the external leaves (ashlars facing system). Much less
homogeneous distribution of the stone-rubble units (as they were randomly cut from
quarries and adhered with mortar) was often used as an infilling between the joints among
the undressed and rough stone-rubble with variable joint thicknesses.

Furthermore, the external layers were usually built of well-dressed limestone blocks
with nearly uniform dimensions (ashlar limestone facing system), while the dimensions of
the stone-rubble infill vary according to the total thickness of the inner layer. Moreover,
the joint thickness was usually much lower than the thickness of stone-rubble units in the
inner core layer, and the percentage of voids and mortar in the inner-core layer is relatively
low; consequently, rubble-stones settle at a high percentage. In many cases, a transversal
connection between the inner and outer layers is provided by irregularly passing elements.
These transversal bond elements were used to enhance the connectivity between the wall’s
leaves (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Transversal bond elements to enhance the connectivity between wall leaves: (A) external
wall of Bab Zuwayla and (B) main façade of Masjid al-Salih Tala’i’.

Moreover, adding through stones to the wall’s cross-section improves the deformation
capacity, mechanical performance, and out-of-plane strength. The contribution of the
transversal bond element (also referred to as through stone) to enhancing the seismic
performance and capacity of unreinforced masonry walls has been studied in the literature
from the experimental and computational modelling point of view [48–50].

The survey results with the collected and analysed data made it possible to identify
the core-infill materials of the multiple-leaf masonry walls. The core layer of the majority
of these walls are built mainly of stone-rubble infill. Nevertheless, the core layer in some
buildings dating back to the Ottoman period was mainly built of brick-rubble, such as Sabil
Ibrahim Agha Mustahfizan and Saray Al-Musafir khana (Figure 5). Moreover, the thickness of
the core layer of the majority of this kind of wall ranges from 0.5 to 2 m, and the percentage
of the core layer with thickness lower than 0.5 m is about 14.5%.
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Figure 5. Different core-infill materials of multiple-leaf masonry walls: (A–C) stone-rubble infill,
(D,E) brick-rubble infill, (A,C) Complex of Sultan al-Ashraf Barsbay, (B) Khanqat Khawand Umm Anuk,
(D) Sabil Ibrahim Agha Mustahfizan, (E) Saray Al-Musafir khana Zawiya of ‘All al-Maghrabi.

The typology of the surveyed multiple-leaf masonry walls could be characterized
from the analysis of collected data and field survey results. The most frequent stone
masonry typology comprises three leaves not interconnected, with the outer leaves made
of well-dressed limestone blocks with nearly uniform dimensions (ashlars limestone facing
system) bonded in horizontal courses. The average thickness of the walls’ cross-section is
about 1 to 2 m with a thickness ratio between the external and the internal leaves of about
0.15 to 0.3 (Figure 6). The average frequency of voids percentage on core skin is around 2
to 15%. A general characterization of the common topologies of the transversal section of
multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls is described in Figure 7.

 

Figure 6. Various typologies of multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls in historic Islamic buildings: (A,B) slender wall (Complex
of Sultan al-Ashraf Barsbay and Bab Qaytbay resbectivly), (C,D) wall of medium thickness (Complex of Sultan al-Ashraf Barsbay),
(E) thick wall, (Zawiya of ‘All al-Maghrabi), (F) monolithic/massive wall (Bab Qaytbay).
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Figure 7. Common topologies of the transversal section of multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls in
historic mediaeval masonry constructions in Egypt (a) with keyed and (b) straight collar joints.

3.2. Petrographic Investigation

The interlocking texture and microstructure of the studied stone samples are given
in Figure 8a under cross-polarized light (XPL). These samples represent limestone units
derived from the external and inner layers of the investigated multiple-leaf rubble stone-
masonry walls. Most of the stone units are fine-grained and composed essentially of
carbonate minerals, calcite, a minor amount of dolomite, and a small amount of quartz,
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phosphate mineral and iron oxides. Carbonate minerals appear as very fine-grained
and constitute the matrix of the stone enclosing other constituents. Many microfossils
and shells of different shapes and sizes are scattered in the very fine-grained matrix of
carbonate minerals and filled with recrystallized carbonate minerals. Quartz grains are
very fine-grained and scattered in the stone. Some parts of the sample are slightly stained
by iron oxides.

 

Figure 8. Thin section micrographs of (a) limestone samples; (b) mortar samples under cross polarized light (XPL).
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On the other hand, the interlocking texture and microstructure of the mortar samples
examined here are given in Figure 8b under cross-polarized light (XPL). These samples
represent mortar derived from the bed joints of the external and also from the inner layers
of the investigated walls. By studying the interlocking texture of the mortar samples, it
was confirmed that the mortar grains are very fine to medium-grained and composed of
either only carbonate minerals or carbonate minerals and gypsum as the major components
with minor amounts of quartz and clay minerals and a small amount of mica, iron oxides
and opaques. Carbonate minerals occur as very fine-grained aggregates and represent the
essential constituent of the mortar admixed with gypsum, while gypsum occurs as very
fine to fine-grained, fibrous aggregates and is admixed with carbonates. Quartz, mica, iron
oxides and opaques are scattered in a very fine matrix of carbonates. Quartz occurs as
fine-grained, sub-rounded to subangular in shape and sometimes encloses mica. Opaques
appear as fine-grained and scattered around the sample.

3.3. Quantitative Analysis Using X-ray Diffraction Technique (XRD)

The outer leaves of most of the surveyed multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls were
mainly built of limestone blocks. In addition, the core-infill layer is built of rubble with
bending mortar; this rubble commonly consists of rough and undressed limestone. Accord-
ing to the XRD analysis results, limestone is mainly composed of either calcite CaCO3 or
calcite-magnesian (Mg0.064 Ca0.936) (CO3). Sometimes gypsum CaSO4 (H2O)2 is found at a
low percentage as a result of salt decay.

According to [51], gypsum is created from the reaction of calcite (CaCO3) with sul-
phuric acid (H2SO4) in intensively decaying conditions under the influence of natural
and anthropogenic factors such as atmospheric humidity and temperature changes, air
pollution, salts, and aggressive microbial communities. This gypsum-rich patina develops
as black crusts of various thicknesses and extensions. Quartz is also found at a meagre
percentage (i.e., traces) as an impurity. Table 1 summarizes the average composition of the
minerals for limestone samples collected from different multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls
of historic Islamic buildings in Cairo.

Table 1. Average composition of the minerals for limestone samples.

Sample No. Minerals Chemical Formula Semi-Quant [%]

1
Calcite CaCO3 79
Quartz SiO2 21

2
Calcite, magnesian (Mg0.064 Ca0.936) (CO3) 71

Gypsum CaSO4 (H2O)2 23
Barite BaSO4 6

3
Calcite, magnesian (Mg0.064 Ca0.936) (CO3) 74

Gypsum CaSO4 (H2O)2 18
Quartz SiO2 8

4 Calcite, magnesian (Mg0.064 Ca0.936) (CO3) 100

5
Calcite, magnesian (Mg0.064 Ca0.936) (CO3) 85

Quartz, low, syn SiO2 5
Halite NaCl 10

6
Calcite, magnesian (Mg0.064 Ca0.936) (CO3) 77

Gypsum CaSO4 (H2O)2 23

7
Calcite, magnesian (Mg0.064 Ca0.936) (CO3) 71

Gypsum CaSO4 (H2O)2 18
Quartz SiO2 11

8
Calcite CaCO3 76

Quartz, low, syn SiO2 15
Halite NaCl 9
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Regarding the analysed mortar samples, the analysis results confirmed that lime-based
mortar is the most common type of mortar used in the construction of both inner-core layer
and external layers as a primary binder between stone-blocks, in the case of external layers,
or between rubble-stones, in the case of the inner-core layer.

In accordance with the XRD analysis results, mortar samples, collected either from the
inner or external layers, are mainly composed of lime as the major binders, with sand as an
aggregate and some additives used to enhance the adhesion performance of the mortar,
such as red-brick powder (i.e., hommra) or fly ash (i.e., qusrmil) as pozzolanic materials.
Sometimes gypsum CaSO4 (H2O)2 is found in varying percentages.

The presence of gypsum in the composition of the mortar can be interpreted either as
an alternative binder to lime, as an additive to lime mortar mixture enhancing the setting
and hardening processes or as a result of salt decay from the reaction of calcite (CaCO3) with
sulphuric acid (H2SO4) in intensively decaying conditions under the influence of natural
and anthropogenic factors. Table 2 summarizes the average composition of the mortar
samples collected from different multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls of historic Islamic
buildings in Cairo. XRD charts related to the output results of representative stone and
mortar samples are given in Figures 9 and 10.

Table 2. Average composition of the minerals for the representative mortar samples.

Sample No. Minerals Chemical Formula Semi-Quant [%]

1

Calcite, magnesian (Mg0.064 Ca0.936) (CO3) 39
Quartz SiO2 19

Vermiculite-2M Mg3Si4O10 (OH)2 24
Kaolinite-1A Al2Si2O5 (OH)4 18

2

Gypsum CaSO4 (H2O)2 58
Calcite CaCO3 24
Quartz SiO2 6

Anhydrite CaSO4.1/2 H2O 12

3

Calcite, magnesian (Mg0.064 Ca0.936) (CO3) 54
Quartz, syn SiO2 19

Albite, calcian,
ordered (Ca, Na) Al (Al, Si)3 O8 23

Gypsum CaSO4 (H2O)2 4

4
Quartz SiO2 92
Calcite CaCO3 8

5
Calcite CaCO3 9

Gypsum CaSO4 (H2O)2 91

6

Calcite, magnesium,
syn (Mg0.064 Ca0.936) (CO3) 51

Quartz, syn SiO2 38
Hematite, syn Fe2O3 11

7
Halite NaCl 31
Quartz SiO2 56

Calcite, magnesian (Mg0.064 Ca0.936) (CO3) 13

8

Dolomite CaMg (CO3)2 12
Albite NaAlSi3O8 33

Hollandite (Ti, Mg) Ba6.00 Ti34.00 Mg6.00 O80.00 27
Calcite CaCO3 8
Quartz SiO2 20
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Figure 9. X-ray diffraction pattern of representative limestone sample.
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Figure 10. X-ray diffraction pattern of representative mortar sample.

3.4. Thermal Analysis (TG/DTA)

The results obtained by means of XRD have been confirmed by the thermal analyses
carried out on the same investigated stone and mortar samples. According to the TGA/DTA
analysis results related to stone samples, an initial weight loss of around 0.2–0.4% up to
110–120 ◦C is due to the release of absorbed hygroscopic water. Moreover, between 680 ◦C
and 750 ◦C the obtained curve is partly erratic with little steps around 1.7–5.7%, this could
be due to the presence of very small amounts of dolomite (CaMg (CO3)2) as dolomite
decomposes in this temperature range [52,53]. The subsequent steps include weight loss
of about 26–29.5% with decomposition at a temperature range of 650–860 ◦C, which can
be attributed to the decarbonization of calcium carbonate (Calcite) CaCO3. At 1000 ◦C,
meanwhile, a total weight loss of around 20.7–28.6% was registered. The thermogravimetric
analysis curves for studied stone samples are shown in Figure 11a, while Table 3 represents
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the mass losses (in %) obtained by TGA corresponding to the dehydration of hygroscopic
water and the carbonates’ decarbonization regions.

 

Figure 11. Thermogravimetric analysis curves of analysed (a) stone and (b) mortar sample.
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Table 3. Results of DTA-TGA analysis of weight loss (in %) up to 1000 ◦C for stone and mortar samples.

Sample

Mass Loss %

Total Mass
Loss %

Dehydration of
Hygroscopic Water

Decomposition
of Gypsum

Dehydration
of Clay

Minerals

α-Quartz
Polymorphic

Inversion

Decomposition
of Carbonates

Stone
0.227 - - - 26.125 28.679
0.432 - - - 35.294 40.329

Mortar

2.697 0.730 - 1.251 6.409 15.127
2.135 12.436 - - 4.125 25.727
0.247 - 14.024 - 1.540 17.616
2.542 1.834 - 1.254 7.351 23.074

Considering the investigated mortar samples are either from the external or internal
layers, an initial weight loss of around 0.24–2.6% up to 120 ◦C is due to the release of
absorbed hygroscopic water. In addition, endothermic peaks, with associated weight loss
of about 0.7–12.4% in the range of 140 ◦C to 200 ◦C, have been registered. This peak could
be ascribed to the loss of water of crystallization of the gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O). Gypsum
dehydration takes place in two stages as follows (Equations (2) and (3)) [54,55]:

CaSO4·2H2O → CaSO4· 1
2 H2O + 3

4 H2O ∼ 145 ◦C (2)

CaSO4· 1
2 H2O → CaSO4 +

1
2 H2O ∼ 570 ◦C (3)

In some samples, the curve shows an initial endothermic peak at 100–250 ◦C, due
to the dehydration of clay minerals as apparent representatives of the loss of water held
between the basal planes of the lattice structure (i.e., swelling water) [56].

Furthermore, an endothermic peak almost without associated weight loss is observed.
This peak at ~540–570 ◦C could be related to the polymorphic transformation of the α-
Quartz. The peak is small because the energy associated with this change is minimal
(Equation (4)) [53,57].

α − quartz → β − quartz ∼ 540 ◦C (4)

Besides, a point of inflection at ~620 ◦C to 680 ◦C accompanied by a weight loss of
about 1.2–2.7%, can be observed and ascribed to dolomite decomposition. This association
is in agreement with the XRD analysis results, while the weight loss of about 4.1–6.4% in the
range 620–800 ◦C is attributed to the decarbonization of calcite CaCO3 and the associated
weight loss originates from CO2 (g) evolution (Equation (5)) [52,53,58].

CaCO3 → CaO + CO2 ∼ 715 ◦C (5)

Finally, at 1000 ◦C a total weight loss of around 15.1–25.5% was registered. The
thermogravimetric analysis curves of analysed mortar samples are shown in Figure 11b.

3.5. Microstructure and Micro-Morphological Examination Using SEM with EDX

These SEM-EDX microanalyses are remarkably compatible with the previous micro-
analyses, where Ca, Mg, C, and O are components of carbonate phases CaCO3, Ca Mg
(CO3)2 (calcite and calcite magnesian) in XRD and thermal analyses; Si and O are compo-
nents of quartz; Fe is a component of Fe2O3 (Hematite); Cl is a component of NaCl (Halite);
C, S, and O are components of CaSO4.2H2O and CaSO4.1/2H2O (gypsum and anhydrite),
respectively. While Al, Si, P, K, and Fe, are components of Mg3Si4O10 (OH)2, Al2 Si2 O5
(OH)4 (vermiculite and kaolinite), respectively. The presence of iron in the form of iron
hydroxides in the fine limestone (micrite) determines the slightly reddish colour of the
analysed limestone.
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The microstructure and EDX microanalysis of various stone samples listed in Figure 12a
showed that the dominant constituent of the stone samples is calcite with fine rounded
quartz crystals and, in some cases, traces of gypsum. The presence of Ca, O, and Mg
indicates the carbonate phases CaCO3, Ca Mg (CO3)2, while Ca, S, and O are related to
the infection of the stone sample by sulphate salt decay (gypsum) CaSO4, CaSO4·2(H2O).
Moreover, the presence of iron in the form of iron hydroxides in the fine limestone (micrite)
determines the slightly reddish colour of the analysed limestone samples. In some samples,
heterogeneous distribution of gaps and a minor quantity of crystalline salts (halite, NaCl)
were noticed through the stone. Furthermore, EDX microanalysis of various mortar samples
listed in Figure 12b showed that all of the analysed mortars are lime-based mortar, as the
principal constituent of the mortar samples is calcite with fine rounded quartz crystals, and
in most cases gypsum is detached as a minor element or even trace element; conversely, in
a few cases, gypsum is detached as a significant element with calcite. Different percentages
and sizes of quartz grains are scattered in the mortar.

Moreover, heavy decomposition and migration of calcite crystals were observed;
besides, an inhomogeneous distribution of the gaps through the mortar was noticed. In
some samples, these pores and cavities of the mortar surface were partially filled by
sodium chloride precipitations as salt decay. The presence of Ca, Mg, C, and O indicates the
Carbonate phases CaCO3, Ca Mg (CO3)2, while Na, S, and Cl correspond to the infection by
decayed chloride and sulphate salts (e.g., NaCl and CaSo4).

Additionally, Si and O are related the quartz, while the high concentration of phos-
phate (P) is attributed to phosphates salts; other trace elements indicate the impurities
in the mortar mixture. It is worth remarking that organic additives (i.e., chopped straw)
were observed in some mortar samples derived from the inner-core layers; these organic
additives were often used for strengthening the mortar and increasing its cohesion with
the rubble stone to fill the inner core of the wall.

3.6. Physical Characterization

The results obtained from the experimental tests demonstrate that the limestone
specimens exhibit the lowest porosity values with an average of 17.22%, while the lime-
based mortar specimens, which represent the embedded joints, exhibit higher porosity
values with an average of 24.90%. Moreover, the core-infill specimens corresponding to
the inner layer of multiple-leaf masonry walls exhibit the highest values of porosity with
an average of 31%. Furthermore, the limestone specimens exhibit the highest dry and
bulk density values, while the lime-based mortar specimens exhibit lower values, and the
core-infill specimens exhibit the lowest values. The average dry and bulk density values of
limestone, mortar and core-infill specimens are 2.086, 1.811, 1.715 g/cm3 and 2.258, 2.060,
2.025 g/cm3, respectively. It is observed that the porosity values present some scattering
opposite to density, whose average values are associated with a remarkably low coefficient
of variation. The average values of the porosity (η), dry density (ρd), bulk density (ρBulk),
water absorption (WA), specific weight (Gs) and void ratio (e) obtained with reference to
cubic specimens as well as the corresponding coefficients of variation (CV) are shown
in Table 4.

Table 4. Average results for the physical tests of limestone, mortar and core-infill specimens.

ρd ρBulk WA η Gs e

Avg. CV Avg. CV Avg. CV Avg. CV Avg. CV Avg. CV
(g/cm3) % (g/cm3) % % % % % (g/cm3) % % %

Limestone 2.086 8.95 2.258 8.90 8.27 13.85 17.22 15.52 2.525 10.85 20.91 18.47
Lime

mortar 1.811 16.00 2.060 14.71 13.97 38.05 24.90 38.87 2.444 18.73 34.99 48.98

Core-infill 1.715 2.72 2.025 4.74 18.10 30.76 31.00 30.23 2.528 14.94 47.45 47.34
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Figure 12. SEM photomicrographs and (EDX) microanalysis of thin sections of (a) limestone and (b) mortar samples.
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3.7. Mechanical Characterization

In this section the results of the mechanical characterization of the materials are pre-
sented. Given the complexity of the topic, further details will be provided in a forthcoming
paper. The notation adopted is in accordance with [7,27].

3.7.1. Uniaxial Compression Test

The average values of the compressive strength, fc, peak strain, εp, initial cracking
stress, fc,i, initial cracking strain, εci, initial elastic modulus, Ei, tangent elastic modulus,
Et, secant elastic modulus, Es, obtained in the reference specimens tested under uniaxial
compression are summarized in Table 5 and Figure 13. Examples of failure patterns of the
tested specimens illustrating strain localization are shown in Figure 14.

Table 5. Average results obtained from the compression tests on cubic specimens of 150 × 150 × 150 mm,
(values in brackets give the CV).

Tested
Specimen

fc fc,i εci εp E Et Es
N/mm2 N/mm2 % % N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2

Limestone 22.72
(3.10) 6.44 0.11 0.41 6765.1

(7.05) 6666.67 6021.50

Lime-based
mortar

1.66
(4.02) 1.23 - - 1245 - -

Core-infill 4.19
(11.02) 0.85 0.05 0.24 2350.47

(16.43) 1250 1142.85

 
Figure 13. Stress–strain diagram obtained for limestone specimens with (a) limestone and (b) core-infill specimens.

  

A B C 

Figure 14. Examples of failure patterns for tested (A) limestone, (B) lime-based mortar and (C) core-infill specimens under
uniaxial compression.

Considering limestone units, the values found for the modulus of elasticity lie on a
relatively low interval, and a mean value of 6.8 E + 3 N/mm2 is attained. The compressive
strength, fc,b, shows the same tendency and exhibits a relatively low range of variation
(17.59–24.93 N/mm2).
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Regarding the lime-based mortar, the average compressive strength of mortar speci-
mens, fm,c, was 1.66 N/mm2 after 120 days. According to [59], the modulus of elasticity,
Em, could be calculated from (Equation (6)):

Em = KE fm,c (6)

where the recommended value for KE is 1000, however, in the literature [60,61], the KE
value may range between 500 and 1000. For this reason, the value for KE was considered
equal to 750; consequently, the considered average value for the modulus of elasticity, Em,
is 1245 N/mm2.

The values that were obtained from testing the core-infill specimens for the modulus
of elasticity lie on a relatively high interval, the minimum (1176.89 N/mm2) and the
maximum (3416.06 N/mm2). By averaging the results concerning all specimens, a mean
value of 2.35 × 103 N/mm2 is attained. The compressive strength, f c,i, shows the same
tendency and exhibits a relatively high range of variation (2.77–4.85 N/mm2).

3.7.2. Splitting Tension Test

According to the obtained results, average splitting tensile strength, f t,s, of 2.29, 0.148
and 0.374 N/mm2 was determined for limestone, lime-based mortar and core-infill speci-
mens, respectively. Concerning the ratio between the tensile and compressive strengths, a
value of about 10% was found for limestone, while a value of 9% was found for lime-based
mortar and the core-infill. Regarding the core-infill specimens, from the visual assessment,
the observed failures in the indirect tensile tests were mainly due to the loss of adhesion
between the lime mortar and the stone rubble (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Failure mode of (A) limestone, (B) lime-based mortar, (C) core-infill specimens.

3.8. Thermal Conductivity and Resistivity

The results obtained from the conducted experimental tests demonstrate that the
average thermal conductivity of limestone (corresponding to the outer layer) is about
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0.365 W/mK, lime-based mortar (corresponding to the embedded joints) is about 0.549 W/mK,
and core infill (corresponding to the inner layer) is about 0.402 W/mK. The density of
the core infill increases when stone fragments are added so that the thermal resistivity
increases by about 15.57–27.51%. Table 6 summarizes the results of thermal conductivity
analysis of stone, mortar and core-infill.

Table 6. Thermal measurement results for the investigated limestone, mortar and core-infill specimens.

Specimens
Density,

ρ
Temp.
Upper

λ Upper
Temp.
Lower

λ Lower
Percent

Difference
Mean
Temp.

Avg. Thermal
Conductivity, λavg

(kg/m3) ◦C (W/m K) ◦C (W/m K) % ◦C (W/m K)

S1 2.2944 20.02 0.3244 45.03 0.3342 2.98 32.525 0.3293
S2 2.2763 20.02 0.3572 45.02 0.3319 7.34 32.52 0.3445
M1 1.6491 20.01 0.5671 45.02 0.5233 8.02 32.515 0.5452
M2 1.6016 20.01 0.5752 45.02 0.5308 8.02 32.515 0.5535

RM1 1.8525 20.02 0.3845 45.02 0.4178 8.29 32.520 0.4012
RM2 1.8477 20.01 0.4788 45.02 0.4418 8.02 32.515 0.4603

According to the thermal conductivity test results, it can be concluded that the thermal
behaviour of stone masonry walls depends on various factors, mainly the density of
their components and the void ratio. The tests results mentioned above proved that the
thermal conductivity increases as the density increases. The limestone specimens with the
highest density have the highest thermal resistivity, while the core-infill specimens have a
lower density and thus present lower thermal resistivity. Additionally, lime-based mortar
specimens, which have the lowest density, have the most significant thermal conductivity.

4. Conclusions

Concerning the experimental investigation on the construction materials used in
constructing multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls, comprehensive microanalyses and testing
programs were conducted to fully characterize their mineralogical, chemical and thermal
properties. The results obtained from conducted microanalyses confirmed that:

• The outer leaves of the majority of the surveyed multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls in
Egypt were mainly built of limestone blocks.

• The field survey results confirmed that most of the complex historical medieval build-
ings in Egypt present bearing structural elements built up by adopting multiple-leaf
masonry technology. This building technology was used for vertical structural ele-
ments in almost all types of historical constructions, i.e., religious, service, residential,
fortification, irrigation, etc. Moreover, multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls are charac-
terized by different construction methods and typology that gradually changed from
multiple-leaf walls with weak mechanical resistance made with a cohesionless internal
core held by two separate external leaves to walls with fixed rubble-core masonry
strongly connected and characterized by monolithic behaviour.

• The inner-core layer was built of rubble with bending mortar; this rubble is commonly
consisting of rough and undressed limestone.

• Lime-based mortar is the most common type of mortar used in constructing both
inner-core layer and external layers as a major binder between stone blocks in the case
of external layers or between rubble-stones in the case of the inner-core layer.

• Mortar samples, collected either from the inner or external layers, are mainly com-
posed of lime as the major binders, with sand as an aggregate and some additives
used to enhance the adhesion performance of the mortar, such as red-brick powder
(i.e., Hommra) or fly ash (i.e., Qusrmil) as pozzolanic materials. Sometimes gypsum
CaSO4 (H2O)2 is found with varying percentages.

• According to the results obtained by means of thermogravimetric and differential
thermal analyses, the temperature corresponding to the maximum decomposition rate
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of the ancient lime mortar was 750 ◦C. Furthermore, the temperature corresponding
to the maximum rate of decomposition of the historic limestone samples was 850 ◦C.

• According to the TGA/DTA analysis results of the lime-based mortar samples col-
lected from the inner-core layer of different multiple-leaf stone-masonry walls, these
mortars almost did not show any weight loss between 200 ◦ and 600 ◦C (related with
the water of hydraulic compounds). Therefore, this could indicate that mortars have
aerial lime as a binder. Moreover, some mortar samples have shown relatively low
values of MgO. According to this fact, the use of magnesian-lime mortar could be
proved. Moreover, the presence of magnesian calcite in the same samples has also
been established by XRD.

• EDX microanalysis of various stone samples showed that the dominant constituent
of the stone samples is Calcite with fine rounded Quartz crystals and, in some cases,
traces of Gypsum. Additionally, the major constituent of the mortar samples is calcite
with fine rounded quartz crystals. In most cases, gypsum is detected as a minor
element or even trace element; conversely, in a very few cases, gypsum is detected as
a significant element with calcite, particularly in walls of thicker cross-sections.

• In most cases, gypsum is detached as a minor element or even trace element in
analysed mortar samples; conversely, gypsum is detached as a significant element
with calcite in a few cases.

• The physical tests proved that the lime-based mortar of the embedded joints and
limestone units of the outer leaves exhibit lower porosity values with an average of
24.9 and 17.2%, respectively. In contrast, the inner core layer exhibits the highest
porosity values with an average of 31%; this is mainly due to the interfacial transition
zone (ITZ) that exists between large particles of rubble stones and the hydrated lime-
based mortar paste. Furthermore, the limestone specimens exhibit the highest dry and
bulk density values, while the lime-based mortar specimens exhibit lower values, and
the core-infill specimens exhibit the lowest values.

• Under uniaxial compression, a mean value of 6.8 × 103 N/mm2 was attained for
the modulus of elasticity of tested limestone specimens, while the mean values for
the compressive strength obtained for limestone specimens, lime-based mortar, and
core-infill cubic specimens after 120 days were 21.6, 1.6, 3.2 N/mm2, respectively.
The average values of the splitting tensile strength for limestone specimens, lime-
based mortar, and core-infill specimens ranged from 9 to 11.6% of the corresponding
compressive strength.

• The obtained failure pattern of core-infill specimens under compression and tension
confirmed that the failure mode corresponds to the loss of adhesion between the lime
mortar and the stone rubbles, i.e., a weak interfacial transition zone.

• According to the thermal conductivity test results, it can be concluded that the thermal
behaviour of stone-masonry walls depends on various factors. The tests results proved
that the thermal conductivity of multiple-leaf masonry walls depends mainly on the
density of their components and the void ratio. Consequently, the thermal resistivity
of the wall can be improved by decreasing the void ratio in the infill layer, increasing
the cohesion between the bedding mortar and rubble stone, and also by using stones
with lower permeability. Moreover, it is possible to infer that the increase in block
thickness of the external layers and, above all, the use of mortar coating, attenuate the
heat transfer to the inner layer of the wall.
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Abstract: Multi-leaf stone masonry walls are a typical construction technique in architectural heritage
in Egypt. The assessment, modeling, and strengthening of historic masonry walls of multi-leaf
systems essentially require suitable knowledge of their construction technology, typology, geometrical
characteristics, and the properties of their components. Within the current research project, a
comprehensive structural survey of multiple-leaf walls of medieval historic buildings in Cairo was
performed. The observation and statistical analyses allowed characterization of the transversal
section of the surveyed walls, as well as examination and identification of the construction materials
and techniques. The slenderness ratios of this type of wall, its blocks’ dimensions, the utilized
connectivity between the inner and outer leaves, and leaves ratio were also investigated. Three
construction hypotheses of multiple-leaf stone masonry walls are presented considering weak, thick,
and monolithic core infill layers. The study’s objectives were to enlarge the knowledge of typology,
morphology, and construction materials used in three-leaf masonry walls and provide a proper
characterization as a prerequisite for determining the most suitable materials and techniques for
further strengthening interventions.

Keywords: historic constructions; three-leaf masonry walls; field survey; architectural heritage;
construction history

1. Introduction

Multi-leaf masonry walls (MLMW) constitute the construction typology most widely
adopted in historic buildings worldwide. They are found, for example, in Roman build-
ings [1]. Most complex historic constructions in Egypt present bearing structural elements
built up adopting the multiple-leaf masonry technique, which gives a non-homogeneous
structural element. This building technology is around 4000 years old. It exists in a variety
of forms [2]: it usually was used as vertical structural elements in historic houses, public
buildings, religious constructions, and hydraulic structures. In more recent years, this type
of wall was also adopted for piers in road and railway bridges [3–5].

Multiple-leaf stone masonry walls are characterized by different construction tech-
niques and typologies that have gradually changed from those with weak and cohesionless
inner core layers to the fixed rubble-core masonry. Furthermore, the inner and outer layers
could be strongly bonded together utilizing transversal bond elements; in some cases, the
separated behavior of each layer is attained due to the absence of the shear keys/through
stones between the leaves (walls with straight collar joints) [6–8]. Many structural problems
are encountered in these structures, due to a weak internal layer, mortar deterioration, and
lack of connection between the leaves [8–10] (see Figure 1). These problems can lead to the
development of high stresses and the separation of the leaves and, consequently, affect the
overall stability of the wall [11,12].

Heritage 2021, 4, 2763–2791. https://doi.org/10.3390/heritage4040156 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/heritage
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Figure 1. Common typologies of the of multiple-leaf stone masonry walls with (a) keyed and
(b) straight collar joints.

Several monuments consisting of multi-leaf walls have experienced excessive damage
and failure caused by high compressive and shear loads (e.g., Bab Qaytbay, Takiyya Ibrahim
al-Kulshani, Wakala al-Sultan Qaytbay, among others). However, structural interventions
can be properly accomplished in this type of construction if the properties and the existing
internal defects or damage are properly identified. In addition, retrofitting/strengthening
techniques—including grout injection where mortar is heavily deteriorated, mortar repoint-
ing of the external layers of the joints, and establishment of proper connection between
the leaves—often alter the properties of the wall, increasing the stiffness of the inner layer
and the wall itself and, thus, modifying its response to different loading conditions [13–18].
Undoubtedly, these interventions require thorough and accurate studies of the mechanical
response of this type of construction before and after interventions to achieve the greatest
possible compatibility.

Recently, some scholars have studied the mechanical behavior of the multi-leaf ma-
sonry walls, by examining material discretization and the role of each leaf in the global
behavior of the wall [7,19–25]. Since the activities of old masons strongly depended on the
available material near the construction site and on their experience, which was not handed
down by written documents, it is not possible to find unified, simple design criteria relating
the wall height, thickness, and filling material with reference to the function/type of the
structure. Discovering this secret is a challenge. This was the motivation for investigating
multi-leaf walls in historic constructions in Egypt during Fatimid, Ayyubid, Mamluk, and
Othman eras and the development of this construction technique during the Mohamed Ali
period and the British colony years.
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In order to accurately assess the structural performance of this particular type of his-
torical masonry wall under various types of loads, it is necessary to adequately understand
the structure, its typology, its behavior and response, as well as the constituent materials
and their mechanical characteristics. Moreover, the study of the multiple-leaf masonry wall
sections can be significant with respect to structural analysis, by providing essential input
data concerning wall morphology and geometry, which are useful for adopting appropriate
mathematical models, formulating valid hypotheses on mechanical stability, and verifying
possible failure mechanisms. Correspondingly, it is imperative to follow a methodology
that includes a detailed survey and diagnosis to obtain reliable documentation corrobo-
rating the selection of the correct and effective intervention technique fitting best with
the strengthening requirements. As a result, a detailed understanding of the morphology,
typology, and utilized construction techniques of this common type of wall is necessary to
minimize restoration interventions for strengthening or repair. This is the point of view
from which the present paper developed some reflection about the construction aspects
of the multiple-leaf stone masonry walls of the medieval constructions of architectural
heritage in Egypt.

A systematic survey concerning the evolution of building materials and construction
technology of multiple-leaf masonry load-bearing walls in Cairo during different medieval
periods was carried out to analytically determine the construction techniques and structural
characteristics, not clearly inferable from the literature. A total of thirty-three historic
buildings in Cairo dating to different centuries of the Middle Ages and at various locations
were surveyed. Various samples of stone blocks and mortars were studied for material
characterization, while the research sources provided historical documentation on some
surveyed buildings. The survey data are listed according to the historical period, including
building name, type, period, current condition, usage, monument registration number
(RN), and geometrical data of the multiple-leaf masonry walls. For further historical
research on the surveyed building, the reader is referred to the following studies [26–42].
The monuments surveyed during the present study, summarized in Table 1 and Figure 2,
included the following: two masjids, two main gates, four towers, five mausoleums, eleven
complex buildings (i.e., madrasa, khanqah, sabil-kuttab, etc.), four palaces, and five other
ruined monuments.
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Figure 2. Locations of the surveyed buildings in historic Cairo.
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2. Field Survey

2.1. Adopted Methodology

An intensive survey was carried out for each building. The fieldwork focused on
construction technology, building materials, and dimensions of multiple-leaf stone masonry
walls. The survey included the overall thickness of the walls and their construction
materials and the relative thickness of each layer, the overall slenderness ratio of the walls,
block dimensions, the composition of the inner core layer, and the connectivity between
the walls’ leaves.

In the meantime, the constituent materials (stones, bricks, mortars) of the selected
buildings were characterized and laboratory tested. The survey included various typologies
and usages of historic masonry buildings in order to correctly investigate the construction
criteria of multi-leaf stone masonry walls and covered different historical periods from the
Fatimid to the Ottoman era.

The methodology adopted for the fieldwork allowed characterizing the transversal
section of the multiple-leaf masonry walls and also yielded definitions of some critical
parameters regarding the structural typology of the multiple-leaf masonry walls, i.e.,:

(i) The relative thicknesses of the different layers;
(ii) The ratio between the thicknesses of the inner layers and the total cross-section of the

wall;
(iii) The filling materials used to construct the inner core layer;
(iv) The connectivity/constraints types between the inner and external layers;
(v) The construction techniques of the multiple-leaf masonry wall.

Furthermore, three hypotheses were established concerning the utilized construction
techniques through extensive field and laboratory investigations.

The adopted geometrical survey followed the methodology provided by Binda et al. [43],
where visual inspection and graphic and photographic procedures were conducted to repro-
duce the metric survey of the studied walls by approximating the geometry with analytical
expressions to calculate the percentages of voids, stone units, and mortar joints. Various
stone, mortar, and core infill samples were collected and laboratory investigated, and the
results were reported in detail in [7,44]. Since the behavior of masonry walls is highly de-
pendent on the technique of construction, the obtained geometrical parameters —together
with the characterization of chemical, physical, thermal, petrographic, and mechanical
properties [7,25,44] of the materials—give the possibility of better describing multiple-leaf
masonry walls and constitute a fundamental basis for the mathematical modelling and the
appropriate choice of conservation and retrofitting techniques.

2.2. Major Findings
2.2.1. Usage

To a large extent, the multiple-leaf stone masonry walls were used primarily in the
lower floor levels and could extend to the entire wall height of external façades or some
major interior walls of the building. In addition, most of the thick stone masonry walls
were built according to the multi-leaf system with two outer leaves of more robust material
and an inner one of weaker materials; this allowed for a thicker wall cross-section and
consequently higher own weight (which increases the overall stability of the wall) at a
comparative economic cost.

2.2.2. Geometry

The majority of the multi-leaf walls have an overall thickness greater than 0.5 m,
ranging from slender to monolithic walls with a variable relative thickness of inner and
external layers. Figure 3 provides typical cross-sections of multiple-leaf stone masonry
walls of different thicknesses. Mostly, the external layers were built with a homogeneous
distribution of the regular well-dressed stone blocks, with nearly constant or uniform
dimensions (ashlar facing system). Less homogeneously distributed stone rubble units
randomly cut from quarries were often used as infill between the outer leaves. In some
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cases, a transversal connection between the inner and external skins was provided by
irregularly disposed and through passing elements. These transversal bond elements were
used to enhance the connectivity between the wall’s leaves.

Figure 3. Typical cross-sections of different thicknesses of multiple-leaf stone masonry walls: (a) slender wall [ Int.
Ext. ≤ 0.35],

(b) wall of medium thickness [0.35 < Int.
Ext. < 1.5], (c) thick (monolithic/massive) wall [ Int.

Ext. ≥ 1.5].

According to the collected data and field survey results, the thickness of the three-leaf
stone masonry walls ranged from 0.5 to more than 6 m (Figure 4). It should be stressed that
walls with thickness lower than 0.5 m were rare (about 0.94% of the total surveyed walls),
while the percentage of the walls with a thickness of more than 4m was about 6.6% of the
total surveyed walls. Subsequently, the field survey results confirmed that the majority of
the multi-leaf stone masonry walls had a thickness range from 0.5 to 4.0 m.

It is worth mentioning that the walls that were more than 4.0 m thick, and may
have reached more than 6 m, were commonly used in the high-rise main facades (as in
the Complex of Al-Sultan Hasan) and were often used in military defense buildings (as
in Bab Qaytbay).

This high value of the walls’ thickness could be attributed to the need to increase
the wall’s strength and stiffness in order to enhance the overall mechanical stability and
safely resist lateral loads and any expected impact loads. On the other hand, buildings
with residential or religious utilization were commonly built with a wall thickness of fewer
than 4 m. Thus, it can be inferred that the thickness of the multi-leaf masonry walls was
mainly dependent on the function of the building and the overall height of the wall.
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Figure 4. Analyses of the field survey results regarding the thickness of the multiple-leaf masonry walls: (a) all surveyed
buildings; (b) surveyed buildings according to their historic period; Fatimid, Ayyubid, Bahri Mamluk, Circassian mamluk and
Ottoman periods, respectively.

2.2.3. Typology

Three main typologies could be characterized from the analysis of collected data and
field survey results as follows:
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1. Walls with straight collar joints, where the inner layer was not interconnected with
the outer layer. Usually, the inner layer was constructed with an utterly cohesionless
infill held by two separate external leaves, while the outer leaves were made of well-
dressed limestone blocks with nearly uniform dimensions, ashlars limestone facing
system, bonded in horizontal courses. Only a thin interface layer of mortar was found
between the three layers (see Figure 5).

2. Walls with keyed collar joints, where the external layer was built with ashlars lime-
stone blocks with variable thickness, creating shear studs to ensure proper connectiv-
ity with the inner core infill (see Figure 6a–d).

3. Walls with the transversal bond or tie elements in the cross-linking of the three layers
by the use of either header stones (through stones), timber logs or circular marble
elements; this ultimately ensured the composite behavior of the wall and enhanced
the global performance with the applied external loads (see Figure 6e,f).

Figure 5. Examples of multi-leaf walls with straight collar joints and a cohesionless inner core layer built of rubble stone
masonry: (a) Khanqah of Aydakin, (b) Complex of Al-Sultan Hasan, (c) Zawiya of ‘All al-Maghrabi, (d) Khanqat Khawand Umm
Anuk, (e) Complex of Al- Sultan Qalawun, and (f) Wakala al-Sultan Qaytbay.
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Figure 6. Transversal bond elements between the inner and external leaves of the wall: (a–d) cross-
header stones/shear keys (Complex of Sultan al-Ashraf Barsbay, Amir Alin Aq Palace, Bab Qaytbay, and
Qasr al-Amir Qawsun, respectively); (e,f) marble circular cross-joists, (Masjid al-Salih Tala’i’ and Bab
Zuwayla, respectively). Adapted from [7].

2.2.4. Constituent Materials

According to the conducted metric survey regarding the composition of multi-leaf
stone masonry walls, stone constituted at least 60% of the section, while mortar constituted
25% to 37%. Limestone was the most used stone unit in both external and inner layers. The
maximum dimension of rubble stones in the core layer varied from 10 to about 40 cm, with
an average of 20 cm, while the average stone block in the outer leaves measured 25 × 35
× 50 cm. Most of the mortars were made of air-hardening lime, usually with a powdery
and brittle consistency [7,25], and the dimensions of mortar joints were irregular and, on
average, varied between 1 and 5 cm. Mostly, the core layer of the majority of the survey
walls was built mainly of stone-rubble infill. Nevertheless, in some buildings dating back
to the Ottoman period—for example Sabil Ibrahim Agha Mustahfizan and Saray Al-Musafir
khana (see Figure 7)—the core layer was built of brick rubble.
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Figure 7. Different core infill materials of multiple-leaf masonry walls: (a–c) stone-rubble infill—Complex of Sultan al-Ashraf
Barsbay, (d,e) brick rubble infill, (a,b) Complex of Sultan al-Ashraf Barsbay, (c) Khanqat Khawand Umm Anuk, (d) Sabil Ibrahim
Agha Mustahfizan, (e) Saray Al-Musafir khana Zawiya of ‘All al-Maghrabi.

2.2.5. Characterization of the Inner and External Layers

The thickness of both external layers was mostly similar and usually less than the
inner layer. Also, the percentage of their thickness in relation to the overall thickness
of the wall was nearly constant. Furthermore, these external layers were mainly built
of well-dressed stone blocks with nearly uniform dimensions (ashlars limestone facing
system). The dimensions of the stone-rubble infill varied according to the total thickness
of the inner layer. In the case of a thick to monolithic core layer, the thicknesses of mortar
joints were usually much lower than the thickness of stone rubble, and the percentage
of voids was relatively low; consequently, the presence of rubble stones settled in a high
percentage ensured a dense and well compacted core infill.

The thickness of the core layer of the majority of the surveyed walls ranged from 0.5
to 2 m, and the percentage of the core layer with thickness lower than 0.5 m was about
14.5% (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Analyses of the field survey results regarding the thickness of the inner core layer of the multiple-leaf masonry
walls: (a) all surveyed buildings; (b) surveyed buildings according to their historic period: Fatimid, Ayyubid, Bahri Mamluk,
Circassian mamluk, and Ottoman periods, respectively.

2.2.6. Relative Thickness of the Layers

Based on the analysis of fieldwork results, it can be stated that the ratio between the
thicknesses of inner and outer layers depended entirely on the required thickness of the
wall. Since the thickness of both external layers was similar and also their percentage to
the overall thickness of the wall was about constant, the ratio between the core layer’s
thickness and the overall thickness of the wall varied according to the total thickness of
the cross-section, see Figure 9. Moreover, the ratio between the thicknesses of inner and
exterior layers (int./ext.) in most of the walls ranged from 1 to 10, where this percentage
increased as the total thickness of the wall increased.

In the case of the cohesive core infill layers that were characterized by good mechanical
properties and relatively high stiffness, the thickness of the core layer was considerably
larger than the thickness of the outer layer. This could be observed—for example—in
high-rise and military defense constructions, where the total wall thickness exceeded 4 m.
In this case, a much higher proportion of the applied loads was countered by the inner
layer. Since the applied vertical compressive load on the wall is distributed according to the
ratio between modulus of elasticity and thickness of the wall, assuming uniform vertical
strain (as shown by Egermann et al. [45] and Binda et al. [8,46]), a simplified modeling of
the distributed vertical loads, Pe and Pi, acting on the outer and inner leaves, respectively,
could be obtained from Equation (1).
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Figure 9. Analyses of the field survey results regarding the ratio between the internal and external leaves thicknesses of
multiple-leaf masonry walls: (a) all surveyed buildings; (b) surveyed buildings according to their historic period: Fatimid,
Ayyubid, Bahri Mamluk, Circassian mamluk and Ottoman periods, respectively.

Pi =

(
1

1 + 2 Eete
Eiti

)
p Pe =

(
1

2 + Eiti
Eete

)
p (1)

where p is the initial total applied load; Ee and Ei are the moduli of elasticity of the outer and
inner leaves respectively; te and ti are the thicknesses of outer and inner leaves, respectively.
Further details of the load transfer mechanism will be provided in a forthcoming paper.

Under the same characteristics of the wall, loading, and boundary conditions, the
increase in the thickness of core layer and, consequently, the increase in the overall thickness
of the wall, significantly reduced the resultant internal compressive and shear stresses.

Furthermore, the thickness of the walls often increased as the total height increased,
keeping the slenderness ratio between 3 to 12 (Figure 10). However, a relatively small
number of the surveyed walls had a ratio larger than 12.

Finally, the obtained results of the fieldwork alongside the analysis of the typical
cross-sections of the three-leaf masonry walls and the survey of different typologies have
contributed to form a thorough scientific base for the construction hypothesis of this
distinctive type of historic wall, which will form a fundamental reference for any further
experimental studies on their structural behavior.
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Figure 10. Analyses of the field survey results regarding the slenderness ratio of the multiple-leaf masonry walls: (a) all
surveyed buildings; (b) surveyed buildings according to their historic period: Fatimid, Ayyubid, Bahri Mamluk, Circassian
mamluk and Ottoman periods, respectively.

3. Construction Hypotheses of Multiple-Leaf Masonry Walls

This section focuses on the construction hypotheses of multi-leaf stone masonry walls
in accordance with the field survey results. Although multi-leaf stone masonry walls are
one of the common building systems and have been widely used in a variety of historical
constructions, there is a considerable lack of information about the utilized methods and
techniques for their construction. This type of wall can be characterized by different
construction techniques, which essentially affect their mechanical behavior, in particular
the interaction between the layers and the overall integrity of the wall.

Three hypotheses could be made on the construction techniques based on the typology,
overall thickness of the wall, and the connectivity between the inner and outer layers, as
described in the following subsections.

3.1. Construction Hypothesis (I): Weak Inner Core

A first hypothesis assumes that the multi-leaf masonry walls were built with almost a
thoroughly segregated/cohesionless internal core retained by two separate external leaves
(Figure 5). The walls were mainly constructed by building the outer two layers first, leaving
a space or cavity of the designed thickness for the core infill between the outer leaves by
laying a course of stretcher stone blocks along the chalk line for the entire length of the wall
after determining the opening positions (Figure 11a). Then, in correspondence with the
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corners and openings, adjacent courses of stone blocks were carefully laid. These provided
a guide for laying the remaining blocks, so they should be accurately leveled and correctly
spaced. String lines were then stretched between corners of the wall or between a corner
and an opening’s edges (Figure 11b). To ensure that the wall would be straight and not
bowed or curved, the first course of the lead was carefully aligned and was usually at least
four or five units long. Leads were usually built four to five courses higher than the central
part of the wall, and each course of the lead was carefully checked to accurately assure that
it was leveled in both directions and plumb.

Figure 11. Construction hypothesis (I): (a) laying the first course of stretcher stone blocks along the
entire length of the wall; (b) construction of the two outer leaves; (c,d) pouring and throwing of the
inner core leaf.

After that, the outer shells were brought up to the total height of the wall by laying the
stone blocks up with mortar in specific patterns, providing a typical running bond in which
one unit overlapped the unit in the course below by almost half its length. This bonding
was aimed at homogenously spreading the loads and increasing the interconnectivity
between the stone blocks. In most cases, timber logs were embedded horizontally along the
length of the wall at considerable interval heights (about 1.0 to1.50 m), as shown in Figure
12, in order to properly adjust the wall verticality, ensure that walls were going up plumb,
and offer a good bedding level for successive wall courses. When the two outer layers
had been brought up to the required height of the wall, the core infill was simply poured
or thrown until the top of the wall was reached (Figure 11c,d). This infill was generally
composed of rubble stones bonded with mortar. In some cases, the three layers may be
bonded together using transversally bound elements of stone, wood, or marble. However,
their use may have impeded the casting process of the inner layer.
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Figure 12. Timber tie system in stone masonry constructions: (a) Amir Alin Aq Palace, (b) Sabil Ibrahim Agha Mustahfizan,
(c) Qasr al-Amir Qawsun, (d,e) Qasr al-Amir Qawsun, (f) Takiyya Ibrahim al-Kulshani.

It is believed that, during construction, the outer leaves were temporarily braced with
the use of timber cross-braces frame (timber ledger) so that the pouring of the core infill was
suitably set to prevent any lateral loads produced during the casting/filling process from
exceeding their structural capabilities and to avoid detachment, buckling, or expulsion of
the outer leaves.

The construction of multi-leaf walls by following this technique produces walls with
a weak and incoherent core layer. As a result of casting the core infill after the complete
construction of the outer layers, segregation may occur between the mortar and the rubble
infill. Accordingly, it is believed that this method was of limited use for thin walls and
walls of limited heights. Nevertheless, it is interesting to observe that this method has been
exploited in more recent historic buildings, as in the construction of Gebel Aulia dam in
Sudan, 1904; Mohamed Aly barrage in Egypt, 1941; and Aswan High Dam, 1970, where the
well-dressed granite blocks were used as facing/shuttering layers, while granite rubble
masonry was used for filling the cross-section (see Figure 13). Through the development of
the construction materials and for structural upgrading purposes, the rubble masonry of
the core layer was replaced with mass concrete and the timber logs were also replaced by
reinforcing steel bars, as in the majority of the old irrigation structures in Egypt [47].
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Figure 13. Archived cross-sectional drawings of (a) Gebel Aulia Dam, (b) Mohamed Aly Barrage, and (c) Aswan High Dam.

3.2. Construction Hypothesis (II): Monolithic Core Infill

The second hypothesis concerning the construction technique adopted for monolithic
multi-leaf masonry walls assumes a thick core infill faced with relatively light sheeting of
ashlar facing stone masonry to form the enclosed/composed element. According to this
hypothesis, the inner core layer was firstly constructed in the intermediate space of the total
cross-section of the wall by piling up undressed, rough stones, as they were randomly cut
from quarries and sufficiently bonded with mortar without being committed to horizontal
courses. In this case, the longitudinal bond in the core skin was achieved by overlapping
stones in roughly adjacent courses, with a variable amount of overlap as the stones varied
in size. Relatively large stone blocks were cut in a reasonably prismatic block shape and
were used for corners and the jambs of openings to obtain increased strength and stability
at these locations. One of the most important concerns regarding the construction of the
inner core layer was keeping it straight and plumb; this could be established by building
leading sections or leads at the ends or corners of walls and string lines were then stretched
between corners. These leads provided a guide for laying the remaining infill mixture at the
middle of the wall length, see Figure 14a–c. After that, the inner core layer was completed
until the required height of the wall. Then, it was coated/faced with two outer layers of
regular well-dressed stone blocks (ashlar stone masonry facing system) (see Figure 14d,e).

Even though the inner layer is characterized by high cohesion and a significant load-
bearing capacity, with a low percentage of voids, it was weakly bonded with the outer
layers by only a thin interface layer of lime-based mortar, affecting the homogenous per-
formance of the wall. Consequently, the internal leaf resists a relatively large portion of
the applied vertical loads, while a small portion is carried by the outer layers. Besides,
the adhesion between the leaves would have been scarce or null, and the inner core layer
would exert lateral load on both outer leaves, causing detachment and separation. To
overcome these deficiencies, the cohesion between the three layers was usually achieved
through drilling some holes/apertures at the inner layer, in correspondence with specifi-
cally designed positions to insert the transversal bond or tie elements in the cross-linking
of the three layers by the use of either header stones (through stones), timber logs, or
circular marble elements.

An example of a more recent historic construction that confirmed this construction
hypothesis is the Sanayta lock and bridge-regulator construction in Egypt (Figure 15) in
1899: the inner core layer of the multi-leaf walls of the lock were built first of brick masonry
with Homra mortar, and then faces were cladded with cement mortar. The main portion of
the wall has a width diminishing from 3 m to 1.2 m, by steps of 0.25 m. At the upstream
end, these walls are encased with ashlar masonry in 0.4 m courses [48].
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Figure 14. Construction hypothesis (II): (a–c) construction of the inner core layer by randomly piling up undressed, rough
stone, which was bound with mortar without being committed to horizontal courses; (d) construction of the two outer
leaves with regular well-dressed stone-blocks; (e) the full tree-leaf stone masonry wall.
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Figure 15. Archived drawings of Sanayta lock and bridge-regulator construction, adapted from [48].

3.3. Construction Hypothesis (III): Thick Core Infill

The third hypothesis on the construction technique adopted in three-leaf stone ma-
sonry walls is similar to the second one, since it is assumed that the inner core layer is
characterized by high cohesion, good mechanical properties, and an actual load-bearing
capacity with low percentages of voids. Furthermore, the presence of transversal bond
elements (stone, timber, or marble joists) between the inner and external layers enhances
the connectivity between the wall’s leaves. The three layers are perfectly homogeneous in
this type and behave as a single composite element to resist the applied loads, so that the
lateral pressure of the inner core layer thrusting the outer leaves decreases significantly
and almost vanishes. The vertically applied loads on the wall cross-section are distributed
according to the relative stiffness of the core infill and the outer skins.

As regards this hypothesis, the three layers of the wall were simultaneously built. The
two outer layers of the wall were constructed up to a suitable height (presumably three
to four courses), and instantaneously the core infill was constructed in between. The two
outer leaves were mainly built using well-dressed limestone blocks with nearly uniform
dimensions (ashlar facing system), while the inner core layer was constructed mainly by
successive layering of rubble stones and mortar bedding, which was not cast but layered
more or less accurately by the masons (see Figure 16).

Providing a proper setting time for the infill mixture or mortar, the two outer layers
were then continued up to an appropriate height and then the inner layer was also built
up to the same height of the wall. Up to a certain height from the ground, the three layers
could be constructed from both sides of the wall without any scaffolding (Figure 17a).
Subsequently, it was essential to assemble the scaffolding for building the upper parts; the
stone blocks were then lifted to the scaffolding platform by a hoist (Figure 17b–d).
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Figure 16. Different cross-sections of multiple-leaf stone masonry walls with the internal leaf built by successive layering of
rubble stones and mortar bedding with horizontal courses: (a) Complex of Al-Sultan Hasan, (b) Complex of Sultan al-Ashraf
Barsbay, (c) Qubba al-Amir Tarabay al-Sharifi, (d) and (f) perimeter wall of Bab Qaytbay; and (e) the aqueduct (Majra Al-‘Uyun).
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Figure 17. Construction hypothesis (III): (a) constructing the outer leaves up to a suitable height; (b) constructing the inner
core layer by successive layering of rubble stones and mortar bedding with horizontal courses; (c) assembly of scaffolding
erection for the construction of the upper parts; (d) the full tree-leaf stone masonry wall.

4. Discussion

The field study allowed concluding that the multi-leaf stone masonry walls varied in
their geometrical characteristics, typologies, and construction techniques; consequently,
according to their typology, they are characterized by different structural performance and
load-transfer mechanisms. Classification of three types of multi-leaf stone-masonry walls
was conducted (see Section 2.2.1) according to the complexity of the wall, the ratio between
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the thickness of the inner layer to the thickness of the outer layer, the composition of the
inner core layer, and the type of bonding between the inner and outer layers.

In the case of a poor/incoherent core layer, the voids were indiscriminately diffused
and the percentage of mortar was relatively high, in addition to the poor bonding between
this inner layer and the outer layers due to the absence of any transversal bond elements
(straight collar joints). Friction was the prevalent resistant mechanism, while cohesion
within the internal leaf and adhesion between the leaves was scarce. In this case, the core
layer resisted a very small portion of the applied vertical loads as most of the load was
carried by the outer shells. Besides, the cohesionless core rubble infill exerted non-linear
lateral pressure thrusting the outer leaves.

As a result of constructing the wall by this technique, the inner layer was nearly cohe-
sionless and almost separated from the outer leaves; moreover, an indiscriminate diffusion
of voids and relatively high percentages of mortar were formed. As a result, complex crack
patterns, detachment, buckling, and expulsion of the outer leaves characterized the collapse
mechanism. Accordingly, this construction method was commonly used in the case of a
thin multi-leaf wall of low height (funerary, educational, and residential buildings).

In the case of defense structures, waterworks, military, and palatial and commercial
buildings, another type of multiple-leaf masonry wall was utilized with an inner core
layer characterized by high cohesion, good mechanical properties, and a considerable load-
bearing capacity. The inner core layer had a low percentage of voids, and the percentage of
mortar was relatively low, while the presence of rubble stones settled at a high percentage,
corresponding to relatively high stiffness. In most of the external multi-leaf stone masonry
walls, the outer leaves were arranged in a wide variety of ways to produce a satisfactory
bond, and each arrangement could be identified by the pattern of headers and stretchers
on the face of the wall.

The resistance of monolithic multi-leaf walls, with core infill layers characterized by
poor connection between the inner and outer layers, mainly depended on the inner layer.
Due to the absence of the transversally bound elements and shear keys, the bond between
the leaves was weak, and the inner core layer could exert lateral load on both outer leaves,
causing severe damage, detachment, and separation. Nevertheless, in many cases, the
inner core layer was still upright, even after the potential collapse of the external layers,
and safely resisted the applied vertical load due to its cohesive condition, which confirms
that the overall structural behavior of the wall is mainly dependent on the performance of
the core infill (see Figure 18).

Figure 18. Examples of detachment and collapse of facing ashlar layers, exposing the inner core layer built of rubble stone
masonry: (a) Bab al-Mahruq, (b) Bab Qaytbay, and (c) northeastern historic Cairo wall.
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To achieve effective cohesion between the inner and outer layers and ensure a homo-
geneous behavior of the wall, the mason usually provided a transversal bond by using
long header stones (known as bonders). These transversal elements were extended to
sufficient depth through the wall thickness in order to enhance the connectivity between
the inner and external leaves and provide lateral reinforcement, which helped to resist
lateral loads and overcome the brittle nature of rubble stone masonry. Accordingly, the
three layers were able to homogeneously resist vertical and lateral applied loads. The
different values of cohesion within the inner core layer and adhesion between the leaves,
the possible presence of transverse elements, and different percentages of voids, are all
parameters that can lead to relevant differences in the wall’s global behavior.

In regards to the above, each type of defined multi-leaf stone masonry wall has its
characteristic behavior under the external actions, which mainly depends on the mechan-
ical properties and composition of the inner layer; the mechanical properties, type and
arrangement of the stone units of the external layers; and the adopted connectivity be-
tween the inner and outer layers. This highlights the significance of considering these
parameters when preparing mechanical models to investigate the global performance and
detect the load-carrying capacity of this type of historic wall, and also when choosing the
material and methods for the intervention and retrofitting. The appropriate numerical
models for simulating the mechanical behavior of multi-leaf walls, as well as proposing an
appropriate strengthening technique, mainly depend on an accurate investigation aimed
at characterizing their geometry and construction techniques, together with the essential
physicochemical and mechanical investigations of the utilized building materials.

5. Conclusions

The present research focused on the structural field survey of multiple-leaf stone
masonry walls of historic buildings in a variety of historic areas in Egypt. By analyzing
the obtained results of this fieldwork together with the available historical data, a general
characterization of the common typologies of the transversal section of multiple-leaf stone
masonry walls was performed. Moreover, various construction hypotheses of this type of
historic construction were proposed, based mainly on the results obtained in the conducted
field survey.

The survey results confirmed that the multiple-leaf masonry wall system was com-
monly used as vertical structural elements in almost all types of complex historical medieval
structures in Egypt, i.e., religious, service, residential, fortification, irrigation, etc. These
walls present different characteristics depending on their typologies and construction
techniques, which gradually changed from multiple-leaf walls with a cohesionless internal
core infill of weak mechanical resistance held by two separate external leaves to the fixed
rubble-core masonry strongly bonded with the outer leaves, ensuring an overall composite
performance of the wall. Usually, transversal tie elements of timber, marble, or stone were
used to enhance the connectivity between the inner and external leaves and achieve an
integrated composite mechanical performance of the wall.

Three main types of multiple-leaf stone masonry walls were identified according to
the thickness and composition of the inner core layer. The monolithic core layer was usually
utilized primarily in the historic military defense and hydraulic structures to enhance the
overall stability of the wall against any potential lateral or impact loads. On the other
hand, walls with relatively thin to thick core layers were used in religious, commercial, and
residential buildings.

Since the multi-leaf stone masonry walls vary in their geometrical characteristics,
typologies, morphologies, and construction materials, assessing their structural behavior
essentially requires a detailed metric survey and comprehensive experimental investigation
of the mechanical and physicochemical properties of their components. Additionally, the
role of the core layer in carrying the applied external load has to be considered and
accurately investigated, together with the prediction of the lateral pressure exerted by the
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cohesionless core infill on the outer layers. These investigations are a prerequisite for any
intended strengthening and conservation practices.
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Abstract: Mummies in museums are exposed to different deterioration factors like microorganisms,
especially unwrapped mummies, such as the screaming mummy. This screaming mummy in the store
of the Egyptian museum is suffering from stains due to microbial infection. There are three trends of
materials to inhibit microbial growth: nano materials, plant extraction and chemical materials. This
research compares three materials representing the three trends such as nano zinc oxide (ZnO-NPs),
Ceratophyllum demersum and 4-chloro-m-cresol, respectively. Microorganisms, isolated from the
degraded mummy, were identified with an optical microscope and ribosomal ribonucleic acid (rRNA)
analysis to guarantee identification accuracy. Results indicated that the bacteria in the mummy are
Bacillus jeotgali, Kocuria turfanensis, Microbacterium imperial, Micrococcus luteus and Bacillus megaterium.
Fungi are Monascus pallens and Rhizopus oryzae. The results of minimum inhibitory concentration
(MIC) illustrated that the best concentrations for the bio treatment of isolated microorganisms
is plant extract (Ceratophyllum demersum) at 600 ppm/100 mL, followed by 4-chloro-m-cresol at
600 ppm/100 mL and finally nano zinc oxide at 700 ppm/100 mL.

Keywords: nano zinc oxide; Ceratophyllum demersum; 4-chloro-m-cresol; bacteria; fungi

1. Introduction

Mummification is a process that was done to preserve dead body in ancient Egypt by
embalming and wrapped with linen bandages [1]. The ancient Egyptians did this process
due to religious concepts, such as the afterlife [2]. Mummification includes the treatment
of the body with oils, resin and wax wrapped with linen and placing it in a sealed coffin to
ensure the preservation of the body [3]. Screaming (Glaring) mummies do not have good
embalming. There are two types of screaming mummies: the first and most famous ones
were murdered because of committing a crime, so they do not have good mummification or
linen wrapping. The second type died as a result of a disease and all the usual embalming
steps are done for them [4].

The mummy suffers from several factors that cause deterioration in museums, for
example microorganisms [5], especially fungi more than bacteria. These organisms produce
enzymes that cause staining and a decayed mummy [6]. The damage percentage by
microorganisms depends on species, the surrounding climate (humidity, temperature) and
the quality of the embalming [7,8]. Screaming mummies of the first type are more exposed
to deterioration by fungi and bacteria because of bad mummification especially because
they were not wrapped in linen strips.

The main concern of the study is the mummy of an unknown woman (Figure 1) from
the store of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, Egypt. The mummy’s number is CIT 8; it was
discovered in an unknown tomb by Winlock’s excavations at ThT71. Winlock’s written
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note cards say: S.A.K. (1935–1936) Servants Cemetery burial No. 2 (SENMUT) of the 18th
Dynasty. The height of the mummy is 158 cm (height from the heel to the crown of the
head), and the age was estimated in the elderly.

 

  

Figure 1. The screaming mummy from the 18th dynasty in the Egyptian museum store.

Lately, nano materials are used as an antimicrobial agent [9]. Nanomaterials (1–100 nm)
have a lot of properties: reducing UV effects, consolidation, cleaning, deacidification and
inhibition of microbial growth [10–13]. Nano zinc oxide (ZnO-NPs) is known as a good an-
timicrobial Aaent, [14] especially for leather [15]—thus, it was chosen for the current study.

Ancient Egyptians used plants that have antimicrobial activities (due to contents of
phenols and esters) and essential oils for mummification [16]. Currently, plant extracts
and essential oils are used as antimicrobial agents in different ways for archaeological
objects. A plant extract is prepared byusing different parts of the plant (often the leaves)
soaked in 100 mL of water and 100 mL of ethanol, then evaporated to obtain a substance
dissolved in 200 mL of sterile distilled water. Essential oils are more effective for inhibiting
microbial growth, but they are not suitable for every archaeological materials. They can
cause darkening in color [17]. Scientific studies have mentioned that camphor and thyme
are more effective than other essential oils [18,19]. Another study proved that plant extract
and nano materials did not change or produce a reaction with archaeological objects’
color [20]. Thus, it was chosen for the current study.

Some of hydrophytes in the Nile River have antimicrobial activity, including Cerato-
phyllum demersum [21]. Ceratophyllum demersum is a submerged aquatic plant from Saluga
and Ghazal island [22]; they are protected areas in Aswan, Egypt [23].

There are a lot of chemical materials used as antimicrobials and pesticides. Some of
them could be used in the treatment of archaeological objects. It is preferable to use safe
antimicrobials for objects as a restorer, such as 4-chloro-m-cresol [24]. 4-chloro-m-cresol is
considered a safe material to be used even in cosmetic products (up to 0.2%). This material
is a synonym for p-chloro-m-cresol [25,26].

The current research aims to study microorganisms isolated from the screaming
mummy and to study its biological activities. The study also aims to compare the inhi-
bition of three materials: nano zinc oxide, Ceratophyllum demersum and 4-chloro-m-cresol
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representing, respectively. These three materials are for inhibiting microbial attacks, and
are applied to the microorganisms isolated from the screaming mummy.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The nano material used in this study, zinc oxide (ZnO-NPs) < 50 nm particle size
(BET), >97%, was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Company, No: 677450. The plant extract
was Ceratophyllum demersum. The plant is a dominant species within the Nile River system.
The plant was collected from sites located around Isis island (24◦04.646′ N; 32◦52.701′ E)
and Saluga and Ghazal island (24◦04.328′ N; 32◦52.279′ E). It was prepared by washing the
plant, then it was dried and ground into a powder. The powder was then left in methanol.
The chemical antimicrobial was 4-chloro-m-cresol, purchased from Loba Chemie Pvt. Ltd.,
Mumbai, India, No: 02750. The media used for isolation and purification were cellulose,
protein and nutrient agar.

2.2. Methods

A collection of swabs was taken from the screaming mummy in the Egyptian Museum
store, specifically from skin areas including the head, wig, rib cage, abdominal and pelvic
cavity, right leg, left leg and mouth of the mummy as the presence of microbial lesions
is clear in the form of brown spots (Figure 2). Microbial swabs were cultured on plates
of cellulose, protein and nutrient agar media. Regarding isolation and purification, the
growths that presented in the Petri dishes were taken separately and cultured on the same
previous media in order to obtain the microorganisms in pure forms to complete the steps
of characterization.

 

Figure 2. Collecting swabs from the mummy.

Microbial colonies that grew on the incubated plates were sub-cultured into separate
fresh sterile cellulose agar and nutrient agar plates and then incubated to obtain pure
cultures of causative microorganisms. The purified isolates were kept in slants and stored
for characterization. Identification of all microbial isolates was carried out at the Laboratory
of Microbiology, Grand Egyptian Museum, Ministry of Antiquities with optical microscopy
and with sequencing of rRNA genes at Solgent Company, South Korea.
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Bacterial identification was performed with a molecular approach. Bacterial isolates
were cultured in sterile test tubes containing 10 mL of nutrient broth medium [27]. Cultures
were incubated at 28 ◦C for 48 h. A small amount of bacterial culture was scraped by sterile
spatula suspended in 100 μL of sterile distilled water in 2 mL of sterile vials and boiled at
100 ◦C for 15 min. Bacterial DNA was extracted and isolated using SolGent purification
bead. Prior to sequencing, the ribosomal rRNA gene was amplified using the polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) technique in which two universal bacterial primers 27F (forward)
and 1492R (reverse) and were incorporated in the reaction mixture. Primers used for gene
amplification have the following composition: 27F(5′AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG) and
1492R(5′TACGGYTACCTTGTTACGACTT).

The purified PCR products (amplicons) were reconfirmed using a size nucleotide
marker (100 base pairs) by electrophoreses on 1% agarose gel. Then, these bands were
eluted and sequenced with the incorporation of dideoxynucleotides (dd NTPs) in the
reaction mixture. Each sample was sequenced in the sense and antisense directions using
the same primers [28]. Sequences was further analyzed using Basic Local Alignment Search
Tool (BLAST) from the National Center of Biotechnology Information (NCBI) website.
Phylogenetic analysis of sequences was done with the help of Meg Align (DNA Star)
software version 5.05. Identification of bacterial isolates was done by sequencing of rRNA
genes at the Solgent Company, South Korea.

Fungal isolates can be identified with different methods (morphological, molecular
approach and biochemical), but the molecular approach was used because of its high
accuracy compared to the other methods. Fungal isolates were cultivated in Petri plates
containing 20 mL of Czapek’s yeast extract agar with 20% sucrose (CY20S) medium at
28 ◦C for 7 days [29]. A small amount of fungal culture was scraped by sterile spatula
suspended in 100 μL sterile distilled water in 2ml sterile vials and boiled at 100 ◦C for
15 min. Fungal DNA was extracted and isolated using SolGent purification bead. Prior to
sequencing, the ribosomal rRNA gene was amplified using the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) technique in which two universal fungal primers were sequenced with ITS1 and
ITS4 primers [30], which were incorporated in the reaction mixture. Primers used for gene
amplification have the following composition: ITS1 (5′-TCCGTAGGTGAACCTGCGG3′)
and ITS4 (5′-TCC TCCGCTTATTGATATGC-3′) for fungi.

The purified PCR products (amplicons) were reconfirmed using a size nucleotide
marker (100 base pairs) by electrophoreses on 1% agarose gel. The amplicons were se-
quenced with the incorporation of dideoxynucleotides (dd NTPs) in the reaction mixture.
Sequences were further analyzed using Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) from
the National Center of Biotechnology Information (NCBI) website. Phylogenetic analysis
of sequences was done with the help of MegAlign (DNA Star) software version 5.05. Iden-
tification of fungal isolates was done by sequencing of rRNA gene at the Solgent Company,
South Korea.

In order to determine cellulose (s) and protease activity of the isolated microorganisms
we used the following steps:

• Enzyme Production

Production was carried out in 250 mL conical flasks. Each contained 100 mL of the
production medium for producing cellulase and protease enzymes and the main source
of carbon (sucrose) was replaced with 10g of cellulose and 10 g of gelatin, respectively.
Flasks were sterilized at 121 ◦C for 15 min. After that, cooling inoculated with 2 ml of
standard inoculums of each isolate. The inoculated flasks were incubated at 28–30 ◦C for
the proper time. At the end of the incubation period, the liquid cultures were centrifuged
at 3000 RPM for 15 min. The supernatant was taken for determination of enzyme (cellulase
and protease) activity as described below.

• Enzymes Assay

The cup plate clearing zone technique (CCZ) was used for assaying activities of
cellulase and protease enzymes. The procedure was carried out by pouring 20 mL aliquots
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of the detection medium [31] into a sterile Petri dish and it was then allowed to solidify. A
sterile cork borer (15 mm diameter) was used to make three cups in each plate and 0.1 mL
of the supernatant (cell free enzyme) of each isolate was placed into the three cups. Plates
were incubated at 30 ◦C for 24 h after which the plates were flooded with a Lugol’s iodine
solution to assay cellulose and with an acid mercuric chloride solution for protease assay.
Enzyme activities were compared based on the diameter (mm) of clear zone.

2.2.1. Determine Minimal Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) of Antimicrobial Agents against
the Isolated Microorganisms

The three substances categories microcides chosen were: nano material, plant extract
and chemical antimicrobial (ZnO NPs, Ceratophyllum demersum and 4-chloro-m-crysol)
prepared to determine their minimal inhibitory concentrations. A stock solution of each
microcide was prepared by dissolving 1 g/L ethyl alcohol (95%) in the case of 4-chloro-m-
crysol and nano zinc oxide and 1 mL/L of ethyl alcohol (95%) in the case of Ceratophyllum
demersum. Gradient concentrations of each microcide (400, 500, 600 and 700 ppm) were
prepared by diluting the stock solution with alcohol.

One milliliter of spore suspension was spread on nutrient agar and Dox’s agar plate.
The controls were the solvents used for every extract. Plates were left to be dry. A cork
borer was used to make three pores in each plate and 100 μL of the three concentrations
was added for each microcide materials. Concentrations start with 400 ppm/100 mL. The
zones of growth inhibition around the wells were measured after 18 to 24 h of incubation at
37 ◦C for bacteria and 48 to 96 h for fungi at 28 ◦C. The sensitivities of the microorganism
species to the test substances were determined by the sizes of inhibition zones (including
the diameter of well) on the agar surface around the wells. Values less than 15 mm were
considered as not active against microorganisms compared to control plates that used ethyl
alcohol (dissolvent solution of microcides) alone.

2.2.2. Evaluate Treatment for Isolated Microorganisms from Mummy

Microbial growth was examined by taking of swabs from each treated plates after
48 h, 3 months and 6 months. The swabs were cultured in Dox’s medium for fungi and
Nutrient agar for bacteria. A concentration of the best microcide will be used.

3. Results

3.1. Identification of the Microbial Isolates
3.1.1. Optical Microscope Identification

The resulting microbial colonies were subjected to preliminary characterization de-
pending on the type of organism, as mentioned previously. The following genera were
identified: bacillus, coccus and Rhizopus (Table 1 and Figures 3 and 4).

     
Bacillus megaterium Microbacterium imperiale Kocuria turfanensis Bacillus jeotgali Micrococcus luteus 

Figure 3. Bacteria isolated from mummy with optical microscope at 1000× magnification.

Based on the results, it can be seen that the genus bacillus was the dominant genus
in seven sites having 33.3% of the total bacterial isolates and the genus Rhizopus was the
dominant genus in seven sites having 55.2% of the total fungal isolates.
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Monascus pallens Rhizopus oryzae 

Figure 4. Fungi isolated of mummy with optical microscope at 400× magnification.

Table 1. Isolated microorganisms grow on different media (cellulose, protein and nutrient agar).

Swab Cite
Media Used

Cellulose Agar Protein Agar Nutrient Agar

Head Fungus 1
Rhizopus oryzae

G+ve Shortbacilli
spore former1

G+ve Shortbacilli
spore former2

Microbacillus spp.

Wig Microbacillus spp.
Fungus 1

Microbacillus spp.
G+ve Shortbacilli

spore former3

G+ve Shortbacilli
spore former3

Rib cage Rhizopus oryzae G+ve Shortbacilli
spore former2

G+ve Shortbacilli
spore former4

Microbacillus spp.

Abdominal and
pelvic cavity Fungus 1 Microbacillus spp.

G+ve Shortbacilli
spore former3

Micrococus spp.

Right leg Rhizopus oryzae
Microbacillus spp.
G+ve Shortbacilli

spore former1

G+ve Shortbacilli
spore former3

Left leg Rhizopus oryzae
Microbacillus spp.

G+ve Shortbacilli
spore former3

G+ve Shortbacilli
spore former4

G+ve Shortbacilli
spore former3

Microbacillus spp.

Mouth Rhizopus oryzae
Fungus 1 Micrococus spp.

G+ve Shortbacilli
spore former2

Micrococus spp.

3.1.2. rRNA Sequencing Identification

Based on the results in Tables 2 and 3, it was found that the bacterial isolates were
identified according to thew molecular approach by 16S rRNA sequencing analysis com-
pared with closely related strains accessed from the Gen Bank, such as Bacillus jeotgali,
Kocuria turfanensis, Microbacterium imperial, Micrococcus luteu and Bacillus megaterium. Fun-
gal isolates were identified according to the molecular approach by ITS region of rDNA
sequencing analysis and compared with closely related strains accessed from the Gen Bank,
such as Monascus pallens and Rhizopus oryzae.

3.2. Determination of Cellulases and Protease Produced by the Isolated Microorganisms by Cup
Plate Technique

Data recorded in Table 4 and illustrated by Figure 5 indicate that the tested microor-
ganisms proved the various abilities to produce the cellulases and protease enzymes.
Microorganisms are different in the degree of decomposition of proteins and cellulose. The
tabulated data show the highest activity of cellulolytic activity observed in Bacillus jeotgali
and a highest activity of proteolytic activity observed in Microbacterium imperial.
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Table 2. Identification of bacterial isolates obtained from deteriorated mummy by 16S rRNA sequenc-
ing analysis compared with closely related strains accessed from the Gen Bank.

Swab Cite Identification

Closely Related Microbial Strains Accessed
from Gen Bank

Strain No. Accession No. Similarity

Head
Bacillus jeotgali YKJ-10 NR025060T 99.93%

Kocuria turfanensis HO-9042 NR043899T 88.22%
Microbacterium imperiale DSM 20530 NR026161T 99.86%

Wig Microbacterium imperiale DSM 20530 NR026161T 99.86%
Bacillus jeotgali YKJ-10 NR025060T 99.93%

Rib cage Microbacterium imperiale DSM 20530 NR026161T 99.86%
Bacillus jeotgali YKJ-10 NR025060T 99.93%

Abdominal and
pelvic cavity

Microbacterium imperial DSM 20530 NR026161T 99.86%
Micrococcus luteu MB5 MH450098 99.71%
Bacillus jeotgali YKJ-10 NR025060T 99.93%

Right leg
Bacillus megaterium NBRC 15308 =

ATCC 14581 NR112636T 100%

Microbacterium imperial DSM 20530 NR026161T 99.86%
Kocuria turfanensis HO-9042 NR043899T 88.22%

Left leg
Microbacterium imperial DSM 20530 NR026161T 99.86%

Bacillus jeotgali YKJ-10 NR025060T 99.93%

Bacillus megaterium NBRC 15308 =
ATCC 14581 NR112636T 100%

Mouth
Bacillus jeotgali YKJ-10 NR025060T 99.93%

Micrococcus luteus MB5 MH450098 99.71%

Table 3. Identification fungal isolates obtained from deteriorated mummy ITS region of rDNA
sequencing analysis compared with closely related strains accessed from the Gen Bank.

Scheme Identification

Closely Related Microbial Strains Accessed
from Gen Bank

Strain No. Accession No. Similarity

Head
Monascus pallens IMI 356820 GU733328 100%
Rhizopus oryzae IDI 354840 GU732332 99.88%

Wig Microbacterium imperial DSM 20530 NR026161T 99.86%
Monascus pallens IMI 356820 GU733328 100%

Rib cage Rhizopus oryzae IDI 354840 2GU732332 99.88%

Abdominal and
pelvic cavity Monascus pallens IMI 356820 GU733328 100%

Right leg Rhizopus oryzae IDI 354840 GU732332 99.88%

Left leg Microbacterium imperial DSM 20530 NR026161T 99.86%
Rhizopus oryzae IDI 354840 GU732332 99.88%

Mouth
Monascus pallens IMI 356820 GU733328 100%
Rhizopus oryzae IDI 354840 GU732332 99.88%

3.3. The MIC of Isolated Micro-Organisms

In this part of the study, the three microcides were applied to the isolated microor-
ganisms to determine the MIC. Nano zinc oxide showed no response at various concen-
trations (400, 500 and 600 ppm/100 mL) in all isolates, except for at the concentration
700 ppm/100 mL that showed a response to all isolates. Thus, it could be reported that
using nano zinc oxide at concentrations of 700 ppm/100 mL gave the diameter of a clear
zone that ranged from 18–25 mm.
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Table 4. Determine of cellulases and protease produced by the isolated microorganisms using cup
plate technique.

Microbial Isolates
Diameter of Clearing Zone (mm)

Cellulases Protease

Monascus pallens 23 22
Rhizopus oryzae 24 21
Bacillus jeotgali 28 27

Kocuria turfanensis 19 20
Microbacterium imperial 26 32

Micrococcus luteus 24 25
Bacillus megaterium 22 21
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Figure 5. Cellulase(s) and protease produced by isolated microorganisms using cup plate technique.

Natural substance plant extract (Ceratophyllum demersum) had a good response at
600 ppm/100 mL concentration, which gave a response in all isolates. Therefore, it could
be reported that using a natural substance at 600 ppm/100 mL gave the diameter of a clear
zone ranging from 25–48 mm.

In the case of 4-chloro-m-cresol, no response could be detected at 400 ppm/100 mL
concentration of all isolated microorganisms. It showed a response at 500 ppm/100 mL
with most isolated microorganisms, but the good response was at 600 ppm/100 mL, where
the diameter of a clear zone ranged from 24–45 mm.

These data can be used to recommend the best concentrations of a specific microbicide
for the microbial treatment of an infected mummy. For instance, a natural substance plant
extract (Ceratophyllum demersum) at 600 ppm/100 mL is sufficient to inhibit all isolated
microorganisms followed by 4-chloro-m-cresol at 600 ppm/100 mL and Nano zinc oxide at
700 ppm/100 mL. These results are listed in Table 5 and shown in Figures 6 and 7.

3.4. Evaluation of Different Methods for Treatment of Deteriorated Mummy

The plant extract was the best to be applied using the fumigation method (30 mL/m3).
A concentration of 600 ppm/100 mL of plant extract was used to inhibit microbial growth
on the mummy. Microbial growth was examined by taking of swabs from each treated
specimen after 48 h, 3 months and 6 months. The swabs were cultured in Dox’s agar
medium for fungi and Nutrient agar for bacteria (Table 6).
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Table 5. Determine inhibition zone (mm) of microbial species grown on Czapek agar and Nutrient
agar as affected by three microcides: nano zinc oxide, natural plant extract (Ceratophyllum demersum)
and 4-chloro-m-cresol.

Microorganisms

Inhibition Zone by mm at Different Concentrations (ppm/100 mL).

Nano Zinc Oxide Plant Extract 4-chloro-m-cresol

400 500 600 700 400 500 600 400 500 600

Monascus pallens 0 0 0 18 0 20 37 0 25 35
Rhizopus oryzae 0 0 0 25 0 30 48 0 30 45
Bacillus jeotgali 0 0 0 18 0 0 28 0 0 27

Kocuria
turfanensis 0 0 0 22 0 27 40 0 25 28

Microbacterium
imperial 0 0 0 21 0 19 25 0 20 24

Micrococcus luteus 0 0 0 22 0 33 43 0 25 32
Bacillus

megaterium 0 0 0 21 0 25 36 0 25 33

Microorganisms 
Inhibition zone by mm at different concentrations (ppm/100 mL). 

Nano zinc oxide Plant extract p-chloro-m-cresol
(400:700 ppm/100) (400:600 ppm/100) (400:600 ppm/100) 

Bacillus jeotgali 

Kocuria turfanensis 

Microbacterium imperial 

Micrococcus luteus 

Bacillus megaterium 

Figure 6. Effect of the three microcides: nano zinc oxide, natural plant extract (Ceratophyllum
demersum) and 4-chloro-m-cresol on bacteria isolated from the mummy.
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Microorganisms 
Inhibition zone by mm at different concentrations (ppm/100 mL).  

Nano zinc oxide Plant extract p-chloro-m-cresol 
(400:700 ppm/100) (400:600 ppm/100) (400:600 ppm/100) 

Monascus pallens 

   

Rhizopus oryzae 

   

Figure 7. Effect of the three microcides: nano zinc oxide, natural plant extract (Ceratophyllum demersum) and 4-chloro-m-
cresol on fungi isolated from the mummy.

Table 6. The effect of applying Ceratophyllum demersum at (600 ppm/100 mL) on microbial growth
isolated from mummy.

Growth Detection Time
Growth of the Infectious Isolates after Treatment with

(Ceratophyllum demersum L.) at 600 ppm/100 mL

48 h No Growth
3 Month No Growth
6 Month No Growth

4. Discussion

Results show that the concentration 500 ppm/100 mL of nano zinc oxide does not
have any effect, but the plant extract had the highest inhibition zone with most isolated
microorganisms. In the concentration of 600 ppm/100 mL, there is no response for nano
zinc oxide as well, although the plant extract and chemical microcide have a good inhibition
zone. Therefore, nano zinc oxide in the concentration 700 ppm/100 mL was compared to a
concentration of 600 ppm/100 mL of the for natural Plant extract (Ceratophyllum demersum)
and chemical microcide, 4-chloro-m-cresol (Figures 8 and 9).
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4-chloro-m-cresol

Figure 8. Comparison of the inhibition zone (mm) of microbial species grown on Czapek agar and Nutrient agar as affected
by the 500 ppm/100 mL concentration of three microcides: nano zinc oxide, Ceratophyllum demersum and 4-chloro-m-cresol.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the inhibition zone (mm) of microbial species grown on Czapek agar and Nutrient agar as
affected by the 700 ppm/100 mL nano zinc oxide and 600 ppm/100 mL concentration of Ceratophyllum demersum and
4-chloro-m-cresol.

The chemical microcide (4-chloro-m-cresol), applied by brush or spray, could be
concentrated in places and forgotten in others. This material could have an effect on the
restorer’s health if they do not wear a mask. For that reason, the chemical microcide
(4-chloro-m-cresol) was not used. The nano material (ZnO NPs) is safer than 4-chloro-m-
cresol for the restorer, but could be also concentrated in some places and cause a whitening
of the mummy’s appearance, especially if the mummy does not have wrapped linen.

Natural plant extracts (Ceratophyllum demersum) are used by fumigation in closed areas.
A tent from polyethylene (plastic) was made and the mummy was put inside to be treated.
Then, determining the volume of the tent in cubic meters and the corresponding volume of
the plant extract is put into a Petri dish at the ratio of 30 mL/m3. After that, the tent was
sealed and left for 48 h. Microbial growth was examined by taking swabs from each treated
specimen after 48 h, 3 months and 6 months. The swabs were cultured in Dox’s medium for
fungi and Nutrient agar for bacteria. This fumigation method is the best for archaeological
objects that have many details, such as the screaming mummy. This mummy does not have
wrapped linen strips. In addition, the Ceratophyllum demersum does not cause any change
to the archaeological material’s color and does not harm the restorer’s health. This result is
similar to the treatment of rare books [32].

5. Conclusions

The ancient mummies preserved in the Egyptian Museum store deteriorated due to
the poor level of preservation conditions. Microorganisms isolated from the screaming
mummy were identified based on ribosomal RNA analysis. Results show the presence of
bacteria: Bacillus jeotgali, Kocuria turfanensis, Microbacterium imperial, Micrococcus luteus and
Bacillus megaterium. The fungi are Monascus pallens and Rhizopus oryzae.

The isolated microorganisms produced activity in cellulose and protease enzymes
that can cause biodeterioration of ancient mummies. The comparison between the three
types of microcides material showed that the plant extract, Ceratophyllum demersum, at
a concentration of 600 ppm/100 mL is the best. It is sufficient to inhibit all isolated
microorganisms.
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Abstract: In the course of the last ten years, the North Kharga Oasis–Darb Ain Amur Survey team,
led by Salima Ikram (American University in Cairo), has been exploring a network of interconnected
desert paths in Egypt’s Western Desert, known as Darb Ain Amur. These marked paths run between
Kharga Oasis and Dakhla Oasis, linking them to Darb el-Arbain, a notorious caravan route facilitating
contacts between Egypt and sub-Saharan Africa since prehistoric times. Ancient travelers using the
Darb Ain Amur spent several days in the midst of the Western Desert and were thus forced to use areas
around sandstone rock outcrops as makeshift stopovers or camping sites. During these much-needed
breaks, ancient travelers identified accessible, inscribable surfaces on the towering sandstone massifs
and left on them their personalized markings. In this essay, I examine two short rock graffiti carved
by such travelers in a site north of Kharga Oasis, focusing on the types of information one may extract
from such ancient epigraphic materials.

Keywords: graffiti; epigraphy; desert travel; Kharga Oasis; ancient Egypt

1. Introduction

Daring to cross the sea of sand that filled the space between Kharga Oasis and Dakhla
Oasis in Egypt’s Western Desert, ancient travelers had to stay on desert routes that were
marked by a number of visible testimonies to earlier travelers’ usage. One of these testi-
monies was graffiti carved on sandstone massifs’ smooth surfaces. In this essay, I use a
case study out of the rich corpus of ancient Egyptian rock graffiti carved by travelers who
crossed these parts of the Western Desert as an opportunity to discuss the different types
of information one may extract from such epigraphic materials. The selected two ancient
rock graffiti come from the site of a sandstone massif that the North Kharga Oasis–Darb
Ain Amur Survey team (henceforth NKODAAS) has christened “Hula Rock”. NKODAAS
has been exploring this area since 2005, documenting and recording different monumental
and non-monumental sites on the Darb Ain Amur, a network of paths connecting Kharga
Oasis to Dakhla Oasis and beyond [1,2].

Hula Rock lies approximately 34 km northwest of Kharga town and its sandstone
massif runs 365 m long (Figure 1). It is situated on the Darb Ain Amur, a network of marked
desert paths that begin at Ain Lebekha and end at Ain Amur, sites in which temples were
built during the fourth century CE and were abandoned about a century afterwards [3].
The site was first discovered by NKODAAS in 2007 and was revisited on 22 December
2012. During the second visit, the team was able to photograph and hand-copy the two
rock graffiti discussed here.

Hula Rock includes several accessible wide surfaces inviting graffiti carving on both
its northwest and east faces. In addition, on the east face there is a large break in the rock,
which could serve as a shelter and thus, perhaps attracted travelers’ attention (Figure 2).
Very close to the “shelter”, NKODAAS has discovered two sets of carved one-meter-long
cascading lines, which are somewhat visible at the center of Figure 2. These enigmatic
carvings, which look like hula skirts (hence the name Hula Rock), are unique and cannot be
linked with any certainty to a specific function or message [4].

Heritage 2021, 4, 2253–2260. https://doi.org/10.3390/heritage4030127 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/heritage
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Figure 1. Map showing the location of Hula Rock (map courtesy of Nicholas Warner/NKODAAS).

 

Figure 2. A view of Hula Rock’s east side showing the “shelter” and the figural graffito with the
cascading lines (image courtesy of NKODAAS).

The site’s scattered surface ceramic evidence has been dated to the Roman era (specifi-
cally to the fourth and fifth centuries CE), while there are also a few traces of New Kingdom
shards [4]. The presence of the latter supports the assumed New Kingdom dates for both
rock graffiti presented here, which have been based on paleographic parallels with papyro-
logical hieratic sources (see notes 7 and 8 below).

It is, finally, worth noting that Hula Rock was visited on 1 June 1916 by A. Keatc and
E. Graham, a visit that was recorded by two graffiti on the rock’s east face. This visit took
place two months before one or more Australian mounted units (probably belonging to
the Egyptian Expeditionary Force) passed by Ain Amur. Given the troublesome times
of World War I, it is doubtful that these two men were simply having a pleasant stroll in
these desolate parts of the Western Desert. Instead, like their camel-riding colleagues, they
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too were probably members of military units using these alternative desert highways to
travel northwards, where the British-led Egypt Expeditionary Force would be engaged in
significant battles later that year [5] (pp. 15–32).

2. The Rock Graffiti

Hula Rock 1 (Figures 3 and 4) was carved on the rock’s northwest face, 1.81 m above
current ground level. It consists of a single horizontal line in cursive hieroglyphs [6], which
measures 23 cm in length and 17 in maximum height. Hula Rock 1 reads:

rwDw Hrj 
Agent Hori. 

 

Figure 3. Hula Rock 1 (image courtesy of NKODAAS).

Figure 4. Hula Rock 1′s traced copy produced by NKODAAS.

Hori’s title was spelled with signs T12 and D40 [7] (p. 43). Sign T12 ( ) included a re-
markably elongated string, resembling its hieratic papyrological version attested in Papyrus
Ebers, thus perhaps suggesting a Dynasty 18 date for the graffito (i.e., 1550–1292 BCE) [8]
(volume 2, p. 7, sign no. 83). Hori’s name was spelled with signs G5, M17, and A1. The

upper part of sign A1 ( ) is not visible, because the rock surface there is broken.
Hula Rock 2 (Figures 5 and 6) was carved on the rock’s northwest face, 170 cm east of

Hula Rock 1 and 1.92 m above current ground level. It consists of a single horizontal line
in hieratic and measures 58 cm in length and 17 in maximum height. Hula Rock 2 reads:
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zXAw an-stX 
Scribe An-Seth 

 

Figure 5. Hula Rock 2 (image courtesy of NKODAAS).

Figure 6. Hula Rock 2′s traced copy produced by NKODAAS.

An-Seth’s title was spelled with the hieratic version of sign Y4. His name was spelled
with the hieratic versions of signs D36, N35, D6, and E21. Note that the hieratic version of
sign D6 ( ), which commonly replaced the hieroglyphic spelling of an with signs D7 or
D8, included an X sign inside the eye. The vertical line over this sign’s eyebrow resembles
hieratic papyrological versions dated to Dynasty 18 or Dynasty 22 [8] (volume 2, p. 7, sign
no. 83 and volume 3, p. 7, sign no. 83).

As somewhat visible in Figure 5, Hula Rock 2 is preceded by a 29 cm long carving
of the Seth animal (sign E21:

g
), which, based on its carving style and depth, does not

seem to have been produced by An-Seth himself.

3. Discussion

At first glance, the two pharaonic rock graffiti examined here might seem too brief
to contribute to NKODAAS’s investigation of the desert routes in North Kharga: they,
essentially, record the fleeting presence of two male Egyptian travelers of notable social
status, with no reference to particular travel circumstances or to the graffiti’s Sitz im Leben.
Thus, what information can one possibly deduce from such laconic travel records?

NKODAAS’s approach to interpreting ancient Egyptian rock graffiti revolves around
the idea that the graffiti were carved at a specific time and on a specific rock surface in order
to communicate one or more messages that given their unrestrained exposure to the eyes of
passers-by, transcended the sociocultural context of meaning in which their carver operated,
generating multiple interpretations. In other words, although an epigrapher’s undying
wish is to lay hands on the originally intended message of such a communication effort,
NKODAAS’s publication of such epigraphic materials attempts to offer various interpretive
options whose variability depends on the ancient audience’s potential reception of them.
In the case of the two Hula Rock graffiti, this means that they could have potentially been
considered as texts, as pictorial symbols, and/or as travel markers.
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As texts, these rock graffiti publicized the two carvers’ position/occupation and
personal names. Hori’s title is conventionally translated as “agent” or “emissary”. Its
translation is debatable and the attestations of this term point toward a generic meaning,
used for positions in a variety of administrative contexts, such as the royal palace or the
royal harem [7] (p. 43), [9] (p. 464), [10] (p. 114). In the case of Egypt’s Western Desert,
this title might have had specific connotations: apart from being a standard member of
pharaonic expeditionary teams, such an agent was probably responsible for supervising
frontier lands and maintaining the borders or managing temple estates that were far
from the temples themselves [11] (p. 337), [12] (p. 107). If one contrasts the example
from Parrenefer’s New Kingdom stela from Abydos, in which his comparable title read
rwDw m pr wsjr m wHAt rsyt “agent of the domain of Osiris in the Southern Oasis” [13]
(p. 4), one may notice how Hori’s reference is much vaguer and more succinct.

Why did Hori, following the example of many other pharaonic carvers who also
omitted details such as their positions’ institutional or geographical affiliations, not specify
his occupational affiliations? One can only speculate that such details were not required
in informal texts such as these rock graffiti, that their carvers did not have the luxury of
time and space to carve longer texts that included more information, or that their carvers
assumed their intended immediate audiences would have been able to guess or would
have not cared about such information. Hori’s decision to imitate the example of previous
travelers who carved textual messages on these desert routes was an important testimony
to his wish to be part of desert travelers’ micro-culture, a membership that to some extent
facilitated the communication of his graffito’s message.

In any case, Hori’s title was usually connected to an institution and thus, his visit was
probably part of an official mission, a piece of historical information that suggests local or
national institutions, such as the temple of Seth in nearby Dakhla Oasis or State authorities,
were active in this region of the Western Desert. If NKODAAS’s assumptions that Hori
probably visited Hula Rock during New Kingdom’s Dynasty 18 are correct, then one may
correlate his presence with other evidence from Kharga Oasis attesting to especially Theban
interest in this area [14], [12] (p. 107). This proves how crucial the dating of such rock
graffiti is for historically contextualizing and understanding their messages, as well as for
allowing NKODAAS to identify the historical usage of Darb Ain Amur’s network of desert
routes [15].

Like Hori, An-Seth, too, omitted any details about his occupation as a scribe. His title
was extremely common in desert graffiti, since scribes were usually members of traveling
teams and as teams’ literati, were the best candidates for writing out (and reading out for
everyone) [16] (p. 7) such textual messages. In fact, our team, along with other scholars
who have examined Egyptian scribes’ status, have toyed with the idea that this was perhaps
not an actual title, referring to a specific official position, but an informal indication of the
carver’s literacy, which in the context of a society with low literacy rates, probably marked
a high status [17,18].

In addition to occupational titles, both pharaonic travelers, as was the case with
approximately 90% of the textual rock graffiti from North Kharga, publicized their personal
names: in the case of the Hula Rock graffiti, “Hori”, which meant “s/he who belongs
to Horus”, and “An-Seth”, which can be translated “Seth is beautiful”. Hori’s name has
been attested for both women and men in sources dating from the Middle Kingdom (i.e.,
roughly 2030–1650 BCE) onwards, being especially common during the New Kingdom (i.e.,
1550–1077 BCE) [19] (p. 251.8). An-Seth’s name, on the other hand, has not been attested so
far elsewhere. There were, however, similar New Kingdom and Late Period compound
names referring to female deities, such as Bastet and Mut [19] (p. 61,11 and p. 61.8), but
none mentioning male deities, such as Seth.

Theophoric names such as Hori and An-Seth’s could have hinted at a family’s religious
orientations or geographical affiliations, although one cannot be certain about such direct
correlations [20]. After all, An-Seth decided to associate his textual graffito with a pictorial
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version of the Seth animal, a further hint at his effort to invoke his deity of preference, who
was a well-known protector of Egypt’s oases and desert areas [21] (pp. 105–106).

As images, such rock graffiti could also appeal to audiences who were illiterate or
semi-literate in the hieroglyphic and hieratic scripts. Such travelers could have recognized
specific signs, especially those whose cursive version was not very far from the hieroglyphic
rendering—e.g., the falcon sign (G5) in Hula Rock 1 or the eye sign (D6) in Hula Rock 2.
Such signs were sometimes targeted by image-focused visitors, either positively, as they
attempted to replicate them in their own hands or negatively, as they tried to destroy them.
In fact, NKODAAS has discovered at the site of Amun Rock a conspicuous example of the
latter type of treatment: in the case of the rock graffito Amun Rock 9, subsequent visitors
tried to destroy its eye hieroglyph [22].

Interestingly, as noted above, An-Seth’s graffito was carved right next to a figural
graffito depicting the hybrid animal that represented the god Seth, although there were
plenty of other free spots on that rock surface to choose from. One cannot be sure which of
the graffiti were carved first at Hula Rock. If An-Seth carved Hula Rock 2 after that figural
graffito, then one may presume that An-Seth deliberately tried to notionally connect his
message to Seth’s invocation, suggesting that he, too, wanted to contribute to the figural
graffito’s effort to communicate with that desert deity, or that An-Seth tried to make his
graffito more visible or attractive by positioning it next to a conspicuous and perhaps
appealing picture. After all, Hula Rock is located relatively close to Seth Rock, a site that
included several invocations of the god Seth, possibly serving as his vernacular shrine [21].
Alternatively, if the figural graffito was carved after Hula Rock 2, then one could assume
that the figural graffito’s carver wanted to make his graffito more visible and attractive,
associating it with a well-executed text that incidentally included the picture of a Seth
animal [23].

Finally, ancient or more recent travelers, regardless of their levels of literacy in the
Egyptian language or of their understanding of such rock graffiti’s textual meaning or
pictorial symbolism, could have interpreted them as sheer markers of other travelers’
fleeting presence. As such, these rock graffiti assured those who spotted them on the
massifs that they were on a path that has been trodden earlier. They functioned, in other
words, as desert alamat “signposts” [24], helping future travelers navigate these parts of
Egypt’s Western Desert.

The manners in which such rock graffiti have probably been received and preserved
in the course of time are also delicately connected to issues of political power or cultural
heritage. In the context of Darb Ain Amur’s network of paths that have been used in the
past by both Egyptian and non-Egyptian travelers, such graffiti indirectly propagated and
confirmed Egyptian State’s presence and control over these desert regions, as much as
Roman authorities advertised their local presence through the establishment of forts and
other monumental sites [25]. Later audiences possibly have also perceived such ancient
graffiti as artifacts of ancient Egyptian heritage and thus, their treatment depended on
these audiences’ views of Egypt’s earlier history and culture. In that respect, it is very
possible that Mr. Graham and Mr. Keatc added their own graffiti on Hula Rock, at least
3100 years after Hori’s visit, because they were attracted by the very presence of ancient
Egyptian graffiti there and wished to associate themselves with an ancient heritage they
knew about and appreciated.

4. Conclusions

Overall, communicating as texts, images, or signposts, rock graffiti like Hula Rock
1 and 2 added their voices to the muted interactions of all desert travelers who chose to
carve messages on such rocks. In this way, they much resemble modern graffiti that, as
defined by the art historian Franco Speroni, can be considered as expressions of connected
individualities [26]. By imitating earlier desert travelers’ textual and pictorial conventions,
Hori and An-Seth participated in a “public forum” in which one traveler’s personal identity
and status was compared to, and associated with, another member of this travelers’ micro-
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culture. The sustained flow of information between carved messages probably created
a safety net that eased desert travelers’ discomfort by making them feel as important
contributors to the ongoing efforts to make Western Desert’s terrain more hospitable and
more navigable.

The NKODAAS team continues its work toward publishing the rock graffiti discovered
north of Kharga Oasis, expanding, thus, the corpus of recorded ancient travelers’ graffiti.
Among other things, NKODAAS’s forthcoming publication will include discussions about
rock graffiti’s relationships with informal and formal inscriptions from Egypt and about
the manners in which the ancient carvers of these graffiti constructed their public identities.
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Abstract: The Bekaa Valley, Lebanon, is famous worldwide due to the magnificent temple of He-
liopolitan Jupiter at Baalbek. In recent years, new research revived the interest in the unsolved
problems posed by the Baalbek monuments, including original dating and construction phases,
relationships with the landscape, and nature of the cult practiced. In a preliminary paper, we used
archaeoastronomy to propose that the project of the Temple of Jupiter was a unified one conceived
under Herod the Great, and that the cult was strongly connected to the renewal of the seasonal cycles.
Here, we extend and confirm this analysis considering the other temples of the Baalbek proper and
the three prominent sanctuaries which lie in the Bekaa Valley on the way to Baalbek from Berytus,
showing the existence of an orientation custom which appears to originate in Baalbek and to inform
all these sacred places.

Keywords: archaeoastronomy; Temple of Jupiter Heliopolitanus; Roman temples of Lebanon

1. Introduction

The Bekaa valley (Figure 1) develops for some 120 Km between Mount Lebanon to
the west and the Anti-Lebanon chain to the east. At the end of the Seleucid Kingdom, the
area fell into the hands of a local dynasty, the Iturean tetrarchs of Chalkis. The Roman
influence in the area started with Pompey, but the tetrarchs remained in charge up to the
end of the first century AD, when the foundation of a Roman colony in Berytus, the future
Beirut, occurred (14 BC). It is difficult to ascertain with accuracy the exact boundaries of
the colony, but there is no doubt that the valley was since then under Roman control, either
directly or through the local colonial administration [1].

Between the end of the first century BC and the mid-second century AD, the valley
became, for unknown reasons, a very important sacred place where huge temples and
sanctuaries were constructed. Among them, by far the most important is the Temple
of Jupiter Heliopolitanus, located in Baalbek at a very ideal centre of the valley. This
temple is the is the core of a complex which included at least four other temples: the
so-called Temples of Bacchus, of the Muses, of Venus, and a (today destroyed) Temple
of Mercury. Other important, connected monuments we consider in this work are the
sanctuaries/temples located in the valley along the approach to Baalbek: Niha, Hosn Niha,
and Qsarnaba. This is the first systematic study on the archaeoastronomy of the Roman
Temples in the Bekaa valley, while Roman urban settlements [2,3] and Nabatean tombs and
settlements [4] have been studied.

All the temples of the Bekaa Valley pose problems regarding dating, attribution, and
interpretation, and even the true nature of the cult of Jupiter is still debated (for a recent
overview of the Archaeology of the Bekaa Valley, see [1]). The aim of the present paper is to
apply the approach of modern archaeoastronomy to investigate these and related issues. In
this approach, orientations are studied in context, with the objective of gaining information
on the cult practiced and the chronology of the temples. Our main results are:
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(1) The cult of Jupiter Heliopolitanus had an “agrarian” character related to renewal and
harvesting, contrary to the sometimes claimed “solar” connotations, which instead
turn out to be a possible association with the cult practiced in the so-called Temple of
the Muses.

(2) The cult spread in the valley in the first half of the second century. The attribution of
the large temples constructed in pre-existing sanctuaries (which is as yet unsure) is
shown to be tightly related to that of the main temple as all these buildings belong to
a common orientation family.

 

Figure 1. Positioning of the Bekaa Valley with respect to the Lebanese capital Beirut (upper left) and
the main sites mentioned in the text (Image courtesy of Google Earth, editing by the author).

2. The Temples of the Bekaa Valley

In the present section we give a brief description of the monuments studied in this
paper, namely the Temple of Jupiter and the so-called Temples of Bacchus, of the Muses,
and of Venus in Baalbek (Figure 2) and the sanctuaries of Niha, Hosn Niha, and Qsarnaba
in the Bekaa valley.

2.1. The Temple of Jupiter at Baalbek

The Temple of Jupiter Heliopolitanus was the largest constructed in Roman times,
with a podium comparable in dimensions only with Hadrian’s Temple of Venus and Rome
in the Roman forum, which however is a double temple [5]. The complex develops along
a monumental axis comprising a hexagonal court and Propilea, both built in the second
century AD. The temple proper, which is the most ancient part, measures 48 by 90 m. It
stood up to 48 m high, and its columns, resting directly on the edges of the basement, were
20 m high. The basement of the temple is sometimes called—adopting the terminology of
Kropp and Lohmann [6]—Podium I, and the structure we describe here is consequently
called Podium II. Contrary to my previous works on the subject [7], I came to the conclusion
that this terminology is misleading and should not be used. Therefore, here the temple
basement is appropriately referred to as a podium, while the other structure is likewise
called an external wall (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. The temples of Baalbek (Image courtesy of Google Earth, editing by the author).

 

Figure 3. The southeast side of the Temple of Jupiter. In the foreground, the huge blocks of the external
wall, almost identical in shape and size to those of the Western tunnel in Jerusalem. The podium,
with squared masonry, is also very similar to Herodian walls on the Temple Mount (photograph by
the author).
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The external wall runs at a distance of a few meters from the podium and is strictly
parallel to it, surrounding the three sides and thus forming a giant U-shaped structure. This
wall was built using the superposition of increasingly large stones as the height increases.
These stones are used at the basis, larger stones are present in the second course, and huge
megaliths (about 500 tons each) were used to build the third course. Finally, immense
blocks—around 4 × 4 × 20 m, not less than 800 tons each—were to be placed in the
uppermost course; only the southwest side was however completed, putting in place the
three famous stones which are usually called (somewhat inappropriately) the “trilithon”.
At least three other enormous blocks remain in the quarry some hundreds of meters to the
southwest [8].

Dating of the temple is very controversial, and, in view of the relevance of the mon-
ument in the history of Roman architecture, quite important. The unique aspect which
appears to be relatively sure is that the erection of the columns was almost completed in
the year 60 AD, as a graffito left by stonemasons has been found on one of the column’s
summits suggesting this date [1]. Thus, the final phase of construction—with the erection
of the enormous columns’ drums—belongs to the Julio-Claudian period. Consequently,
the most accepted archaeological viewpoint was that the whole building is Julio-Claudian.
However, the pre-existence of a Hellenistic sanctuary would seem likely, and a recent
architectural analysis of the podium has shown striking similarities to Herodian sanctu-
aries, such as the use of alternating rows of headers and stretchers and the presence of
drafted-margin masonry. In particular, obvious similarities to the Herodian walls at the
Temple Mount at Jerusalem exist, not only in general appearance, but also in proportions
and measures. All in all, it is natural to conclude that the podium was originally built by
Herodian architects [6]. According to the same authors, the external wall postdates the
Herodian phase and was designed to “harmonise” the dimensions to Roman standards.
However, as I have recently pointed out [7], there also exist clamorous analogies with
Herodian buildings for the external wall, in particular between the intermediate course
of megaliths and the one located in the western tunnel in Jerusalem; furthermore, the
“style” of the immense trilithon’s blocks also demonstrates a clear parallel in the Temple
Mount walls, for instance in Barclay’s gate: In both cases the size of the blocks is similar,
and the method of shaping the blocks is also similar. Admitting that the external wall
and the podium were built together would also explain their otherwise inexplicable lack
of structural connection (the alleged Roman enlargement would have been much easier
to obtain by adding masonry to the existing basement) with the intention of building a
covered-gallery ambulacrum in the original project. This might be related to oracular
activities which were held at the temple, as recorded by Macrobius (Saturnalia I.23.14–16)
who states that the Jupiter of Heliopolis announced a bad omen about Trajan’s expedition
in the Parthian Empire. Finally, it would also explain the identical orientation of the two
structures (see Section 4).

As far as the proposal of Herod’s intervention is concerned, it should be recalled that
Baalbek was under Roman rule and not enclosed in Herod’s reign. Since the dismantling
of the Iturean control of the area by the Romans, however, we know from several reports
that Herod the Great, the vassal King of neighbouring Judea, showed keen attention to
the Roman possessions, contributing to relevant architectural projects in various towns
including Berytus and Samaria (renamed by him to Sebaste in honour of Augustus).

Other interesting problems occur when we come to analyse the god worshipped in the
temple, a question of course related to the chronology as well. The god was called Jupiter
Optimus Maximus Heliopolitanus (his name is attested in many sources) and was therefore
a form of the Roman Jupiter. However, his iconography—known from cult statues and
reliefs and described in the unique written texts we have about Baalbek, with Porphyry’s
description reported by Macrobius in the fourth century AD—is very far from that of
“standard” Jupiter [9,10]. The Heliopolitan God is young and beardless, with a vase-shaped
hair volume (Figure 4). Decorations of it vary, but most common are grain ears, although
eagles, sun discs, and others also occur. The attributes are a whip in the raised right hand
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and again grain ears in the lowered left hand. The god is accompanied by two walking
bulls facing the same direction and always wears a sort of tight-fitting robe which exabits
complex, and multi-variated, decorations, although the front side usually has Helios and
Selene in the top register, and a lion head or lion head mask is often depicted at the bottom.

The origin of this curious iconography has been sometimes attributed to tribal, pre-
Roman deities, but there is no known pre-Roman image of this kind, although “standard”
Zeus is documented in Iturean coins [9]. Another traditional interpretation is in terms of a
solar deity, but besides the mysterious toponym “Heliopolis” attributed to Baalbek (the
original Heliopolis of course was the main centre of the cult of the sun god Ra in ancient
Egypt), we do not have any proof whatsoever of such a solar character. To complicate
matters, research has been delayed for years by the idea that a triad of gods—Jupiter, Venus
and Mercury—was actually worshipped in Baalbek trough a syncretism with local deities
(Jupiter with Hadad, an ancient Mesopotamian God of Thunder, and Venus with Atargatis,
a marine deity). Only recently has this idea of a “Heliopolitan Triad” been shown to lack
solid evidence [8].

 
Figure 4. A bronze statuette of Jupiter Heliopolitanus (image in the public domain/Wikimedia
Commons).
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2.2. The Other Baalbek Temples

Parallel and extremely close to the Temple of Jupiter stands the so-called Temple of
Bacchus, another masterpiece of Roman architecture. It is slightly larger than the Parthenon,
with a similar external colonnade. The high staircase with an adyton appears instead to be
of local character and is replicated in other sanctuaries. Its attribution to Bacchus is based on
the interpretation of some of its reliefs and is purely hypothetical. Other decorations seem
to refer to Mercury (but this would give two temples to this deity in Baalbek) yet others to
Venus, not to mention that it may be a second temple dedicated to Jupiter Heliopolitanus.
Its date of construction should be around the first half/middle of the second century [1].

Close to the entrance of the Jupiter complex, a terraced area contains two further
temples [11,12]. The most ancient of the two, today in ruins, is the so-called Temple of
the Muses. The suggested date for this building is the end of the first century BC which
would make it the very first known Baalbek temple. The Temple was pseudoperipteral,
with Corinthian columns inserted in the walls of the cella, following a style present in Italy
and Gaul. Curiously, the temple was built in a depression and was—at least according
to its excavators—regularly flooded up to the summit of the podium, at least until the
construction of an enclosure retaining wall occurred in the second half of the second
century. The axis of the Temple is not parallel to that of the later Temple of Jupiter (see next
section). Attribution of this temple is indirect and very doubtful (it relies only upon an
inscription which prizes a citizen for financing a drainage channel to protect the “Temple
of the Muses”; however, the inscription is located on the neighbouring Temple of Venus,
which—to mention only one of the problems—is also not securely attributed).

The Temple of Venus is a prostyle round Temple built on the same temenos enclosure
of the much earlier Temple of the Muses. It was built on a sort of double podium, but it
had problems of construction and was perhaps never finished. Attribution to Venus is very
poorly grounded (some external niches are decorated with seashells). It is clearly a late
building, perhaps even of the third century AD.

Finally, it is certain that another temple, probably dedicated to Mercury, was located on
a hill called Sheikh Abdallah to the southeast of the Jupiter temple entrance [13]. Nothing
remains of this structure, however, besides a part of a monumental stairway 13 m wide
which ended in a propylon to the temple enclosure.

2.3. The Three Sanctuaries to the South of Baalbek

Some 25–30 Km southwest of Baalbek lie three monumental sanctuaries: Niha, Hosn
Niha, and Qsarnaba [14,15]. They are not located directly in the valley but rather on
its western side. Niha and Hosn Niha appear to have been originally connected with
existing springs; all three are sumptuous buildings, the style and architecture bearing
many similarities to the much more famous Baalbek Temple of Bacchus. The Niha complex
comprises two temples and a sort of altar platform located close to the point in which the
axes of the two Temples cross. Perennial springs are present nearby, and a river flows
between the two. The platform should pre-date the temples, of which the smaller (temple
B) is a tetrastyle prostyle 12 × 27.5 m, built on a levelled terrace. The so-called Great
Temple or Temple A is built on a podium. It is a huge tetrastyle prostyle, 18 by 41 m, with
an adyton shrine. The date of construction of both temples is unsure, but Temple B should
pre-date Temple A, with the latter built in the first half of the second century AD. The
iconography present in the temple (on lintels, walls and altars) is of difficult interpretation.
For instance, a relief shows a man, probably a priest, flanked by two victories and holding
cult objects, perhaps a branch or an ear of corn. In another relief, three figures, including a
priest, attend at a libation or sacrifice. Uniquely, the style clearly recalls the iconography
associated with Jupiter Heliopolitanus, showing close ties with Baalbek. As far as the
specific dedication of the temples is concerned, attribution is unknown, but there exist
hints that the worshipped deities were Hadaranes and Atargatis. In particular, a votive
cippus and a limestone stela have been found, bringing inscriptions honouring a priestess
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of these two deities. Interestingly, on the cippus Hadaranes is represented with a style,
which again directly recalls Jupiter’s iconography.

The complex of Hosn Niha lies close to Niha to the northeast. The sanctuary is located
on a terrace levelled with the help of retaining walls. As in Niha, the focus of attraction is
a “great” temple (temple A), probably built in the early second century in a pre-existing
sacred area which already included a sacred spring and a “small” temple. The small temple
is squared, in antis, with pronaos and cella. The great temple is a tetrastyle prostyle with
Corinthian columns, pronaos, and cella. The temple (dimensions about 14 × 28 mts) lies
on a podium and is accessed through a large, monumental staircase. Huge stones were
used for the walls of the cella. All in all, this temple also shares many similarities with the
so-called Temple of Bacchus at Baalbek and thus with Niha. Some 200 m to the southwest,
the remains of a further building (called the double sanctuary) can be seen. The sanctuary
consists of two rooms, both with a single entrance that faces towards the main sanctuary. In
front of the entrance to the northernmost room are the remains of two altars, each consisting
of a large, squared stone block and an associated top block. Attribution of the Hosn Niha
complex is doubtful, but there exists the possibility of a pair of deities, possible a divine
couple with a deity and consort. As such this raises the possibility that this is another
temple dedicated to Hadaranes and Atargatis, the deities perhaps worshipped at Niha.

The Temple of Qsarnaba is located some 3.2 km northeast of Niha. The temple, similar
to the Great Temple of Niha, is built on a high platform and is reached by a high flight
of steps. The structure is collapsed but originally was a hexastyle prostyle, comprising a
pronaos and a cella with an underground crypt. It is difficult to ascertain if other buildings
were present, due to modern constructions.

3. Orientations of the Temples of the Bekaa Valley

Archaeoastronomy has advanced since the times of the mere and somewhat naive
studies or uncontextualised alignments and can be considered today as a complete, inter-
disciplinary science tightly connected to cognitive archaeology [16]. Most archaeologists
have started to value this discipline for its cognitive character. One key example, which is
relevant in our context, is that of the Greek temples. From a general—and vague—notion
that “most Greek temples face the rising sun”, studies have turned to analysing specific
orientations to connect them to specific deities, sacred attributes, and rites [17–22]. It is
our aim here to approach the problem of the archaeoastronomy in the Bekaa valley exactly
in the same way, so that—for instance—vague statements such those present in many
publications on Baalbek where it is noticed that the Temple of Jupiter “opens to the east” as
alleged proof of the solar character of the deity can be overcome by a rigorous analysis.

To study orientations, we use here satellite imagery (Google Earth) which usually
allows the determination of both the azimuth and the horizon height (here defined as
viewed from the inside looking out) with good approximation. For the present paper,
considering that the satellite mapping of the area out of Baalbek proper is not at the
maximal possible definition, it is safe to assume an accuracy of ±1 degree. To study the
sky at the times of construction, we used the program Starry Night Pro. A complete list of
orientations is given in Table 1, where declinations are also calculated using the program
GETDEC (kindly provided by Clive Ruggles) which takes into account refraction. To
simplify reading of the data, a diagram of orientation is given in Figure 5.
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Table 1. Orientations of the temples of the Bekaa Valley.

Place Date Temple Azimuth
Horizon
Height

Declination Notes

Baalbek Approx. 10 BC (Herodian phase)
50 AD (Julio-Claudian phase) Jupiter 75◦30′ 5◦ 14◦40′

Baalbek Mid-second century AD Bacchus 75◦30′ 4◦30′ 14◦20′
Baalbek Third century AD Venus 320◦ towards Temple of Jupiter
Baalbek Second half of the first century BC Muses 63◦ 3◦40′ 24◦ summer solstice sunrise
Baalbek Mercury not measurable
Niha Mid-second century AD A 74◦ 5◦ 16◦
Niha First century AD B 156◦ 2◦ −47◦46′
Hosh Niha Mid-second century AD A 76◦ 3◦50′ 13◦34′
Hosh Niha First century AD B 156◦ 7◦30′ −42◦40′

Hosh Niha First century AD
Double
Sanctu-
ary

67◦30′ 0◦ 18◦10′ orthogonal to temple B;
lunar geocentric dec. 18◦42′

Qsarnaba Mid-second century AD 76◦30′ 2◦ 12◦30′
Qasr el Banat 75◦ 1◦ 12◦45′

The orientation of the Temple of Jupiter already poses interesting questions. The
azimuth is of 75◦30′ which, taking into account the horizon height, gives a declination
~14◦44′. This declination is within the solar range but of course does not correspond either
to equinoxes or to the summer solstice; the sun rises in alignment with the temple in early
May/mid-August (Gregorian, but the difference with the Julian in the first/second century
AD was negligible). These dates are not of special significance for the solar cycle, as a
confirmation of the mentioned doubts on a “solar” Jupiter. The dates are not notably close
to days of special significance in the Roman calendar either.

A topographical alignment with the area at which the Hellenistic water pipe enters
the city, Ain Juj, has been proposed [23]. At Ain Juj the remains of a small round building,
with suggested date at the end of 1 BC, were found, but the building is today lost, and
its location is unsure. Furthermore, the idea that the largest Temple of the Roman empire
was oriented to a water supply, however sacred its source might have been, is frankly
difficult to believe (the assertion that the so-called Temple of the Muses is also directed
to the same point is only approximatively true; the orientation of this temple is instead
clearly astronomical, as shown below). The possibility thus remains that the intended
alignment was stellar, and indeed a quite important celestial object was rising in alignment
with the temple: the Pleiades. Of course, the Pleiades is an asterism, not a single star
(seven stars can be distinguished with the naked eye); however, they can be considered
(and were considered in antiquity) as a single entity. They occupy a portion of the sky
which spans about ~1/2◦ in declination. Their declination in Herodian times was between
15◦30′ and 16◦, slowly increasing with time. The agreement with the temple declination is
therefore good, and the horizon height which corresponds to the temple front assures that
the asterism was visible. Is this orientation in accordance with what we know about the
Heliopolitan Jupiter?
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Figure 5. Diagram of orientation of the temples of the Bekaa Valley.

Interest in the Pleiades is well documented in the Greek religion; for instance, the
role of this asterism has been shown to be fundamental for the rites of the Artemis Orthia
sanctuary in Sparta [17]. This asterism was associated—already in the Hesiod calendar,
8th century BC—with the harvest time of the cereals, indicated by their heliacal rising in
the first week of May. This is also the period in which the phenomenon occurred in Baalbek
at the end of the first century BC. Therefore, the alignment of the temple individuated both
the direction of the heliacal rising of the Pleiades and that of sun at rising, a few minutes
later, on the same days, a quite peculiar coincidence. All in all, the alignment of the temple
actually points to “agrarian” iconographical associations of Heliopolitan Jupiter, and in
particular to renewal and harvesting. The “solar” character of Jupiter Heliopolitanus is
therefore indirect; in some way it brings to mind some peculiarities of the cult of Mithra.
Many details of Mithraic mysteries are unknown and subject to debate, but the “friendship”
of the god with Helios is represented in Mithraic iconography as well as in Jupiter’s, and
the Mithraic sacrifice of the bull, the central scene of any mithraeum, is certainly connected
to renewal and harvesting, as ears of wheat are seen coming out from the bull’s tail or
wound [24]. The possible existence of a cult for a “true”, different solar deity in Baalbek
remains due to the orientation of the so-called Temple of the Muses, the attribution of
which is unclear. With a declination of ~24◦, the temple is indeed clearly oriented to the
rising of the Sun at summer solstice.
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If we now extend the analysis to the other sanctuaries of the valley, we can notice
that a very peculiar situation occurs. Indeed, the original Temples of Niha and Hosn Niha,
probably devoted to the cult of waters, were oriented in an identical manner—towards the
southeast and the valley. It is interesting to note that, either by chance or by design, their
orthogonal direction points to the Moon rising at the minor lunar standstill, and this is
also the declination of the double sanctuary at Hosn Niha. Be that as it may, when it was
decided to build in both centres of the cult a new, massive temple in the style of the Temple
of Bacchus in Baalbek, the old orientation was changed, and the new orientation was also
shared by the third temple constructed along the same architectural lines, Qsarnaba. The
Temples of Niha A, Hosn Niha A and Qsarnaba indeed all belong to a very limited range
of azimuths (74◦ to 76◦30′) and declinations (12◦30′ to 16◦) which includes the values for
Jupiter and Bacchus as well (what appear to be the remains of a further temple in the same
style located at Qasr el Banat are also measurable and give similar results). Of course, the
sample of data is too small to perform a meaningful statistical analysis, but the fact that
three out of three of the temples built in the Valley in the same period and with similar
architectural characteristics of the Temple of Bacchus all share a very similar orientation,
and that this orientation is the same of the pre-existing main sanctuary in Baalbeck, is a
very clear hint (if not proof) of their Heliopolitan character.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

As in recent approaches to the orientation of the Greek temples, we have shown here
that the astronomical symbolism incorporated in the temple architecture can give infor-
mation on the god or cult to which the temple was dedicated. In particular, Heliopolitan
Jupiter, with his association to renewal and harvesting, also appears to have been associated
with the sun rising in May and the reappearance of the Pleiades. Both the podium and the
external U-shaped wall were built respecting closely this orientation, and this is a further
hint to a unitarity of the project in Herodian times, since stellar alignments change due to
precession, and on the occasion of the alleged second-phase enlargement we would also
expect a change in the corresponding alignment.

The comparison of this alignment with those of all other related temples leads to
several interesting results. First of all, while there is no proof of a “solar” character
sometimes attributed to Jupiter Heliopolitanus, a temple clearly oriented to the sun rising
at the summer solstice does exist in Baalbeck: the so-called Temple of the Muses, which is
also the oldest. This is a hint to a solar deity worshipped there.

Another result obtained here is the fact that the orientation of the main temple turns
out to be shared by the so-called Bacchus temple and by the temples constructed in the
valley in the same style. They form a family of monuments, the attribution of which
is unsure, but their shared orientation is a strong hint to their tight dependence on the
main cult.

All in all, and notwithstanding the mentioned difficulties and the lack of details
about the evolution of the cults practiced in the valley, archaeoastronomy can be used to
contribute to a tentative and incomplete “cognitive” chronology of the Roman temples of
the Bekaa valley as follows:

(1) In pre-Roman or early Roman times, the so-called Temple of the Muses of Baalbek
was a place of worship of a deity that very probably had solar connotations due to its
orientation at summer solstice sunrise.

(2) During Herod’s time, that is under early Roman rule, something happened that made
Baalbek the cultic centre of quite an original “version” of Jupiter which had agrarian
characteristics associated with renewal and fertility.

(3) Herod’s architects started the project of a huge temple. The temple is oriented to
the rising of the Pleiades in early May, a phenomenon associated with harvesting
since Hesiod’s times. The platform of the temple should boast a U-shaped (covered)
ambulacrum which was projected in a way very similar to the walls today visible
in the Western Tunnel and Barclays Gate of the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, using
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immense blocks. The podium and what today appears as an external wall clearly
share the same orientation.

(4) In Julio-Claudian times the columns were erected and other works were made, but
the megalithic project of the ambulacrum was left unfinished.

(5) Around the mid-second century AD (probably under Antoninus Pius), the so-called
Temple of Bacchus was built. The temple is very close to the Temple of Jupiter and
strictly parallel to it; the mentioned difficulties in establishing a secure attribution
may arise simply from the fact that it was dedicated to Jupiter as well.

(6) The cult spread in the already existing sanctuaries in the valley, which were originally
devoted to the cult of waters. As a consequence of this spread, the great Temples of
Niha A, Hosn Niha A and Qsarnaba were built with “Heliopolitan” characteristics
similar to those of the Temple of Bacchus. In particular, the orientations of these
temples adhere to the Heliopolitan model and are radically different from those of
the pre-existing buildings (like the Niha Temple B) at the same places.
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